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Preface

Fatigue represents one of the most important types of damage experienced by materials and
structures during normal service. Today metallic alloys are still the most important materials
applied in the majority of components and structures allowing important service loads;
therefore the study of the different aspects of metals fatigue attracts permanent attention of
scientists, engineers and designers. The International Colloquium on Mechanical Fatigue of
Metals (ICMFM) has been organized periodically aiming a fruitful discussion of the most recent
advances in the field. This international colloquium is intended to facilitate and encourage the
exchange of knowledge and experiences among the different communities involved in both
fundamental and applied research in this field of fatigue of metals, looking the problem of
fatigue from a multiscale viewpoint, exploring analytical and numerical approaches, without
losing the applications perspective.
The First International Colloquium on Mechanical Fatigue of Metals was organized in Brno,
Czech Republic in 1968. Afterwards, regular Colloquia on Mechanical Fatigue of Metals started
in 1972 also in Brno and were originally limited to participants form the countries of the former
“Eastern Block”. They continued until the 12th Colloquium in 1994 (Miskolc, Hungary) every two
years. After a break twelve years long, the Colloquia restarted in 2006 (Ternopil, Ukraine),
followed by the ones in 2008 (Varna, Bulgaria), 2010 (Opole, Poland), 2012 (Brno, Czech
Republic), 2014 (Verbania, Italy) and 2016 (Gijón, Spain). The current edition (nineteenth) of the
colloquium, organized between 5th and 7th of September 2018 at the Faculty of Engineering of
the University of Porto, Portugal, gathers more than 130 participants from more than 20
nationalities demonstrating the vitality of the ICMFM.
This book gathers the abstracts of the works presented in the colloquium. In general, the
abstracts were organized into eighteenth chapters, according to the main topics of the
symposia/sessions foreseen in the programme of the colloquium.
The Organizing Committee of the 19th ICMFM deeply acknowledges all authors that contributed
to the success of this event, with their exciting presentations. The members of the Advisory and
Scientific Committees are also fully acknowledged for their support to the colloquium. Special
thanks are also addressed to the Symposia Organizers, Plenary Speakers, Chairmen of the
Sessions for their dedication, knowledge and energy brought to this event. Sponsors are also
i

fully acknowledged for their important contributions. Finally, a word of appreciation for the
Organizing Committee members as well as students and other FEUP/INEGI/IC and Abreu staff
for their tireless support.

The editors of the Proceedings of the 19th International Colloquium on Mechanical Fatigue of
Metals (Book of Abstracts),
Abílio Manuel Pinho de Jesus, José António Fonseca de Oliveira Correia, Ana Maria Azevedo
Neves, Rui Artur Bártolo Calçada, António Augusto Fernandes
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Effects of 3D stress states near the crack front on fracture and fatigue
Andrei Kotousov is the current President of the Australian Fracture Group
(https://www.australianfracturegroup.org/). He has actively promoted fracture research in
Australia and internationally through a wide international collaborative network and various
appointments, most notably as Vice-Chairman of the National Committee on Applied Mechanics
(2009-14), which organises a vibrant biennial conference series (ACAM) with a fracture theme,
and as Chair of the International Conference on Structural Integrity and Failure (SIF) in 2014 and
2016. He is serving on the Editorial Board of several journals devoted to Fracture Research,
notably the Fatigue and Fracture of Engineering Materials and Structures, for which he also
served as Guest Editor for a special issue devoted to selected papers from ACAM 7, and Materials
& Design.
Dr. Kotousov made significant contributions to 3D Fracture Mechanics publishing more than 100
journal and conference articles in this area. Other research areas include geo-mechanics and
Structural Health Monitoring. He often leads and participates in large structural failure
investigations. Andrei provided an expert advice to many national and international companies
and authorities including Siemens Ltd (Germany) and HDI-Gerling Insurance Company, Charles
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Very High Cycle Fatigue under Multiaxial Loading Conditions
Manuel Freitas is a Professor (retired) of Mechanical Design and Structural Materials at Instituto
Superior Técnico, Technical University of Lisbon. Researcher at IDMEC, Instituto de Engenharia
Mecânica on the Center for Mechanical Design. He completed the Mechanical Engineer degree
at Instituto Superior Técnico, Technical University of Lisbon (1972) and a PhD degree in
Mechanical Sciences at Université de Technologie de Compiegne, France (1982). He was
Assistant Professor (1983-1987), Associate Professor (1987-1997) and Full Professor (19982013) at Instituto Superior Técnico, Technical University of Lisbon and Visiting Professor at École
Centrale de Paris, France (1991). Served as Head of Mechanical Engineering Department (20032007), Scientific Coordinator of the Research Institute of Materials Science and Engineering
(2002-2007) and Vice President of the School Council of Instituto Superior Técnico (2009-2013).
His major research interests include the mechanical behavior of materials under multiaxial
loading conditions, namely multiaxial fatigue and fracture of metallic materials and mixed mode
delamination of composite materials and applications of these concepts to mechanical
engineering design.
Professor Manuel Freitas supervised 10 PhD students and was the Coordinator of the
Engineering Design and Advanced Manufacturing joint doctoral program, between Instituto
Superior Técnico ofoTechnical University if Lisbon, Faculty of Engineering of University of Porto
and School of Engineering of University of Minho; was the editor of two books on Mechanics of
Composite Materials and Multiaxial Fatigue and Fracture; has published more than 100 papers
in international scientific journals.
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Prof. Gianni Nicoletto
University of Parma
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High performance metal parts produced by additive manufacturing: the fatigue challenge
Gianni Nicoletto is currently full professor at the Department of Engineering and Architecture of
the University of Parma, Italy. He was born in Trento, Italy, in 1954. He received his Laurea in
Mechanical Engineering at the University of Bologna, Italy, in 1979 and a MSc degree in
Mechanical Engineering at Virginia Tech (USA) in 1981. He was assistant professor at the Faculty
of Engineering, University of Bologna, Italy, between 1983 and 1992. Between 1993 and 1999
he was associate professor at the Faculty of Engineering, University of Parma, Italy. Since 2000
he is full professor at the Faculty of Engineering, University of Parma, Italy, where he taught the
courses on Machine design, Mechanics of Materials, Fatigue and Fracture of Metallic Materials,
Structural Integrity and Composite Materials. He received the Doctor h.c. in Materials
Engineering by the University of Žilina (Slovakia) in 2006. In 2006 he was co-founder of the
academic spin off company TP Engineering srl, becoming president and scientific director since
then. The company currently employs 15 engineers; is active in computer-aided-engineering,
product innovation and advanced engineering materials; its clients are primary automotive
companies, automotive part production companies, and equipment manufacturing companies.
Since 2013 he is scientific consultant of the metal additive manufacturing company BEAM-IT. He
is currently national coordinator of the AIAS Working Group on Design for additive and lean
manufacturing. He has published over than 150 peer-reviewed contributions in international
journals in the following topics: Mechanics of materials, Fatigue and fracture of metallic
materials, Composite materials, Fatigue design, Experimental mechanics, Additive
manufacturing, Finite element method, Automotive engineering. His current activity in metal
additive manufacturing is focused on: i) fatigue and fracture characterization of AM materials
and components; ii) development of structural design methods for AM parts; iii) development
of know—how about AM and transfer to industry and academia.
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Static and fatigue behaviour of aluminium-to-steel thin welded joints
Since 1998 Luca has focussed his attention mainly on problems related to the static and fatigue
assessment of engineering materials and components. In particular, by working both in Italy
(University of Padova, University of Ferrara, University of Udine) and in Ireland (Trinity College,
Dublin), he has devised several novel engineering methods suitable for designing components
(experiencing stress concentration phenomena of any kind) against fatigue as well as against
static failures. According to his modus operandi, Luca has performed both theoretical and
experimental investigations and all the design methods he has formalised so far have always
been validated through a systematic experimental work. Luca has an outstanding and unique
expertise in designing notched and welded components against constant and variable amplitude
multiaxial fatigue.
The work done in the above research areas has led to more than 150 scientific papers in the
period 1999-2018 (of which 124 publications in international peer-reviewed scientific journals)
as well as to a book devoted to the multiaxial fatigue assessment (Susmel, L., Multiaxial Notch
Fatigue: from nominal to local stress-strain quantities. Woodhead & CRC, Cambridge, UK, ISBN:
1 84569 582 8, March 2009). His scientific papers have attracted significant interest from the
international scientific community, evidenced by an h-index of 27 with about 2100 citations in
total according to Scopus (h-index of 31 with about 3100 citations according to Google Scholar).
He is a member of the Editorial Boards of the two leading international journals in the fatigue
and fracture field, namely “International Journal of Fatigue” and “Fatigue & Fracture of
Engineering Materials & Structures”. Luca is also the Associate Editor of “Frattura ed Integrità
Strutturale: The International Journal of the Italian Group of Fracture” (ISSN 1971-8993). Luca is
the Editor-in-Chief of “Theoretical and Applied Fracture Mechanics” (published by Elsevier)
which is the top journal in the fracture mechanics field (Impact Factor=2.659).
Luca has developed a software specifically designed to perform the fatigue assessment of
plain/notched/welded components subjected to both constant and variable amplitude
uniaxial/multiaxial fatigue loading (Copyright document N. 007849-D007048, released by SIAE –
Società Italiana degli Autori ed Editori, www.siae.it).
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ABS
STRACT
T
T
This paper preesents the resu
ults of the fatiggue crack pro
opagation obtaained for weldded specimenss made
of S3555 steel subjected to bendin
ng for differennt forms of heat treatment.
S
Shapes and dim
mensions of th
he test specim
mens with wellds are presen
nted in Fig. 1. The initial material
m
of tesst specimens was drawn bar
b with Ø30 mm diameteer, which wass used for m
making two ty
ypes of
components of thee specimens, being
b
fixed toogether by filllet welded jo
oints on both sides (concav
ve and
conveex welds).
a)

b)

F
Fig. 1. Shapes and
a dimensionss of specimens w
with: a) concav
ve welds, b) con
nvex welds, dim
mensions in mm
m.

Haand-made weelds were mad
de based on tthe TIG meth
hod using thee inert gas shhielding (Argo
on) for
protecction. In adddition, during welding, thee welding wire
w
marked with
w
the W-442-2-W2Sil symbol
s
accordding to the EN ISO 636
6 was used. Pre-selection
n of specimen
ns were carrried out befo
ore the
experimental tests.. All tested specimens
s
weere subject to non-destrucctive testing by using maagnetic
particcle test methodd under UV lig
ght [1]. Thesee tests allowed
d eliminating welded
w
specim
mens, on the surface
s
of whhich defects (m
mainly crackss) that could iinfluence the final result of the experim
mental research
h were
revealled. Experimeental tests weere performedd on welded specimens
s
witthout heat treeatment (raw - after
weldinng) and on sppecimens afteer heat treatm
ment. The heaat treatment was
w carried ouut by subjectiing the
specim
mens to relieff annealing at 630˚C duringg 2 hours. Thee tests were peerformed on thhe fatigue test stand
MZGS – 100 [2]. During
D
the testts the force w
was controlled (in the consid
dered case, thee moment amp
plitude
was ccontrolled) woorks under lo
oading frequenncy equal to 28.4 Hz. Thee theoretical sstress concen
ntration
factorr in the specim
men under ben
nding is of Kt = 1.38. Unilaaterally restraiined specimenns were subjeccted to
cyclicc bending withh the constantt load ratio R = Mmin / Mmaxx = - 1, and am
mplitude of m
moment, Ma, eq
qual to
9.2 N
N·m, which coorresponded to
o the nominall amplitude off normal stresss for the net section of σa = 383
MPa (solid specim
men). Fatigue crack growthh on the speccimen surfacee was observved with the optical
o
methood. The fatiggue crack inccrements weree measured with
w
the micrometre locatted in the po
ortable
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microscope with magnification of 20 times and accuracy up to 0.01 mm. At the same time, a number of
loading cycles, N, was recorded.
During laboratory tests, initiation and fatigue cracks growth from one side of the specimen (from top
or bottom) were observed, and after a certain period of propagation, the crack growth occurred also on the
other side specimen. Fig. 2 presents the fatigue crack length versus number of cycles for the obtained
results of experimental tests on the specimens. In Fig. 2 can be observed that the longest fatigue life
indicate specimens made of solid material without heat treatment.
a)

b)

Fig. 2. Crack length vs. number of cycles under bending for test specimens with: a) concave welds, b) convex welds.

In specimens with concave welds (Fig. 2a) subjected to relief annealing, the fatigue crack initiation
took place at 15100 cycles, and the specimens were damaged at 19000 cycles. Specimens without heat
treatment showed the highest fatigue life, in which the crack initiation occurred at 69000 cycles, and their
damaged at 77500 cycles. Similar behaviour, shown in Fig. 2b, is also observed in specimens with convex
welds. In specimens subjected to relief annealing, the fatigue crack initiation occurred at 10500 cycles,
and the specimens were damaged at 18000 cycles. Specimens without heat treatment also showed the
highest fatigue life, in which the crack initiation occurred at 67000 cycles, and their damaged at 74000
cycles. Significant decrease in fatigue life of specimens after heat treatment was caused by structural
changes occurring in the tested material as a result of heat treatment. In the specimens without heat
treatment there was a martensite and bainite microstructure, and after the heat treatment the
microstructure of bainite and sorbitol (which occurs in the heat affected zone - HAZ) was observed. The
main crack growth was outside the weld and primary HAZ in the area of the specimen with a spheroidite
structure, enriched with cementite.
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ABSTRACT
Research on influence of mechanical parameters and microstructural characteristics on fatigue behaviour
of the material is carried under multiple approaches. One of them is modification of the material through
heat treatment in order to obtain specific microstructure [1] and mechanical properties. Additionally due
to increasing usage of numerical modelling and simulation there is strong need to develop efficient and
easily applicable numerical method of fatigue crack growth rate (FCGR) investigation. There were
proposed various methods of modelling FCG in different modes [2, 3].
In this paper there are presented experimental results of investigation on FCGR of 42CrMo4 steel after
different heat treatments as well as results obtained from numerical simulations of each differently heat
treated sample. The initial results are presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Kinetic Fatigue Fracture Diagram (KFFD) for 42CrMo4 steel with various configuration of heat treatment
(R=0.1) [1].
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ABSTRACT
Due to a great potential for resource saving, the direct recycling of aluminum chips by means of hot
extrusion is a promising alternative to the energy-intensive remelting process. Profiles extruded from
aluminum machining chips, normally considered as scrap, have shown inferior quasi-static mechanical
properties when compared to extruded cast material in past investigations [1]. Concerning the cyclic
behavior of chip-based extruded material, only a few studies are available.
For the production of chip-based aluminum profiles the geometrically determined chips, machined
from aluminum AW6060 blocks, were cold compacted to billets with a relative density of 0.78 and a
diameter of db = 66 mm to improve the mechanical properties of the resulting profiles. In order to
homogenize the material, the billets were heat-treated for 8 h at 550 °C [1]. Finally, the chip-based billets
were extruded to profiles with a diameter of dp = 12 mm with a hydraulic extrusion press at 450 °C,
allowing a welding of the chips at temperatures below the melting temperature. In the current work, castbased and chip-based specimens of flat-face die profiles with an extrusion ratio of 30.25, defined as the
quotient between the cross-sectional areas of the billet and the profile, have been compared in quasi-static
and cyclic tests.
For the characterization of the fatigue behavior, continuous load increase tests as well as constant
amplitude tests [2] were carried out on a servohydraulic fatigue testing system (Instron 8872, Fmax =
10 kN). To measure the plastic strain amplitude, an extensometer (l0 = 10 mm) was used. Additionally,
deformation-induced changes in electrical potential and temperature were determined using the ACPD
(alternating current potential drop) method and thermocouples, respectively. Exemplary results for a load
increase test for a chip-based specimen are shown in Fig. 1a. The change in AC potential ΔUAC decreases
until N < 104 cycles. After a short plateau phase, the progression is exponential and shows a similar trend
to the progression of plastic strain amplitude εa,p. At about N = 9.5∙104 cycles there is a significant change
in the slope. The change in temperature ΔT shows values nearby zero for N < 8∙104 cycles, followed by a
linear increase and an exponential increase after about N = 12∙104 cycles until failure.
All specimens were analyzed by means of computed tomography (CT) scans before the mechanical
tests in order to detect defects in the micro- and macro-structure such as pores or voids resulting from
insufficient welding of the chips. In addition, metallographic investigations, like barker etching technique,
were used to detect grain boundaries and weld seams.
The comparison of the quasi-static and cyclic properties of cast- and chip-based specimens is shown
in Table 1. The results show that both, the quasi-static and the cyclic properties of chip-based specimens
are significantly inferior when compared to conventional extruded cast-based specimens. This is due to
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weld seams occurrring between the chips durring the extrusion process. Parameters ssuch as shear stress,
pressuure and local strain in the chips during the extrusion are critical fo
or a satisfactoory welding process
p
[3].
T
The pressure and
a local strain
n in the chipss during the ex
xtrusion are co
onsidered insuufficient at a certain
diameeter of the proofile to break down superfficial oxide laayers, resulting
g in a delamin
ination phenom
menon
directtly connected to a criticall extrusion raatio. This is observable by
y means of ooptical micro
oscopic
analysses, as the dellamination can
n clearly be reecognized at th
he critical diam
meter (Fig. 1bb).
F
For the chip-based specimen
ns, a significaantly differentt damage behavior compare
red to the castt-based
specim
mens could be
b determined, which waas investigated by CT analyses. Throuugh an interm
mittent
experimental strateegy, in which
h CT investiggations of the crack progreess were perfformed after certain
c
numbber of cycles in
i constant am
mplitude tests,, an initiation of two indep
pendent crackss in different planes
was oobserved. These two crackss, initially proopagating perp
pendicular to the
t load direcction along the weld
seamss, change proppagation in lo
oad direction aand finally merge
m
into a crrack parallel tto the load dirrection
along the weld seam
ms (Fig. 1c). In accordancee with the resu
ults of the intermittent test the change off slope
of thee AC potentiall clearly indicaates the initiattion of a secon
nd crack for th
he load increaase test (Fig. 1a).
Tab
ble 1. Quasi-stattic and cyclic pr
properties of casst-based and chiip-based specim
mens.
Yieeld strength Ulltimate tensile Elongation at
[MPa]
strrength [MPa] break [10-2]
45.9 ± 0.5
140.5 ± 1.7
26.6 ± 2.9
Cast-based
Chhip-based

544.1 ± 5.4

133.3 ± 5.8

(a)

Fatigue strengtth
Number of
o cycles
to failure (σa = 120 MPa) (N
Nf = 2∙106) [MP
Pa]
47,487
90

18.2 ± 0.6

24,180

(b)

65

(c)

Fig. 1.. (a) Plastic straain amplitude, change
c
in tempeerature and chaange in AC poteential in continuuous load increase test
for chhip-based specim
men; (b) optical micrograph for chip-based
d extruded profile, cross-sectiion; (c) CT im
mage of
interm
mittent tested chip-based specim
men in constantt amplitude test (N = 0.98∙Nf), longitudinal seection.
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ABSTRACT
In the past years, the disasters caused by fatigue has aroused consensus, and the safety life design
methods have been widely used in the service time design for structures under fatigue load. However,
most of those design methods considered the structures integrated with no defects, such as cavities and
micro-cracks. Nevertheless the cracks would initiate and propagate from these defects which might
limit the fatigue life largely. Indeed, many structural parts such as aircraft wings were servicing with
many defects. Their safety was mainly determined by the crack propagation law and the critical crack
size.
Since the 20th century, many crack propagation models have been put forwards. Insides, the most
famous models are Paris law [1] and its derivative models. Considering the stress ratio effect, and the
crack closure effect, Walker [2], Forman [3] and Newman [4] had modified the Pairs law. These laws
are appropriate for long cracks. But for short cracks, they apparently to possess higher crack
propagation rate than long cracks at the same stress intensity factor, which should be paid more
attention.
This study investigated the micro defects effect and exposed the crack propagation regular of both
small and long cracks on Nickel-based superalloy GH4169. Deng [5], Ye [6] and Qing [7] have studied
the grain size effect on small fatigue crack propagation with this kind of material. The crack detection
method used in this study was almost the same as their works. Micro-notches were first machined on
each specimen. Replica way was applied to acquire crack length.
In this study, fatigue tests with different micro-notch sizes at room temperature and 650°C were
carried out. The crack initiation life and crack propagation rate were record on the replicas. The stress
intensity factor was calculated with Newman’s method and the micro-structure analysis was observed
with optical microscope, electron microscope and electron backscatter diffraction (EBSD) method.
Several conclusions were listed as follows:
(i) The initiation life, total fatigue life and the crack propagation rate were largely influenced by
the length and the depth of the micro-notch. While the width of the crack showed little effect. Finite
element method was carried out to calculate the stress concentration of different notch size, which
showed some relationship between crack initiation.
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(ii) The relationship between crack propagation rate with different micro-notch size at room
temperature and stress intensity factor range was exhibited in Fig.1. Affected by micro-structure, the
small crack propagation rate expressed huge volatility. Ye has proposed for both small and long cracks
with the size of plastic zone, which was modified here considering the micro-notch size effect.

Fig. 1. The crack propagation rate with different micro-notch size at room temperature along with stress intensity
factor range.

(iii) Micro-structure effect was clear discussed. Large angle grain boundary showed large
resistance to small crack propagation. The size and distribution of grain boundary angle were affected
by many aspects. Here, a distribution function was introduced to the crack propagation model for small
cracks to characterize grain boundary effect.

Fig. 2. EBSD result for micro-structure effect on small crack propagation.
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ABSTRACT
Titanium HA (hard alpha) inclusions may be introduced during the production of titanium alloys,
especially during the melting process. The existence of inclusions undermines the continuity of the
titanium alloy matrix. Stress concentration, initiation of fatigue cracks, acceleration of crack propagation,
reduction of material quality and service reliability are caused by the presence of inclusions. Therefore, a
TC4 material disk was designed to study the influence of disk on the fatigue properties of the disk when it
contains HA defects in this paper. HA defects are artificially implanted into the blank and formed after
forging, and their position and shape are detected by ultrasonic wave. Then the low cycle fatigue test was
carried out for the titanium alloy disk with HA defects, the crack initiation and propagation characteristics
of the HA defect and the effect on the fatigue life of the disk are researched as well. Comparing the
simulation with the experiment, the results show that the crack propagation rate calculated by the
simulation analysis is in good agreement with the experimental results.
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ABSTRACT
Typically, for cyclic crack growth resistance there are constructed the kinetic fatigue fracture
diagrams (KFFD). The main way (a classic one) of describing the fatigue fracture kinetics is the force
approach – promoted in standard ASTM E647 [1]. The rate of a crack growth is described as a function of
stress intensity factor. This function based on experimental data is power law - type form in relation to
ΔK (stress intensity range ΔK=Kmax−Kmin) or its maximal value in cycle KImax. However, in this case a
mean stress (R-ratio) effect is reflected in shifting of the da/dN-ΔK curves. Another group of quantities,
suitable for description of fatigue crack growth process, is a group based on strain energy density
parameters associated with the existing hysteresis loops. The role of energy parameter in FCGR process
can be found with Dimensional Analysis approach and their geometrical methods. In this case, the
Universal Graph [2] method was used for estimation of the kinetic equation based on energy dissipated in
one cycle of loading. This non-classical method reduces the dimensional dependences to some functions
at the dimensionless fiber. It should be underlined that it does not break a symmetry among incoming
arguments [3]. The main algorithm of this method is summarized as follows [2]:
• identify all dimensional basis related to the main process,
• treat one of the physical quantity as a main parameter; in this case this quantity should appear in
each product,
• construct the hyper-plane for each basis.
The physical variables and its dimension have been presented in Table 1. Finally, after transformation and
returning to initial physical quantities, a new “crack driving force” as the energy parameter can be
expressed as:

ΔH =

Wc
 K2 
B1 − Im2ax 

K fc 


(1)

Where; Wc-energy dissipated in each cycle of loading, B – specimen thickness, Kfc – fatigue cyclic stress
intensity factor. In course of the experiment, two types of fatigue fracture kinetics have been recorded. In
the first one, the range of changes in the stress intensity factor ΔK appears, which characterizes the
intensity of cyclic strain in the crack tip, and in the second one, ΔS quantity appears, corresponding to the
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searched dissipation energy of strain recorded in the form of a hysteresis loop. As a new crack driving
force was used ΔS parameter:
( )

Δ𝑆 =

(2)

Symbol

Table 1. Involved dimensional analysis variables in FCGR process.
Variable
Description
Physical
F

L

Dimensions
Y

Wc

Strain energy density

[F]

1

0

A

ΔH

Energy parameter as a “crack
driving force”

[FL-1]

1

-1

B

B

Thickness

[L]

0

1

2

C

Kfc

D

KImax2

2 -3

Critical stress intensity factor
raised to the power of two

[F L ]

2

-3

Maximal value of stress intensity
factor raised to the power of two

[F2L-3]

2

-2

For test were used CT-specimens (W=48mm, t=18mm) prepared in accordance with ASTM E647
[1]. The energy kinetic fatigue fracture diagram is presented in Fig.1

Fig. 1. Kinetic fatigue fracture diagram for 41Cr4 steel (Q+T condition) based on energy parameter ΔS.
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ABSTRACT
The maintenance of the old steel structures is one of the main challenges in engineering practice
– mainly due to the lack of the experimental data performed for existing old steel structures erected at the
turn of the 19th and 20th centuries. In this paper the fatigue crack growth behavior in structural
components from the old 19th (and early 20th) centuries structures (e.g. bridges) has been investigated.
The delivered material for investigation was extracted from a beam made from puddled iron and mild
rimmed steel, commonly used 100 years ago. It has been confirmed in author’s experimental works that
the fatigue crack growth rate in this ancient type of steel is higher than in its modern equivalent. One of
the fundamental engineering tasks is the problem of the extension of the precritical fatigue crack growth
in such a type of steel Material for investigation was gained from the railway old riveted, metallic bridge
(1899-1902) located in Kluczbork (Poland, rail line 143 – 67.749km). The general view of the girder
structure is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. General view of the structural element from Kluczbork bridge.
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The paper presents the results of an experimental investigation of the crack path and description of
fatigue crack growth in plane specimens made of old mild steel (Fig.1) as well puddle iron [1] under
tension and shear state and bending with torsion state. Specimens with rectangular cross-sections [2] and
stress concentrator in the form of external one-sided sharp notch were used. The tests were performed
under the load ratios R = 0, 0.1. The tests were performed under the different slot inclinations (mode I+II)
and different ratios of torsion to bending moments (mode I+III). The results of the experimental tests
have been described using ΔK stress intensity factor range.

Fig. 2. Fatigue crack paths in puddle iron under mixed mode conditions, [1].

The obtained results for puddle iron [1] have shown the inadequacy of classical mixed-mode load
theories for the prediction of the crack initiation angle. For old mild steel, the existing criteria are suitable
for the prediction of crack imitation angle in analytical models as well numerical simulations. However,
the puddle iron (Fig. 2) shows a tendency to the brittleness in TL direction. It seems that, for puddle iron,
a new criterion of the mixed-mode loading should be formulated in terms of material anisotropy. A
noticeable is a fact that under mixed mode condition I+II the fatigue lifetime (for both materials) increase
with the ratio KII/KI.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the results of an experimental investigation of the crack path and description of
fatigue crack surface in plane specimens made of S355 steel under tension shear state (mode I+II) and
bending with torsion (mode I+III). The tests were performed under different slot inclinations (mode I+II,
specimen shown in Fig. 1a) and different ratios of torsion to bending moments (mode I+III, specimen
shown in Fig. 1b) for the load ratios R = 0.1, 0 respectively. The results of the experimental tests have
been described using ΔK stress intensity factor range.

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Shape and dimensions of specimen for a) mode I+II, b) mode I+III, dimensions in mm [1].

After experiments, the fatigue crack paths were numerically determined and compared with
experimental crack paths. The stress intensity factors were calculated using numerical approach (BEM –
boundary element method) in FRANC2D and FRANC3D software. The mixity ratio KII/KI or KIII/KI
plays an important role in crack initiation angle – Fig. 2. After fatigue crack growth rate tests, the fracture
surface of specimens were investigated using fractal geometry [2, 3] as well roughness parameters.
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Fig. 2. Typical fatigue crack paths obtained for different slot inclinations (30°, 45°, 60°).

Box-counting fractal dimension was determined for the obtained fracture surface. In this study, the
indirect method was applied and the dimension was determined for the vertical profile of the surface. The
image of the profile, seen through the microscope coupled with a camera, was recorded in a computer,
where numerical processing was performed. For calculation of the same fractal dimension, the FD3
program has been used. The essential element of the method is optimisation concerning microscopic
magnification (scale of a length), resolution of the recorded image and selection of the grey level
threshold at binarization. This method allows determination of the fractal dimension with an absolute
accuracy of 0.05 in non-dimensional units. A complete method of determination of the fractal dimension
for fracture surfaces of ferrous alloys was described in [3].
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with an experimental characterization of the short and long crack growth behaviour
of aluminium AlSi cast alloys. The work includes four different material types exhibiting a variation of
the alloy specification, heat treatment, eutectic modifier as well as the cast component, where the
specimens for the fracture mechanical tests are extracted from, see Table 1. Preliminary studies [1, 2]
revealed that these cast process parameters can significantly affect the fatigue strength; hence, this paper
continuatively focuses on the crack growth characteristics as presented in [3, 4].
Table 1. Overview of investigated aluminium cast materials.

Alloy specification

Heat treatment

Eutectic modifier

Cast component

EN AC-45500

T6

Strontium (Sr)

Cylinder head (ch)

EN AC-45500

T6

Sodium (Na)

Cylinder head (ch)

EN AC-46200

T5

Strontium (Sr)

Cylinder head (ch)

EN AC-46200

T6

Strontium (Sr)

Crank case (cc)

The experiments cover both the short and long crack fatigue regime. Within the short crack growth
special attention is laid on the effective threshold of the stress intensity factor range ΔKth,eff [5] as well as
the increasing influence of crack closure phenomena [6], such as plasticity- and roughness-induced crack
closure effects [7], during crack propagation. A compression pre-cracking method to generate nearthreshold fatigue-crack-growth-rate data [8] is applied to evaluate the resistance (R-) curve [9] of the
investigated AlSi cast materials. To describe the course of the fatigue crack threshold ΔKth starting from
the effective value ΔKth,eff at a crack extension of Δa=0 up to the long crack growth threshold ΔKth,lc, the
empirical approach as presented in [10] is utilized, see Eq. (1).

ΔKth = ΔKth,eff + (ΔKth,lc - ΔKth,eff ) . (1 – e(-Δa/lR))

(1)

Further on, if the crack extends and the long crack growth threshold ΔKth,lc is reached, the common
crack propagation law introduced by Paris and Erdogan [11] is employed. Fig. 1 (left) depicts the
experimental crack growth results for three single-edge-notched-bending samples made of EN AC-45500T6 Sr (ch). All fracture mechanical tests are conducted at a load stress ratio of R=-1. A subsequent
evaluation of the R-curve in Fig. 1 (right) shows that the effective threshold values in the short crack
regime match well, but major differences regarding the influence of the crack closure effects and the final
long crack growth threshold can be observed. In [12] it is presented that microstructural characteristics
significantly affect the fatigue crack growth of aluminium cast alloys. Hence, further experiments with
optical in-situ crack growth detection according to the procedure given in [13] are conducted.
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The results of the in-situ optical analysis show that the microstructure, such as eutectic phases (Fig. 2,
left) or shrinkage pores (Fig. 2, right), influence not only the crack growth rate, but additionally the crack
path, whereat both need to be considered to properly assess the lifetime in the short and long crack fatigue
regime of cast aluminium alloys.

Fig. 1. Experimental crack growth results for EN AC-45500-T6 Sr (ch) (left) and evaluation of the fatigue crack
resistance curve for the different test series (right).

Fig. 2. In-situ optical detection of microstructural effects on the long crack growth behaviour of AlSi cast alloys.
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ABS
STRACT
T
Sinnce the publiccation of the Elber’s
E
work [1], the probllem of crack closure effectt is a major to
opic in
fatiguue fracture meechanics and fatigue crackk growth in teerms of a meean load influuence. As it is
i well
knownn from experiimental practiice, the R-ratiio (Kmin/Kmax) strongly influ
uences the unnification proccess of
descriiption of the fatigue
f
crack growth
g
rate inn a force driven
n approach. In
n many workss, it has been proved
p
that thhe stress R-rattio effect is neegligible if wee consider ΔKeff as a crack driving
d
force pparameter in Kinetic
K
Fatiguue Fracture Diiagram (KFFD
D):

ΔKeff = K max − K op.

(1)

Howeever, in severral papers (e.g
g. Xiong et aal. [2]) it was demonstrated
d that the ΔK eff does not always
a
consoolidate experim
mental data in a one line. Thherefore, the energy
e
approaach [3, 4] seem
ms to be predeestined
for deescription of FCGR data without
w
mean stress effect.. In this case,, a noticeablee fact is that energy
e
modells work well in
i “Paris regim
me” region. Inn near thresho
old region a siignificant dataa scatter is ob
bserved
– Fig.. 1.

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Kineticc fatigue fracturre diagram for 441Cr4 steel baseed on energy ΔH
H parameter (a)) and S355J2W
W steel
based oon ΔJ parameterr (b) [5].

Accorrding to enerrgy model co
onsiderations and crack cllosure phenom
menon, the ccorrections off crack
closurre parameters are required in near thresshold region. A general alg
gorithm of cloosure point (cclosure
load) identificationn consists in:
c
• Registratioon of the signals F-COD at desired load cycles,
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•
•

Decomposition of the F-COD line for linear and nonlinear parts by fitting the linear dependence
(two constants A0 and A1) and second order polynomial function (three constants B0, B1, B2),
Optimization of the values of the B0, B1, B2 due to minimizing residual sum of squares (RSS)
deviation from linear coincidence.

Based on existing models, as well experimental data, crack closure corrections in near threshold
region has been performed. The experimental results for 42CrMo4 steel (for different R-ratios) are
presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Near threshold da/dN-ΔS region for 41Cr4 steel (tempered in 200°C, R=0.1, 0.5, 0.75) before and after closure
corrections

As a conclusion, it is postulated to reformulate the energy models for near threshold region. It is
demonstrated that the crack closure effect plays an important role in this region. A noticeable is
decreasing of experimental data scatter for results with closure corrections. It is worth to underline that
the new U-crack closure function will be required for energy approach. The simple analytical corrections
regarding to crack closure effect can be successful used for energy models in near threshold region.
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ABSTRACT
Due to excellent castability, low weight, corrosion resistance and good mechanical properties,
Aluminium-Silicon based foundry alloys are widely used for several automotive parts such as engine
blocks and cylinder heads. It is well-known how these industrial components are applied at extreme and
complicated working conditions since they reach temperatures up to 300 °C, far beyond the limit for
existing Al-Si casting grades; technological changes in engine materials are required [1-3].
Nowadays aluminium recycling is becoming increasingly important since it saves about 95% of the
energy required for primary aluminium production, thus resulting in significant savings and reduction of
greenhouse gases emissions. As a result, secondary aluminium alloys present lower cost than primary
ones, but also small amounts of elements and impurities which can negatively affect the final mechanical
properties [4-5].
Most of research activities paid attention about mechanical properties at room temperature. On the
contrary, information regarding high temperature fatigue behaviour of the aforementioned alloys is very
limited, despite their use and diffusion.
The aim of this work is to characterise the high temperature fatigue behaviour of secondary
AlSi7Cu3Mg foundry alloys.
The experimental alloy was melt in a resistance-heated furnace at 760 °C and the chemical
composition, performed with an optical emission spectrometry, is shown in Table 1. Castings were
produced by using the reference die proposed in the document CEN/TR 16748:2014 [6].
Table 1. Chemical composition of the investigated AlSi7Cu3Mg alloy (wt%).

Alloy

Si

Fe

Cu

Mn

Mg

Zn

Cr

Ni

Ti

Sr

Al

AlSi7Cu3Mg

6.7

0.42

3.56

0.29

0.32

0.05

0.013

0.009

0.100

0.0001

bal.

Specimens were then heat-treated in an air-circulating furnace. The solution treatment was performed
at 485 °C for 24 h, followed by water quench at room temperature. Material hardness was tested at room
temperature after different ageing times at 180 °C. Furthermore, specimens for fatigue testing were
artificially aged at 180 °C for 8 h, corresponding to a T7 heat treatment.
Fatigue tests were carried out under load control with a stress ratio R = 0.01. As-cast specimens were
tested at room temperature while the heat-treated ones were characterized both at room and elevated
temperatures, i.e. 200 and 300 °C. After testing, microstructural investigations were carried out by optical
microscopy. Some microstructural features, such as the secondary dendrite arms spacing (SDAS) of α-Al
phase, the roundness of eutectic Si particles, were quantitatively evaluated by using an image analyser.
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Fig. 1 shows typical as-cast and T7 heat-treated microstructures observed in the specimens tested at
room temperature. The morphology of eutectic Si particles changes from unmodified, typical of the ascast state, to a globular shape after heat treatment. The performed heat treatment leads both to a complete
dissolution of Cu-containing phases and to the precipitation of finely dispersed particles throughout the αAl matrix.

Al

Si

Cu-rich
phases

Si

Al

a

b

Fig. 1. Typical microstructure of secondary AlSi7Cu3Mg alloy in (a) as-cast and (b) heat-treated conditions.

Fatigue results of heat-treated AlSi7Cu3Mg alloy are reported in Fig. 2. In general, higher stress
amplitudes correspond to lower number of cycles before failure. The fatigue resistance progressively
decreases when passing from room to high temperatures. While the fatigue behaviour at 200 °C is
comparable to that at room temperature, the fatigue properties significantly decrease at 300 °C due to the
coarsening of strengthening precipitates.
160
AlSi7Cu3Mg - T7 - 20°C
AlSi7Cu3Mg - T7 - 200°C
AlSi7Cu3Mg - T7 - 300°C

140
120
100
80
60
40
104

105

106

Number of cycles, N

Fig. 2. Fatigue results of heat-treated AlSi7Cu3Mg alloy at different testing temperatures.
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ABSTRACT
The paper presents the results of an experimental investigation of the mixed mode (I+II) fatigue
crack growth. It is well known that crack growth phenomenon in railheads requires a complex analysis of
forces, such as the crack tip opening and sliding displacements, under repeated rolling contact. From the
service point of view, the mixed mode fracture failure of rails is one of the main mechanism of cracking.
As an example, it can be demonstrated in Fig. 1.

Fig.1. Experimental crack path in Datong– Qinhuangdao line rail [1].

For fatigue crack growth predictions, FEM methodology has been involved based on experimental
observations of fatigue crack growth behaviour under mixed mode conditions. For fatigue fracture tests,
the CTS (Compact Tension Shear) specimens were involved (Fig. 2a) using additional fixture for uniaxial
testing machine (Fig. 2b). In order to obtain the kinetic fatigue fracture diagrams in terms of mixed-mode
loading conditions, the experimental measurements were arranged in accordance to the Richard
conception [2]. For comparison of the tested results the typical fatigue crack growth rate for pure mode I
was performed in accordance with the ASTM E647 [3] using the CT specimen (W=50, t=8mm) and ΔK
decreasing test (f=10Hz, R=0.1). The crack length was monitored using optical and compliance method
(pure mode I). For the mixed-mode loading conditions CTS were involved. Due to the material
limitations, the main dimensions were equal: W=42 mm, t=8mm. The initial notch with pre-crack (mode I
condition) satisfied the CTS – Richard [2] suggestions for the normalized crack length: a/W=0.52÷0.55.
The tests were performed for different elastic mixity parameter range:
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Me =

2

π

K
a tan  I
 K II

.



(1)

The value of the dimensionless parameter Me=0 corresponds to pure shear state (mode II) and the value
Me=1 means that the specimen is loaded under pure mode I
a)

b)

Fig. 2. Mixed mode fatigue load test a) CTS specimen and dimensions, b) general view on the measurement stand
under mixed mode load configuration

The obtained experimental results of fatigue crack growth under mixed mode condition I+II indicate that
the fatigue lifetime increase with the decreasing value of elastic mixity parameter Me. The existing
criteria (MTS, SED, MERR) predict correctly the initial fatigue crack bifurcation angle for mode
condition I+II. The fatigue crack growth process under mixed mode condition I+II can be described by
new proposed equivalent stress intensity factor ΔKeq.
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ABSTRACT
Taken as a promising basis to achieve the EU energy goals for 2020 and 2050 in regard to sustainable
energy sources, offshore wind farms allow for an increased electric production due to the higher wind
speeds and an “unrestrained” amount of available space [1].
However, offshore wind farms present a disadvantage when compared with onshore wind turbine
structures since they are constantly subjected to other environmental loads besides wind, leading to
increased fatigue damage accumulation around welded joints [1].
When dealing with tubular joints offshore standards, the DNVGL code offer a fatigue analysis based
on hot-spot stresses, for this reason the stress concentration factors (SCF) become of extreme relevance.
Several approaches for determining SCF are proposed in literature where parametric equations from
several authors using geometrical parameters and depending on the type of loading are used with aims to
calculate SCF around the weld fillet. Another possibility can be made using a finite element analysis
(FEA) where the stress concentration factor can be obtained as a relation between hot-spot stresses and
nominal stresses, the first can be achieved either by linear or quadratic extrapolation.
In this paper, a comparison between a FEA model and parametric equations proposed by Efthymiou
according to DNVGL standard [2], and Lloyd’s register [3] for calculating the SCF, is proposed. For this
analysis a KT-type joint of an operating jacket-type offshore platform is considered (see Fig. 1).
In the definition of the finite element model, it was used the program ANSYS R19.0® to simulate the
conditions and boundaries around the tubular joint and in the tubular joint itself. The choice of elements
type for the analysis depends on the geometry of the joint and the purpose for which the results of the
analysis will be used. The 3D numerical model was built using solid finite elements and a linear-elastic
stresses analysis was used. The mechanical properties used in the numerical analysis of the KT-joint
under consideration are the following: density equal to 7.850E-6 kg/mm3; modulus of elasticity equal to
210000 N/mm2; and shear modulus equal to 80770 N/mm2. The S420 steel was used in the offshore
structure. The loads to be considered in the FE analysis of the KT-joint under consideration can be seen in
ref. [4].
A comparison and discussion of the stress concentration factors results between the Lloyd’s register
KT joint equations, DNVGL parametric equations and FE analysis are presented (Table 1). For the axial
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loadinng case betweeen the FE mo
odel-DNV andd between the FE model-Lloyd, the SCF chord in bracce A is
way m
more conservaative for the finite
f
elementt model but for
f the other brace
b
locationns where the SCF
S
is
locateed, the SCF iss conservative for the analyytical solutionss. SCF saddlee for brace B calculated usiing FE
analyssis is way tooo conservativee and is unreaalistic. It can be verified th
hat the valuess of SCF in general
g
from the analyticaal parametric equations arre more conservative when
n compared w
with finite ellement
analyssis. However,, the finite element analysiss leads to better results for the values of stress concen
ntration
factorr for chord-braace A, chord--brace C, and for Chord in axial force, in
n-plane bendin
ing and out-off-plane
loadinng cases, resppectively. Thee parameters tthat have caussed influence in evaluationn of SCF besiide the
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dary conditionn at brace and
d chord
ends w
with their resppective length
h; type of meshh element; an
nd, the mesh reefinement aroound the interssection
of thee braces and thhe chord.

Fig. 1.
1 Solid FE modeel with the designed meshing refine
ement.

Fig. 2. Solid moodel with
represeentation of the axiial forces.

th
he

Fig. 3. Solid model with the
representatioon of the in-plaane bending
moment.

Fig.
F
4. Solidd model witth the
representation
r
of the out-of-plane bending
moments.
m

T
Table 1. Stress conncentration factorrs for axial loadinng from the Lloyd
d and DNVGL pa
arametric equatioons and FE analyssis.
SC
CF AS/AC

Comparision
Chorrd
A (51110)
B (51116)
C (51112)
Bracce
A (51110)
B (51116)
C (51112)

DNV
1.601
2.949
2
1.369
DNV
1.823
3.409
3
1.786

Lloyd
C
Crown
1.773
1.598
1.117
C
Crown
1.861
1.480
1.861

Saddle
1.733
1
0.935
0
1.047
1
Saddle
1.596
1
0.217
0
1.250
1

FEA
3.624
0.341
0.444
Crown
C
1.171
1.688
0.970

Saddle
1.649
8.863
1.488
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ABS
STRACT
T
O
One of the preedominant failure mechanissms of pitch bearings
b
for blades
b
of windd turbines is the inservicce cracking off the outer ring
g (Fig. 1a) [1]]. This ring, usually
u
made of
o 42CrMo4 ssteel, is subjeccted to
wind and inertial looads transmittted through thhe rolling elem
ments and to the
t tighteningg preload exerrted by
the boolts. In fact, [22] states that, during the opperation of thee wind turbine, a defect mayy initiate at th
he edge
of onee of the holess drilled for mounting
m
the bolts. First off all, this defeect grows as a surface cracck and
afterw
wards it evolvves to a throug
gh-crack, in a section subjeected to variaable amplitudee mode-I stresses in
the hooop direction [2]. A rainflo
ow analysis off the critical sttresses in a reeal practical exxample showeed that
the strress ratio (R) ranges from 0.1
0 to 0.6 in thhe load spectru
um.

a)

b)

Fig. 11. a) Real bearing ring broken during operatioon. Courtesy off RBB Engineerring [1]; b) scheematic represen
ntation
of thee structural detaail and the loadss studied in thiss work.

F
For the sake of
o simplicity, in
i this work tthe growth off a hole-edge through-crackk was studied in the
structuural detail deppicted in Figu
ure 1b. It sharres certain characteristics with
w the real aapplication, su
uch as,
materrial, 42CrMo44, and loading
g mode, modee-I. The applieed force is cyclic, oscillatinng sinusoidallly with
ratios of 0.1, 0.35 and 0.6. Assu
uming linear elastic behaviior at the cracck tip, crack ggrowth rate may
m be
descriibed as a funcction of stress intensity factoor range, usin
ng one of the many
m
crack grrowth laws available
in thee literature thaat relate both variables
v
conssidering the well-known streess ratio effecct [3]. It follow
ws that
when performing crack growtth predictionss neither thee choice of the crack grrowth law nor the
determ
mination of thhe fitting coeffficients is triviial.
Inn this study, three differeent tasks werre carried ou
ut. In first pllace, crack ggrowth curvess were
characcterized according to AST
TM E647 at the aforemen
ntioned three stress ratios, using standaardized
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Comppact Tension specimens. Walker
W
and N
NASGRO equaations were fitted
f
to the eexperimental fatigue
f
crack growth rate (FCGR) dataa and the fittting coefficien
nts were deteermined usingg different daatasets.
Seconndly, crack growth
g
was predicted
p
in tthe presented
d structural detail
d
(Fig. 11b), according
g to a
methoodology basedd on BS 7910:2013, resortinng to previously mentioned
d crack growthh laws and different
fitted coefficients. Last but not least, 88 mm
m-wide and 6 mm-thick plaates with a 300 mm diameteer hole
were ttested under a maximum fo
orce of 50 kN
N and differentt stress ratios (namely; 0.1,, 0.35 and 0.6). That
maxim
mum force waas chosen so th
hat the maxim
mum stress at the
t net section
n did not exceeed 40% of the yield
strenggth.
R
Results (Fig. 2)
2 show that ΔK-based crrack growth laws
l
are apprropriate for ddescribing FC
CGR in
42CrM
Mo4 steel, witthout resorting
g to energy m
methods, at leaast below the stress
s
levels aapplied here. Walker
W
equatiion proved to be more accu
urate than NA SGRO for desscribing FCGR
R at stress rattios between 0.1
0 and
0.6 inn Region II. Regarding
R
Wallker equation,, the number of
o cycles at prredicted criticcal crack leng
gth was
estimaated with erroors lower than
n 5% by chara
racterizing craack growth cu
urves at extrem
me values of R (0.1
and 0.6) and using those datasetts to determinne fitting coeff
fficients at any
y stress ratio. For that law, it was
not w
worth characterrizing FCGR at intermediatte Rs, not even to predict crrack growth aat those stress ratios.
Regarrding NASGR
RO equation, determining ccrack growth coefficients at
a R=0.1 and using them at other
stress ratios resulteed in unaccepttable estimatioons of crack growth,
g
with errors up to 440%, approxim
mately.
Also w
with this law,, it was not worth
w
characterrizing FCGR at intermediaate Rs, becausse using coeffficients
deriveed at extreme Rs yielded veery similar ressults (differencces in error beelow 7%).

Figg. 2. Experimenntal and predicteed crack growthh at R=0.6. Thee coefficients off both Walker aand NASGRO were
w
deteermined using crack
c
growth cuurves at extremee values of R (n
namely 0.1 and 0.6).
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ABSTRACT
The structural components from structures such as bridge members are subjected to a long operating
period of time. The problem of fatigue cracks is more interesting in existing bridge structures with
existing cracks. In case of the structures erected at the turn of the 19th and 20th century, the cracks are
natural elements of the old steel metallic structures. The uniaxial fatigue crack growth description relation
led us often to significant errors in predicting of a residual lifetime. As a good example, it can be a
residual lifetime of the riveted joints in such a type of structures. On the other hand, the 19th century
structures were erected from the puddled iron or low carbon mild rimmed steel. The obtained results from
several ancient railway metallic bridges (from Poland and Portugal) have shown the presence of
microstructural degradation processes in puddled iron. The kinetic fatigue fracture diagrams (KFFD) have
been obtained for post-operated steel. The problem of crack closure has been involved in fatigue crack
growth process during the experiments and its understanding is fundamental for the analysis of stress ratio
R effects on KFFD. An experimental and numerical approach has been involved for the evaluation of the
crack closure/opening forces based on the hysteresis loop deformation. The implemented algorithm in the
numerical environment gives promising results in description of the kinetics of fatigue crack growth of
the old metallic materials with consideration of crack closure effect. In this paper some examples of
degenerated microstructures have been presented. In order to fill a lack in experimental data in the
literature, the results of a mixed-mode (I+II) fatigue crack growth have been presented and discussed on
the background of existing fracture mechanics models. All the results have been implemented to the
Abaqus environment.
For mixed mode fatigue fracture test the CTS (Compact Tension Shear) specimens were involved
(Fig. 1a) using additional fixture for uniaxial testing machine (Fig. 1b).
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a)

b)

Fig. 1. Mixed mode load test a) CTS specimen tested in mode I, b) CTS specimen tested in mixed mode state (I+II)

The initial stress intensity factors were calculated using For CTS specimen the closed form solutions of
SIFs presented by Richard [1]:

KI =

F πa cos θ
0.26 + 2.65( a / W − a )
,
Wt( 1 − a / W ) 1 + 0.55( a / W − a ) − 0.08( a / W − a )2

(1)

− 0.23 + 1.4( a / W − a )
F πa sin θ
.
Wt( 1 − a / W ) 1 − 0.67( a / W − a ) + 2.08( a / W − a )2

(2)

K II =

Where: F – applied force, a – crack length, W – specimen width, Θ – load angle.

Based on fracture surface analysis for specimen tested under mixed mode conditions, a noticeable is
typical fracture surface shaped by numbers of nonmetallic inclusions with large areas of fracture caused
by initial sliding mode of fatigue crack growth (noticeable is influence of the KII in the initial fatigue
crack path). As the crack growth, the sliding mode is decreased, where the typical fatigue fracture area is
presented. Fracture surface is similar to the mode I crack propagation type due to increasing KI/KII with
growing crack.
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ABSTRACT
The fatigue behaviour of metallic materials at very high cycles (N > 107) is subject of a great variety
of scientific papers. However, fatigue crack growth in the VHCF regime is far less intensively
investigated. Previous studies showed that fatigue cracks can grow even at amplitudes well below the
classical fatigue limit. Aim of the present study is to analyse the fatigue crack growth at very low
amplitudes near the threshold regime and to gain insight into the barrier function of microstructural
inhomogeneities such as grain boundaries and precipitates.
Two different aluminium alloys in different heat treatment conditions were investigated: the
precipitation hardening alloy EN AW 6082 in peak-aged (pa) and overaged (oa) condition and the work
hardening alloy EN AW 5083 in soft annealed condition.
Tests were performed at an ultrasonic fatigue testing system with a resonance frequency of about
20 kHz and a load ratio of R = -1. In order to investigate the crack growth behaviour in the threshold
regime, the thresholds were determined by means of the load-shedding method for all three material
conditions. The results, averaged out of three measurements each, are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Fatigue crack growth threshold values ΔK for the aluminium alloys EN AW 6082 and EN AW 5083.

EN AW 6082 pa

EN AW 6082 oa

EN AW 5083

1.46 MPa√m

1.35 MPa√m

1.57 MPa√m

Subsequently, tests were performed under constant stress intensity factors ΔK. The load amplitude
was continuously adapted after optical measurements of the crack length throughout the entire test. Due
to the changes of the crack growth rate over the crack length (Fig. 1), the crack growth behaviour is
influenced by the microstructure. Crack growth retardation is mainly caused by primary precipitates,
which can be found in both alloys. Especially the fine distributed ferritic precipitates are causing the crack
to decelerate. Grain boundaries can affect the behaviour as well, but for the alloy EN AW 6082 the effect
is less pronounced due to the bigger grain size of 2000 µm in rolling direction and 50-100 µm
perpendicular to it. This might be as well the reason for the smaller average crack growth rate for the
alloy EN AW 5083.
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Figg. 1. Fatigue craack growth behaviour under coonstant ΔK valu
ues for the threee investigated m
material conditions.

E
Electron backsscatter diffracttion (EBSD) iimages were taken
t
in orderr to investigatte the effect of grain
bounddaries on the crack growth
h. By determiining the slip
p systems with
h the highestt Schmid factor and
comparing their oriientation in th
he grain with the crack path
h, the crack propagation
p
m
mode can be deefined.
Indeppendent of thee alloy and material
m
condittion, the pred
dominant crack
k propagationn is mode I, as
a it is
knownn for the behaviour of long
g cracks. In ccase of the allloy EN AW 5083
5
there aree also some regions
r
were tthe crack proppagates in a sh
hear controlleed mode, as caan be seen in Fig.
F 2. Due to the smaller average
grain size the influuence of graiin boundariess becomes big
gger. Some reegions of sheear controlled
d crack
propaagation could be
b found for alloy
a
EN AW 6082 as well, but rarely and
d limited to onnly a few graiins.
F
Furthermore thhe EBSD anallysis is used too gain insightt into the form
mation of the pplastic zone in
n front
of thee crack tip. Reecent results from
f
flat samp
mples have alreeady shown th
hat the plasticc zone is very
y small
compared to the microstructura
m
al features (gr
grain size, preecipitates). In case of sheaar dominated
d crack
growtth there is onlyy one plasticaally influencedd region in fro
ont of the crack
k tip. [1]

Fig. 2.. EBSD analysiis of aluminium
m alloy EN AW 5083, under co
onstant ΔK valu
ue (1.7 MPa√m)). Regions of sh
hear
controolled crack grow
wth indicated by
y white lines.
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ABSTRACT
This work is focused on quantitative interpretation of the mode III effective thresholds measured for
long fatigue crack propagation in various metallic materials. Although fatigue cracks have been
investigated by many researches since several decades, there are still many open questions. For instance,
fatigue crack growth threshold value and the related mechanism of resistance to crack propagation are
still not explained in a satisfactory way [1, 2].
Resistance to fatigue crack propagation should be divided into the intrinsic and the extrinsic
component [3]. Intrinsic (effective) threshold for mode I was shown to be a very useful parameter, since it
depends only on the Young’s modulus and magnitude of the Burgers’ vector of the metal [4, 5]. It does
not depend on microstructural factors such as hardening or grain size. This makes it a universal and
predictable parameter for most metallic materials. On the other hand, the extrinsic component (crack tip
shielding), mostly represented by crack closure, is not so well predictable and the experimental values
vary for different microstructures, the stress ratio and other conditions, especially in the near-threshold
region.
Under shear-mode loading the extrinsic component is even more significant and less predictable than
under mode I loading due to friction between fracture surfaces [6]. Therefore, once the effective threshold
is known, the extrinsic component can be determined quantitatively by simple subtraction, which allows
it to be studied separately. Measurement of effective thresholds using high stress ratio R > 0.7 is not
possible to use for mode II and mode III loading (the crack does not open). Therefore, the effective
thresholds were measured for various metallic materials using a special method with open precracks
generated by cyclic compressive loading [7]. Relationships taking into account shear modulus and
magnitude of the Burgers’ vector were proposed for prediction of the mode II effective thresholds. The
relationships are based on the dominancy of mode I or mode II local growth mechanism and take into
account a characteristic crack deflection angle. Typical values of this angle for various types of metallic
materials were introduced. The resulting threshold values correlated well with those obtained
experimentally [8].
The crack growth mechanism based on cyclic motion of dislocations works similarly for mode I and
mode II cracks. In the case of the remote mode III cracks, however, no straightforward local mode III
growth mechanism exists [9]. It was suggested that the macroscopic mode III crack propagation is
realized by microscopic local mode II advances of the crack, starting at the asperities of the crack front.
Local mode II stress intensity factors were determined for such a serrated crack front loaded by
remote mode III. The results showed that the ratio of experimentally obtained mode II and mode III
effective thresholds could be fully explained by the local mode II stress intensity factors at the serrated
crack front, taking into account the average in-plane asperity angles measured on fracture surfaces. It
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indicates that the remote mode III crack propagation is controlled by the local mode II component, for
which the threshold can be predicted. Since the ratio of experimentally obtained mode II and mode III
effective thresholds was nearly equal for all tested metallic materials, a relationship for prediction of the
effective threshold can be formulated also for mode III.
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ABSTRACT
Over the past two decades an introduction of advanced manufacturing techniques and better defect
control have resulted into a substantial improvement of the quality of structural materials as well as to a
significant prolongation of the early stages of damage. The early stages of damage might not associated
with micro-defects, and can be governed by different microscopic mechanisms. For example, in fatigue
cross slip of screw dislocations, mutual annihilation of dislocations, random glide of dislocations or slip
asymmetry lead to the accumulation of irreversible plastic strain during cycling. This plastic strain largely
controls the crack initiation stage and the overall lifetime of the structure, specifically, in the high-cycle
fatigue regime.
Previous research has demonstrated that the third-order elastic constants (or so-called Murnaghan
constants [1]), which in undamaged material are normally associated with the anharmonicity of lattice,
are sensitive to the localised micro-plasticity and microscopic changes within the grain structure.
Therefore, the progressive measurement of these constants can be utilised for the assessment of the early
stages of damage [2]. This concept was recently tested and demonstrated for metals, concrete and
composites subjected to fatigue, creep and radiation damage [3].
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Fig. 1. Experimental schematic.
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The third-order constants cannot be obtained from common stress-strain diagrams and need an
application of more sophisticated experimental techniques. There are currently two techniques, which
both utilise high-frequency ultrasonic waves for the evaluation of the third-order elastic constants. The
first technique is based on the acoustoelastic effect, and it is based on the measurement of the change of
the phase or group velocities under different levels of the applied stresses. The second technique requires
the excitation of a strong ultrasonic pulse of bulk, Rayleigh or Lamb waves, which is capable to produce a
noticeable non-linear response, e.g. the generation of the second-order harmonic wave. The experimental
rig, which was utilised in the current work, for excitation and sensing of ultrasonic pulses is shown in
Fig.1 [4].
The presentation briefly describes the progress towards the development of experimental methods for
early damage assessment. It also describes the development of the new damage theory, which apart from
the classical damage mechanics, is focusing on early damage.
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ABSTRACT
Within the sphere of fatigue design, many metallic components are designed against fatigue failure
using ‘traditional’ analysis approaches based upon stress-life (S-N) curves and Miner’s rule. This
approach is known as the safe-life fatigue analysis process and is currently used for safety-critical
aerospace structural components [1], along with components from many other industrial sectors. The
component ‘safe-life’ represents the number of duty cycles after which the component must be removed
from service. However, the safe-life fatigue analysis process contains many sources of variability due to
the statistical nature of fatigue parameters and the assumptions made within the analysis process. To
ensure that components retain their structural integrity in-service, conservatism in the form of safety
factors is used to account for this variability. Conservatism can result in components being ‘over-sized’,
increasing component weight and life cycle cost, thereby compromising the performance of the overall
structure. Conservatism can also lead to the potential component life not being fully exploited due to
earlier retirement from service. Research being conducted by the authors aims to develop a novel
probabilistic approach that computes the probability of fatigue failure associated with a component safelife. This probability of failure could be used to challenge the conservatism required within the safe-life
fatigue analysis process, potentially leading to more efficient components with longer predicted safe-life
values, which are still safe and reliable in-service.
A probabilistic approach, as opposed to a deterministic one, characterises the variability in the inputs
to the safe-life fatigue analysis process (e.g. S-N data sets, loading, etc.) using probability distributions
[2]. Probabilistic methods such as Monte Carlo Simulations could be used to propagate the variability
through the safe-life fatigue analysis process to produce a probability distribution of the process output,
which can either be the component safe-life or the accumulated fatigue damage calculated using Miner’s
rule. The output probability distribution is then used to compute the probability of fatigue failure for the
component. Previous work regarding the development of a probabilistic approach for safe-life fatigue
analysis has focused on characterising the distribution of the component safe-life and directly computing
the probability of failure, without characterising the distribution of the accumulated fatigue damage from
Miner’s rule [2, 3]. The limited literature that has characterised the probability distribution of the
accumulated damage has only considered the variability present within the S-N data used to generate S-N
curves [4, 5].
In this paper, the probability distribution type that best characterises the variability in the
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damagge, when accoounting for th
he variability within S-N data, loading and
a componennt geometry, will
w be
identiified. As the accuracy
a
of thee probability oof failure valu
ue from the probabilistic appproach is dependent
on thhe accuracy of
o the accumu
ulated fatiguee damage disttribution, it is crucial thatt the most acccurate
probaability distribuution type is selected.
s
In orrder to generaate and characterise the prob
obability distriibution
of thee accumulatedd fatigue damaage from Mineer’s rule, a Mo
onte Carlo Sim
mulation will bbe applied to a safelife fa
fatigue analysis case study
y that employys a stress-liffe approach. S-N data froom the Engin
neering
Sciences Data Unitt (ESDU) [6] will be used to represent the
t typical varriability preseent in S-N datta sets.
Initiall studies condducted by the authors have shown that ev
ven for a simp
ple case studyy, the distribution of
accum
mulated fatiguue damage an
nd Log10 valuues of accum
mulated fatigu
ue damage caannot be accu
urately
characcterised usingg the Normal,, Log-Normall and Weibulll distributions that are com
mmonly used
d when
perforrming probabilistic fatigue analysis, as shown in Fig
g. 1. As a result, more com
mplex and ‘sk
kewed’
probaability distribuution types, su
uch as: skew-N
Normal, 3-parrameter Log-N
Normal and 33-parameter Weibull
W
may nneed to be coonsidered. Com
mmonly usedd distribution types also demonstrate nonn-realistic thrreshold
valuess, which repreesent the limitts of the distribbution. For ex
xample, a Norrmal distributiion permits neegative
valuess, which wouuld not provid
de a realistic representation of the accu
umulated fatiggue damage values.
v
Thereefore, the selecction and fittin
ng of the moree complex and
d skewed distribution typess to the accum
mulated
fatiguue damage from
m Miner’s rulle will be pressented within this
t paper.
Fig. 1.. The ‘skewed’ probability disstribution histoggram shape of Log
L 10 values off accumulated ffatigue damage from a

Montee Carlo Simulattion of a simplee initial case stuudy that accoun
nted for variability within the S-N data, loading and
compoonent geometryy. A Normal disttribution of the Log10 accumullated fatigue daamage is shownn for comparison
n.
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ABSTRACT
The Interactive Method is a method to determine the fatigue resistance up to the fatigue limit
resistance of materials and systems. By a relatively small number of tests the fatigue limit resistance can
be defined as a quantile each with a necessary confidence level. Already after a few tests with different
load levels, a prognosis for the final result can be determined.
A new mathematical function was chosen to describe the complete S-N-Curve:
∆𝑆 = ∆𝑆 + (𝑆 − ∆𝑆 ). 𝑎(
with

∆𝑆 = 𝑓(𝑁)
a, b
N
ΔSD
S1

)

(1)

amplitude of the fatigue load bearing capacity;
positive non dimensional values, with a < 1,0
number of cycles
amplitude of the fatigue limit bearing capacity
statically load bearing capacity

After 4 tests with different load levels a first approximation of the S-N-Curve as a mean value and an
estimation of a x-quantile value is possible. During the following tests period tests and calculations are
alternating (Interaction between calculation are tests). For the final results at least 20 tests are necessary to
get reliable and reproducible values for the statistically evaluated quantile of the S-N-Curve (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Final results of the S-N-Curve.
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This method had been checked and proofed by a Monte-Carlo-Simulation. The Result of this check is
shown in Fig. 2.
After every test between the 4th test and the final test all relevant values can be calculated. These
values show the development of e.g. the mean value or/and the quantile value for a chosen number of
cycles.
Many metal fastener systems for civil engineering have been successfully tested with this method,
anchors and anchor channels in concrete and reinforcing steel [3]. This method is also described in a
European Approval Document [1]. It was first published already in [2].
The individual failure is influenced by the range of load and the different materials. Principally
different positions of a fastener fail. That means that the material fatigue behaviour cannot be transferred
to the fatigue behaviour of a system. A test series can be presented, which shows, that the concrete
strength can enlarge the fatigue resistance of a steel fastener more that 30% [4].
Finally, for every product, which is in practical use, the quality has to be checked in certain time
distances. Based on the Interactive Method only three tests with different load levels are necessary for this
check.

Fig. 2. Results of Monte-Carlo-Simulation.
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ABSTRACT
In this work the generalized parameter range ΔGP = E·[σmax (dε/dσ)max - σmin (dε/dσ)min] is proposed
as the reference “driving force” in the probabilistic fatigue model of Castillo-Canteli [1] as a plausible
alternative to the conventional Δσ = σmax - σmin parameter. As a result, extension of that model to the LCF
case is feasible once the limitations evidenced in its basic version of the aforementioned model are
overcome. In particular, the upper bound dictated by the ultimate stress is now preserved and the limiting
number of cycles (denoted B parameter in the model) unambiguously interpreted as the minimum number
of cycles to achieve failure in the LCF region. The strain gradients are calculated from the monotonic
stress-strain diagram of the material, in this case defined by a convenient, though arbitrary, analytical
expression. The experimental fatigue results from [2] are transformed according to the new generalized
parameter to assess the ΔGP-N field using the basic Weibull model. The conventional Δσ – N field,
showing the expected typical sigmoidal shape, can be recovered from the ΔGP-N field. The approach, far
from representing a simple data fitting, based on empirical models [3], allows the probabilistic prediction
of LCF failures in practical design while including the scale effect thus ensuring transferability of the
experimental program results to component design.
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Fig. 1. Superposition of the probabilistic fatigue Δσ-N and ΔGP-N fields using the LCF model proposed.
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ABSTRACT
Hydraulic steel structures, especially lock gates play a significant role in keeping navigation traffic
uninterrupted. After a few decades of operation, many of the welded joints may suffer various degrees of
deterioration, primarily due to fatigue. To economically combining crack inspection with a scheduled
maintenance of the movable parts of the gate, it is valuable to predict inspection time of the welded joints
using the historical operations of the gate, i.e. the variation of water levels. Updating failure probability of
welded joint is mature in offshore industry, but it is rarely applied for inland navigation lock gates where
low cycle fatigue usually happens. The scope of this paper is to predict the optimum inspection time of a
welded joint using the observed water levels of the operational history. The procedure of the present
methodology can be found in Fig. 1.
Stresses are calculated for each observed water level by using analytical formulas or finite element
method. Each lockage corresponds to a stress cycle. Since water levels in front and behind the gate are
not always the same for every lockage due to seasonal flows of the river, the different stress-ranges
occurring during the year are represented by an equivalent stress-range value. This equivalent stress-range
is used to calculate failure probabilities. Failure probability of the welded joint
is first calculated using a limit state function based on Miner’s rule (S-N
model) [1] because this cumulative fatigue damage principle is used in the
design stage. The S-N curve is taken from EN 1993-1-9. To incorporate the
crack inspection results into assessing failure probability, a fracture mechanics
(FM) model is used for crack propagation. The most widely used model is the
Paris-Erdogan law [2], Eq. (1).

= 𝐶(∆𝐾) = C(𝑌∆𝜎√𝜋𝑎)

(1)

where N is the number of cycles, da/dN is the rate of crack growth, C and m
are material parameters, Y is geometry function, Δσ is the equivalent stress
range and ΔK is the amplitude of the stress intensity factor.
The FM model is calibrated to reach identical failure probabilities as
obtained from the S-N model analysis. The calibration algorithm is carried out
by a least-squares fitting in cumulative failure probability space (Pc), as shown
in Eq. (2).
Fig. 1. Updating procedure.

min

𝑃𝑐 (𝑡) − 𝑃𝑐

(𝑡; 𝑥 … 𝑥 )

(2)
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where 𝑃𝑐 (𝑡) is the cumulative failure probability at
time t, evaluated using the S-N model;
𝑃𝑐 (𝑡; 𝑥 … 𝑥 ) is the cumulative failure probability
at time t, evaluated using FM model with a set of
parameters (𝑥 … 𝑥 ) representing initial crack size, C,
uncertainty of stress range. T is the service life of the
considered structures.
The probability of detection (POD) is used as a
metric for quantifying the performance of nondestructive testing. POD curves describe the
probability that a certain crack size is detected during
inspection. In the present paper the POD curves are
assumed to be represented by the Log-Odds-Log scale
model [2]:
POD(a) =

Fig. 2. Calibrated result.

(3)

where a (mm) is the crack depth and α, γ are regression parameters. To see the effects of POD on the
predicted inspection time, three cases of inspection labelled A (α = 0.3 mm-1, γ = 3.0), B (α = 0.085 mm1
, γ = 3.0) and C (α = 0.035 mm-1, γ = 3.0) are used [3].
The simulation method is used to update the failure probability (Pf), considering POD and repair
policies. It is assumed that all detected cracks are repaired. For the case where crack detected and not
repaired, as suggested in [5], it should not be considered in the simulation method as an unrealistically
large number of samples is required for updating. The maximum allowable annual probability of failure
Pf =1.4x10-3 (equivalent to a target reliability index after 50 years is 1.5 in EN1990) and 90% probability
of detection in three inspection techniques are used.

Fig. 3. The updating annual failure probability with 90% POD in three inspection techniques.

The result showed that after about 40 years in service, crack inspection should be done to allow the
gate keeping the safety level defined in EN1990 (see Fig. 3.). The crack inspection quality significantly
affects the predicted future inspection time. Since the scheduled maintenance of the movable parts is
unavoidable, crack inspection should be planned in the design stage to reduce the investment cost.
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ABS
STRACT
T
Jooining and welding are esssential to con struct large stteel structuress such as briddges. However, they
inevittably introducce geometricaal/material di scontinuity or
o tensile resiidual stressess around the joints,
whichh reduces the fatigue life and
a strength oof the structurres. Laser peeening (or laserr sock peenin
ng) can
improove the residuual stresses frrom tensile too compressivee by irradiating laser pulsses to the stru
uctures
covered with waterr [1, 2]. Studiees on the effeccts of laser peeening have reevealed that thhe fatigue properties
of varrious materialss could be draamatically impproved [3, 4].
T
To use laser peening
p
for steeel structures in the field, the authors trried to reducee laser pulse energy
down to 20 mJ, connsidering the downsizing o f laser system
m [5]. As a result, compresssive residual stresses
were successfully introduced
steel) plates as shown in Fig. 1.
i
on
n HT780 (7800 MPa grade high-strength
h
Surfacce residual strresses attained
d in all condittions are on th
he same levell around the yyield strength,, while
the peenetration deppth of the efffect largely deepends on thee conditions and
a increases with increasiing the
laser pulse energy.. Fatigue expeeriments withh HT780 weld
ded specimenss were perforrmed to confirrm the
effectts of laser peeening on large steel structurres such as briidges. Typical results are shhown in Fig. 2. The
fatiguue lives were prolonged
p
by laser
l
peening at least 25 tim
mes even if thee 20 mJ pulse energy was used.
u

Figg. 1. Residual stress in-depth pprofile of HT78
80 with and with
hout laser peeniing.

O
On the other hand, a palmto
op-sized ultra--compact pow
wer laser was recently
r
develooped in the In
nstitute
for M
Molecular Sciennce (IMS) [6] under the fraamework of Jaapanese nation
nal program, IImPACT (Imp
pulsing
PAraddigm Change through Disru
uptive Technoologies Prograam) [7]. Trial operation of the laser reco
orded a
stablee pulse energyy of 35 mJ wh
hich is enoughh intense for laser
l
peening of steel strucctures. The lasser can
be useed in all posiitions and eassily handled bby a multi-axees robotic arm
m, which coul
uld open the door
d
to
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actuall applications of laser peeniing in the maiintenance of aged
a
infrastrucctures such ass bridges in th
he field
as shoown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. HT7
780 welded speecimen (left) an
nd fatigue test reesult (right).

Fig. 3. Mock-uup of a palmtop
p laser (right) annd concept to apply
a
laser peen
ning to a field sttructure (right)..

T
The effects of laser peening
g with low eneergy laser pullses on residuaal stresses andd fatigue prop
perties,
the sttatus of the paalmtop laser development
d
and concept of actual applications to innfrastructures in the
field w
will be presennted.
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ABS
STRACT
T
T
The growing number
n
of exissting bridges tthat are close to or over thee end of their planned serviice life
repressents an imm
minent economic burden. Since the replacement
r
of
o these struuctures would
d have
unaccceptable costss, it has been
n established as major priiority the dev
velopment off analysis too
ols and
strateggies aiming at extending their safe ooperation. Am
mong the strructural phennomena which
h may
jeoparrdize the safety of metallicc bridges, the fatigue cracking is a critical source of ddamage and sh
hall be
carefuully analysed.
T
The fatigue assessment of structural
s
com
mponents of laarge bridges iss a complex ttask which is highly
condittioned by geoometrical and
d loading issuues. The numerical assessm
ment of local phenomena related
r
with ccyclic acting loadings lead
ds to a compllex multi-scale numerical problem
p
whicch hinders or makes
unfeasible an accurrate fatigue daamage assessm
ment using claassic approach
hes (refer to Fiig. 1).

Fig. 1. General worrkflow for the nnumerical analysis of fatigue isssues in large brridges

A
As outlined inn Fig. 1, the most
m importannt standards and
a guideliness propose globbal S-N appro
oaches
whichh do not allow
w an adequate fatigue local analysis of co
omplex details, new or exissting ones, typ
pically
foundd in railway bridges.
b
Therrefore, considdering the strructural comp
plexity of larg
rge bridges an
nd the
imporrtance of fatiggue phenomen
na, it is necesssary to find computational
c
lly efficient so
solutions to ev
valuate
the prrogression of local damagees under dynaamic loadingss. The aim off the present ppaper is to propose
effecttive approachees based on th
he modal supeerposition tech
hnique and sub
bmodelling prrinciples to co
ompute
local fatigue quantiities essential to evaluate fa
fatigue crackin
ng in the presence of local geometric, material
m
or conntact nonlineaarities. Such approaches
a
inttent to be an alternative to the direct tim
me-integration
n using
algoriithms such as the Hilber-H
Hughes-Taylorr (𝐻𝐻𝑇), whicch require the calculation oof thousands of
o load
steps leading to unssustainable co
omputational ttimes when local exhaustivee analyses aree required [1,2
2].
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Considering the presented framework, a simple case-study was idealised aiming to validate the
proposed approaches and the accuracy of the obtained results for riveted joints with local nonlinearities.
A simply supported steel beam with a 10m span and a HEB 700 cross-section, cracked and strengthened
at mid-span by a riveted patch, was idealised and submitted to different dynamic loadings characterized
by magnitude, 𝑝, and velocity, 𝑣. Three methodologies based on Fig. 1) were adopted: i) approach 1,
consisting on the analysis of a volumetric global model using the 𝐻𝐻𝑇 algorithm; ii) approach 2, based
on the superposition of modal quantities; and iii) approach 3, grounded on the determination of
displacement fields around the detail using the modal superposition technique. Both approaches 2 and 3
consider a submodelling process based on a global shell model and a local submodel of the critical detail.

a) volumetric submodel of the cracked flange

b) stress intensity factor time-history, 𝐾 (𝑡)

Fig. 2. Comparison of the obtained results considering local nonlinearities (𝑝=100kN, 𝑣=100km/h)

Concerning approach 2, the modal displacement fields obtained from the shell global model at the
submodel boundaries, 𝐵𝐷𝐶𝑂 , were inputted into the submodel (Fig. 2 a)) to calculate the required modal
quantities for fatigue analysis. For approach 3, 𝐵𝐷𝐶𝑂 were evaluated and superimposed to compute
𝐵𝐷𝐶𝑂(𝑡). Then, for each time instant, 𝐵𝐷𝐶𝑂s were inputted into the submodel and the necessary local
fatigue quantities assessed. Overall, both approaches allowed obtaining accurate results. Although,
approach 2 was found applicable only if at the point where the modal quantities are assessed, the
influence of initial stress/strain states or contact nonlinearities is negligible (e. g. Fig. 2 b)). In terms of
computational efficiency, in average, to compute comparable results, approach 1 took 7h05m, approach 2
required 2s and approach 3 took 2h30m. Regarding approach 3, it should be highlighted that a process of
network parallel computing combined with shared memory multiprocessing was adopted to potentiate the
computational efficiency. Therefore, considering the achieved results, it can be said that the proposed
approaches may be implemented to perform accurate and effective local fatigue analyses of riveted
details.
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ABSTRACT
Distortion-induced fatigue damage from out-of-plane deformation in web gaps of bridge connection
details is examined. This type of fatigue damage often forms at the end of vertical stiffeners or connection
plates for ﬂoor beams in the web gap region, or in the weld of lateral gusset plates to the girder web [1].
Out-of-plane distortion is well-known as a key cause of localized fatigue cracking in bridges. [2] Connor
& Fisher have calculated that nearly 90% of all fatigue cracking is caused by either secondary stress at
areas of fatigue sensitivity or distortion that is out-of-plane. The goal of this study was to develop and
evaluate the performance of retrofit techniques for existing steel bridges that have already sustained
damage due to distortion-induced fatigue, or are anticipated to experience distortion-induced fatigue
cracking within their design life.
In this study, a retrofit solution for a connection in an old bascule steel bridge located in Exeter (UK) is
investigated. The so-called cut-back retrofit as proposed by [3] is used based on a geometric improvement
of the transverse stiffener with web gaps in order to reduce stresses in the external transverse stiffeners,
which are subjected to tension due to distortion created by vehicle’s traffic. A numerical assessment was
carried out through finite element sub models of the critical connections, considering conventional local
approaches such as the hot-spot stress method and the notch stress method [4]. Results show that small
cut-back of 20 mm was sufficient to contribute to a significant reduction of the out-of-plane stresses for
both methods (Fig. 1). Further investigations are under development, which includes the calibration of the
sub model for static moving load based on measurements of nominal and local strains in order to perform
fatigue life estimations of the connection considering roadway traffic according to current European
standards [5] in two conditions: (i) as-built and (ii) with improved geometry.
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ABSTRACT
Increasing traffic demands (i.e. load intensity and operational life) on ancient riveted metallic bridges
and the fact that these bridges were not explicitly designed against fatigue make the fatigue performance
assessment and fatigue life prediction of riveted bridges a concern. This paper presents a global-local
fatigue analysis methodology that integrates beam-to-solid sub-modelling, elastoplastic of material in
local region and local fatigue life prediction approach. The proposed beam-to-solid sub-modelling can
recognize accuracy local stress/strain information accompanying with the global structural effect on the
fatigue response of local riveted joints. The fatigue life is predicted based on cumulative linear damage
rule, local strains and number of cycles with consideration of traffic data, where the relation between the
fatigue life and local strain is derived according to the Basquin and Manson-Coffin law. Besides, the
elastoplastic of material is considered. The proposed methodology for fatigue life prediction is
implemented in a case study of an ancient riveted bridge [1].
A systematic global-local analysis methodology for fatigue performance assessment and remaining
life prediction of ancient riveted bridges is presented, where beam-to-solid sub-modelling and the life
prediction based on a local approach are integrated [1,2].
Fig. 1 shows each step for utilizing the methodology for fatigue assessment exactly. To effectively
verify the proposed methodology, a case study was conducted. The case study selected to validate the
proposed methodology was the Hercílio Luz Bridge (HLB), located between the Santa Catarina Island
and the mainland of Brazil, which is an eye-bar chain suspension bridge built in 1926 [3,4].
Strain ranges and number of cycles causing by single truck across the bridge are obtained by using
the rain-flow counting. The annual damage index can be derived incomprehension with the damage index
due to single truck and traffic statistical results, where the average daily volume being 6000 is adopted
according to research by Rossigali et al. [5]. Assuming that failure occurs when the cumulative damage
exceeds 1, fatigue lives of concerned joint based on the strain states around the rivet holes are determined,
as listed in Table 1. The predicted lives of the regions around the riveted hole are longer than 50 years
expect for the region around the Hole 15, indicating that in the gusset plate are much more prone to
fatigue failure and needs to be strengthened for insufficiency.
Thus, it can concluded that the methodology for fatigue evaluation based on the fatigue strain
damage parameter and the Palmgren-Miner rule using the effect of the global model as well as the local
model for the critical detail proved to be quite efficient. Thus, the methodology can be extended to other
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fatigue damage variables, based on stress, strain and energy, under uniaxial and multiaxial loading
conditions.

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the proposed global-local fatigue analysis.
Table 2. Fatigue life prediction.
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ABSTRACT
Fatigue safety verification is an important part in the steel highway and railway bridge design. The
part 2 of the Eurocode 3 (EN1993-2) proposes a simple and fast fatigue verification procedure. It consists
in determining the value of the maximum stress range at the location of a specific detail based on the
passage of a fatigue load model (FLM3), a standard heavy vehicle with 4 axles of 120 kN each. This
stress range is multiplied by a λ-factor, called damage equivalent factor that represents the damaging
effects of the real traffic. This resulting action effect is used in the fatigue verification against the
resistance expressed in terms of stress range of the fatigue detail. The λ-factor is function of a critical
length, related to the static system and influence line shape. The method is appealing to design engineers,
however the λ-factor has limits and is not defined in the EN1993-2 for some cases or lengths over 80 m.
This is in particular the case for cable-stayed bridges, where a combination of two internal forces in the
deck: bending and compression (induced by the stays) is a characteristic of this bridge system. It is not
clear which one best describes the maximum and minimum stresses. Furthermore, such long span bridges
also have multiple truck lanes and may combine road and railway traffic, another case not addressed by
the current standard.
To address the above problems, the Vasco da Gama bridge is taken as the study case. Its main
characteristics are two lateral spans of 204.5m and a central span of 420m for a total of 829m. The model
considers two towers and six piers (three in each side span), which prevents excessive bending in the
towers. The whole deck is supported by 64 stays in a semi-harp shape. The towers and the piers are in
concrete and the deck is a composite steel-concrete deck, with two longitudinal I-shape steel girders,
transversal steel girders and precast concrete slab panels with a thickness of 0.25m. The stress influence
lines were determined as a combination of both bending and compression influence lines. Thus, one can
define the stress range in one element, at a specific location, under a mobile load. To determine new λfactor for critical lengths for the stays, the method consisted of calculating a stress range with a fatigue
load model (FLM3). Then, a “real traffic” was randomly generated as a combination of the 5 Heavy
Vehicles (HV) from FLM4 and light vehicles as described in [1, 2], shown to be a good approximation of
real traffic fatigue effects, see Fig. 1. The traffic composition is defined and also the distance between
vehicles and used on the different influence lines. Using an S-N curve with two slopes as in EN1993-1-9,
the total damage and an equivalent stress range at 2 x 106 cycles are determined. The ratio between these
two stresses gives the damage equivalent factor:
∆ ,
(1)
𝜆=
∆

The results of the λ-factor computed for different critical lengths are shown in Fig. 2. All results were
adapted to get λ-factor values for the same case as the standard, that is 500’000 HV/y in the slow lane,
and an average HV weight of 480 kN. In order to do so, the EN1993-2 formula for partial factor λ2 was
used as a first approximation to scale the results from the different studies; thus the absolute values
obtained are estimates but the trends shown are correct. Also shown in the figure are the original
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compuutations madee for establish
hing the currennt EN lambdaa formula, fro
om Heft 711, 1995 [3], as well
w as
simulations made by
b Maddah [1
1]. Our propossition for the “mid-span caase” is to use a constant value for
criticaal lengths abbove 80m. Fo
or stays, bothh steel and cable
c
construcctional detaills are presentt, thus
compuutations usingg 2 different S-N
S curves whhere carried ou
ut: 1) m = 3; 5;
5 and cut-off,
f, and 2) m = 4;6;
4 no
cut-offf, respectivelyy.

Fig. 1. Trafffic generation using
u
FLM4.

Proposiition

Fig. 22. Comparison of λ-factor, EN1993-2
E
“miid-span case”, for different stays, previouus studies [1, 3] and
propossition.

From this study, thee following co
onclusions weere drawn:
- For the staays and girderrs, the influencce line of the bending mom
ments can be uused for determ
mining
the criticall length (with the maximum
m variation of the moments to determine the stress rang
ge)
- The damagge equivalencce factor show
ws a constant trrend for lengths higher thann 80 m
- The differrent shapes (slopes) of the S
S-N curves cou
uld be accoun
nted for with a partial factorr λ5
- For combinations of ro
oad and railw
way traffic, a simultaneity coefficient oof 1.2 on the added
damage suums from hig
ghway and raailway (i.e. 𝐷
= 1.2 ∙ 𝐷
𝐷
) was
shown to be
b valid for th
he long influennce lines, overr 200 m, analy
yzed.
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ABS
STRACT
T
S
Steel bridges have becomee slender andd lighter witth the generaalisation of w
welded connections,
increaasing the releevance of fatiigue phenomeena and, as a result, fatigu
ue design hass become a leading
ultimaate limit statee verification. During their life, construcctional details may experiennce up to 200
0 · 106
cycless due to traffiic loads. While the majoritty of these strress ranges arre below the C
Constant Amp
plitude
Fatiguue Limit (CAFL), some few
w high stress cycles can trrigger the starrt of fatigue ddamage and leead the
remaiining load speectra to becom
me damaging. The damage process due to
t stress rangees below the CAFL,
C
d design provvisions based on
o a double slope S-N curvve, originating
g from
depennds on the loaad spectra, and
Haibaach’s model and
a used in th
he Eurocodes,, have shown to be unsafe under some conditions [1
1]. The
behavviour under sppectra loading is thus of majjor importancee for the fatigu
ue design of ssteel bridges.
T
This paper, exxtracted from [2], focuses on the fatigu
ue behaviour of welded jooints under vaariable
ampliitude loads. Fatigue tests have been connducted under constant and variable ampplitudes on a typical
t
bridgee detail, oftenn used previou
usly by Gurneey, see Fig. 1,
1 with resultss up to 70·1066 cycles, both
h under
constaant (R = 0.5) and
a variable amplitude
a
(“staalactitical” bloc load sequence, R = 0.5 tto 0.1).
T
The damagingg character off stress cycless with amplittudes below the
t CAFL waas investigated with
experimental crackk growth currves, obtaine d using the Alternative Current Poten
ential Drop method
m
PD), which shoowed the detriimental effectt of stress rang
ges below the conventional CAFL.
(ACP

Fig. 1. Typical bridgge deck detail and the 2 speccimen configurrations tested, with further diistinction betw
ween (a)
Flangee tip attachmentt and (b) Interseected Flange.

A two-step moodel with inittiation-propaggation was esttablished to estimate
e
the eexperimental fatigue
f
lives. It uses a locaal notch strain
n approach to model initiatiion life, accou
unting for loccal repeated yiielding
Local elasto-plastic strains are considereed by Neuberr’s notch rule and materiall cyclic strain
n-stress
[3]. L
curve is modelled with the Ram
mberg-Osgoodd relation. A classical
c
fractu
ure mechaniccs crack propaagation
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modell based on Paaris Law is used for crack ppropagation. The
T model is applied to diffferent load sp
pectra,
with ddue account for
f the sequen
ntial thresholdd drop effects and initiation
n life. Total ffatigue life (N
Ntotal) is
divideed in crack innitiation (Ni) and propagaation (Np). Th
he model wass implementedd in a probab
bilistic
Montee Carlo fram
mework to in
nclude the ran
andom nature of the main
n parameters on simulatio
ons to
characcterise the shaape of the S-N
N curve undeer constant an
nd variable am
mplitude loadss. The results of the
simulations show that
t
load specctra shape cann be correlateed with the S-N
S curves, naamely the 2ndd slope
d to the
value,, denominatedd k, below thee CAFL. A Tyype II Generallised Extreme Value distribbution is fitted
histoggram of all sim
mulated k valu
ues. Fig. 2 shhows an exam
mple of the varriable amplituude S-N curvees for a
linearr spectra shapee factor (ν =1)). The 2nd sloppe value depen
nds both on th
he notch case and the load spectra
s
and foor load spectrra characteriseed by a Weibuull frequency distribution, it
i can be reasoonably estimaated by
k=m+
+2/ν, where ν is the Weibull shape param
meter.

Fig. 2. Example off variable amplittude S-N curvees simulations, linear
l
spectra sh
hape factor, 2ndd slope value k = 4.9.
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ABSTRACT
Maintenance and safety assurance of old riveted bridges designed in the period which steel has
become an economically viable material for bridge construction, i.e., between the end of the 19th and the
beginning of the 20th century, deserve special attention. These structures are prone to present high levels
of structural degradation due to their long service life [1]. Repairing and strengthening operations of old
riveted steel bridges may use alternative fastening techniques, such as rivets, welding, high strength
friction grip bolts, fitted bolts and resin-injected bolts. The mechanical performance of resin-injected bolts
have been demonstrated essentially based on quasi-static or creep tests [2]–[4], which strengthen the
importance to assess its fatigue strength [5]. Injection bolts can be produced from standard bolts adapting
them for the resin injection process as mentioned in Annex K of EN 1090-2 [6] and illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Injection bolt in a double lap joint.

Specimens are composed of steel plates manufactured with new steel S355 and plates composed of
puddled iron extracted from structural elements of a centenary Portuguese bridge named Eiffel bridge. A
total of 24 specimens were tested including two types of bolts – resin injected and standard bolts – and
four distinct stress amplitudes – low cycle, high cycle and two levels for medium cycle fatigue regimes.
Two M24 bolts of high strength class 10.9 were used and preload was determined as 0.7𝑓 𝐴 . Since this
experimental study aims to reproduce a rehabilitation campaign in an old steel bridge, no special
treatment was given to the plate surfaces. The adhesive used for injection bolts was the epoxy based resin
Sikadur®-52. Specimens were tested on a WALTERBAI Servohydraulic Universal Testing Machine
rated to 600 kN under load control with a stress R-ratio equal to 0.1. The test frequency was set to 5 Hz.
Fatigue experimental results are presented in Figure 2 in the form of S-N curves. Run-outs are identified
with an arrow. In what concerns the comparison between the obtained data and the design
recommendation on EC3-1-9 [7], it is clear that detail 90 does not represent a safe design criterion. The
mechanical heterogeneities that characterize old steel material influenced the fatigue strength of the
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studieed detail. A statistical
s
app
proach was im
mplemented based
b
on ASTM E739-91 [8] and the lower
bounddary of the 95% confident band
b
was definned. It is clearr that the influ
uence of resinn was not evid
dent for
the teested specimenns. Fatigue reesults were allso compared
d with Taras and
a Greiner pproposal [9] for
f one
shear riveted jointss with old steeel materials. Itt is a safe design criterion. In order to addapt this proposal to
boltedd connections,, authors sugg
gest to adopt thhe same slopee and a detail category
c
of 900 MPa.
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ABS
STRACT
T
A
According to an estimation
n [1], nearly 90% of all fatigue
f
crackiing is the ressult of out-off-plane
distorrtion secondarry stresses at fatigue-sensiti
tive details (Fig. 1b). In thiis study, nume
merical analysees on a
distorrtion-induced fatigue criticcal detail of a composite steel-concretee highway brridge (Fig. 1)) were
perforrmed considerring the hot-sp
pot S-N approoach and the nominal
n
S-N approach
a
[2]. Both global 2D
2 and
3D m
model and locaal refined solid
d models werre developed in
i ANSYS. Dynamic analyyses were perfformed
througgh the mode superposition
n method [3] ttaking into acccount the veehicle-bridge ddynamic interraction
[4]. T
The main goal was to peerform a moore realistic fatigue
f
life evaluation connsidering pav
vement
deteriioration effectts, also supporrted by a local
al stress approach in order to demonstratee the peculiariities of
such aanalysis (Fig.. 2). Thereforre, it was adoppted deterioraation model of
o the pavemeent (RRCt) found in
[5,6], Eq. (1), whiich depends on:
o i) the typpe of fatigue vehicle by means
m
of the equivalent 18-kips
1
AASH
HTO single axxle load (CES
SAL); ii) the innitial road-rou
ughness condition in terms of the Internaational
Road--roughness Inndex (IRI0); iii) the time t iin years; iv) an environmeental coefficieent, η, which varies
from 00.01 to 0.7; annd v) the Strucctural numberr (SNC) of thee bridge pavem
ment layer.

RRCt = 6.11972 × 10−9 ⋅ ex
xp{[1.04ηt.[ IR
RI 0 + 263(1 + SNC
S ) −5 (CESA
AL)t ]] / 0.428088} + 2 × 10−6

(1)

M
Multiple numeerical simulatiions were perrformed throu
ughout all the bridge’s life--cycle consideering a
comm
mon linear daamage limited
d by a value of 0.5 to reeach failure, in
i order to pperform fatigu
ue life
estimaations thus coomparing the different fatiggue strength approaches
a
an
nd numerical m
models. Besid
des the
capaccity to identifyy the most prrone location to fatigue craack initiation, also confirm
med by experim
mental
ges [1], the ressults (see Tablle 1) have sho
own very non--conservative results
observvation in real cracked bridg
obtainned for the trraditional nom
minal S-N appproach when
n compared to
o the HSS m
method, which
h is an
indicaation of the greater suitabillity of the latt
tter to investig
gate the fatigu
ue behaviour of complex welded
w
joints subjected to complex
c
out-o
of-plane loadiing.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. (a) innvestigated highway bridge [77], (b) distortion
n-induced loadin
ng mechanism in web gaps.
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Fig. 2.. (a) in-plane [σ
σ1hs(t)] and out--of-plane [σyhs(tt)] transient hott-spot stresses, (b) example off damage accum
mulation
patternn for the Hot-sppot S-N approacch [σ1hs(t)] conssidering differeent traffic growtth rates (α).
Table 1. Faatigue life estim
mations of the innvestigated brid
dge critical detaail (γMf = 1.35) iin years [7].

Evaluuation approacch

FE numeerical model

2D Bridgee beam model
Nominnal S-N approaach 3D Bridgee global model
3D detaill local model
Hot-sppot S-N approaach
Nominnal S-N approaach

Hot-sppot S-N approaach

3D detaill local model

S-N Curvee

Streess dir.

FAT 80

In-pllane σx
In-pllane σx
In-plaane σ1hs
Out-of--plane σyhs

FAT 80
FAT 100
FAT 100

Traffic growtth (α)
3%
5%
0%
47
>>>100 61
60
>>>100 88
106
38
34
41
20
19
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ABSTRACT
Structural whose failure is related with significant consequences can be designed with a large margin
of safety. As a result of this, they have a long, but unfortunately an indefinite (uncertainty), period of
operation. The advanced strategy by technical conditions to which belongs RBI (risk based inspection)maintenance, does not assume the decommissioning of a subject through a fixed period. After a specified
period, technical condition check is provided, after which a decision is taken on further operation of the
facility. This period, according to the ALARP principle, depending on the probability and severity of the
failure is no less 1 year.
This does not mean that in the period between inspections, one should forget about monitoring the
state of the structure. The evaluation of the technical condition is carried out by checking the diagnostic
parameters which react for the action of damaging processes. However, control of damages is still
difficult to implement by direct (physical) methods. In practice, this is done through load monitoring.
This indirect method needs regular, not periodic, registration. It is difficult to organize such a procedure.
Therefore, the principle of Standardized Load Histories is used, due to which it is possible to refuse
continuous monitoring, but to control the accumulation of damages [1].
With the correct application of diagnostic algorithms, the forecast reliability indicators are adequate
to the actual ones. The required level of safety is observed. Its decrease, as a rule, is due to the appearance
of rare overloads. Then the loading process can be modeled as block, consisting of the main background
process with damage per cycle db and overloads with damage dol. This approach requires the availability
of extended data on fatigue resistance. This article is devoted to their consideration.
In order to quickly determine the damage d through the durability of N as d = 1 / N, instead of the
traditional S-N curve, the lifetime general equation (LGE) should be used, where the main factors are the
arguments - amplitude stress σа, average cycle stress σm or cycle asymmetry coefficient R, theoretical
coefficient of stress concentration ασ:
𝑙𝑔𝑁 = 𝑏 − 𝑚𝑙𝑔𝜎 − 𝑏 𝑅 − 𝑏 𝛼 + 𝑏 𝑅 − 𝑏 𝛼 + 𝑏

𝛼 ∙ 𝑙𝑔𝜎 ,

(1)

where 𝑏 𝑏 𝑏 - sensitivity coefficients to the effect of factors, m - rate of S-N-curve slope or sensitivity
to fatigue stress amplitude.
For fixed values of R and ασ, the LGE are transformed into S-N-curves; for fixed values of N and ασ
from LGE, analogues of limiting amplitudes are obtained; from the fixed values of σa and σm, R, the
effective stress concentration coefficients are calculated from the function N (ασ).
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The second basic relationship, combining the results of fatigue tests, is the equation for the dispersion
of durability. It is represented by the linearized function of the lifetime logarithm 𝑆
standard deviation
from its median value 𝑙𝑔𝑁:
= В + 𝑘 𝑙𝑔𝑁 − 𝑙𝑔𝑁 .

𝑆

(2)

The parameters of the equation B, k, lgNA are determined experimentally when obtaining a fatigue
reference curve, which precedes the experiments to obtain the LGE. This dependence is necessary for the
search the lifetime distribution function (LDF), which is involved in risk assessment.
The third model is the accumulated damage function a0:
𝑎 = 𝑎 + ∆𝑎 + ∆𝑎
where

,

(3)

aol=a0(Xol) – basic function of accumulated damage;
Δab– correction of the base function from the influence of the factor Xb=db107;
ΔaR – correction of the base function from the influence of the asymmetry of the cycle R.

The main factor that affects the accumulation of damage during overloads is its relative value
Xol = dol / db. The basic function has non-monotonic behavior and can be represented as:
𝑎

= 𝑙𝑔 10 𝑋

𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

+ 10 𝑋

1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

.

(4)

The parameters of the equation p, A, X0, m1, m2 are partially determined experimentally, partially
selected by recommendations.
The combination of three models of fatigue resistance allows not only to locate accurately the LDF,
but also to solve the problem of very high cycle fatigue [2]. For this region it is difficult to establish
experimentally the limits of endurance. The idea of using block-program tests for this is not new. Due to
it there are accelerated fatigue tests. In this aspect, the function Δab is actual. Knowing its behavior at
Xb <1, we can estimate the lifetime at very small amplitudes of the baseline process.
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ABSTRACT
The reliability levels of corroded oil pipeline are an important matter to the owners and the environment
due to the catastrophic consequence, which could happened from the rupture or the leak of these
pipelines. Recently, a different method are developed to estimate the failure probability in engineering
problems based on the Crude Monte-Carlo technique to improve this simple technique. In this paper, a
comparison between different methods based on Monte-Carlo technique are carried out to investigate the
structural reliability of a corroded pipeline carrying oil made in X52 steel. Both external and internal
corrosion defects obtained from periodic inspection are included in the calculation. The aim of this study
is to find the most efficient and robust method with the less computational cost for evaluating the failure
probability of corroded pipelines.
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ABSTRACT
With the development of concurrent engineering, Uncertainty-based Multidisciplinary Design and
Optimization (UMDO) has been widely utilized to obtain high reliability and safety for complex systems
[1-3]. In general, there is a three-level optimization structure in UMDO. The original design space is
explored in the outer loop. The multidisciplinary coupling analysis is performed in the inner loop.
Between outer and inner loop, reliability evaluation is conducted.
The Sequential Optimization and Reliability Assessment (SORA) strategy is a powerful method
which can decouple the above three-level optimization problem into sequential cycles of deterministic
Multidisciplinary Design and Optimization (MDO) problems with modified constraints and probability
analysis [4-6]. In each cycle, the probability analysis follows the solution of deterministic MDO. After
solving the deterministic MDO, the reliability index is obtained by uncertainty analysis. According to the
Performance Measure Approach (PMA), then, the shifting vectors can be constructed based on the
reliability index to convert uncertainty constraints into equivalent deterministic constraints. During this
process, PMA can find the minimum performance function value while target reliability index can also be
satisfied. However, the performance functions in MDO problems are generally high nonlinear. In this
situation, it is different for the shifting vector obtained by PMA to give right moving direction of limit
state constraints, which is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. The SORA and shifting vector in highly-nonlinear performance function [4].
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To deal with the above challenge, a modified shifting vector (MSV) method is proposed and
developed in this study. Based on MSV, the enhance SORA strategy is utilized to decouple UMDO and
improve the design efficiency. Shifted limited state function is involved to search most probable point and
derive MSV to deterministic optimization model for the next cycle, instead of the specific performance
function. In order to illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method, a UMDO problem of solar array
drive assembly is solved here, which is illustrated in Fig. 2. The uncertainties in material properties and
the multidisciplinary interactions between structure and thermology are considered here. The UMDO
process is illustrated in Fig. 2.

(1) Simulation Model

( 2 ) Simulation Process

( 4 ) The Response Surface

( 5 ) Uncertainty Analysis

( 3) Design of Experiments

( 6 ) UMDO using MSV

Fig. 2. The SORA and shifting vector in highly-nonlinear performance function.
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ABSTRA
ACT
In the prresent study, a computatio
onal-experimeental framewo
ork is develop
ped for fatiguue reliability assessment of
o
turbine bliskss, which is shhown in Fig. 1. Within thee framework, the over speeed testing is innnovatively combined
c
withh
stochastic finnite element (F
FE) analysis for
f quantifyinng the uncertaainty in the ex
xperimental da
data, material properties
p
andd
loads. In detaail, two schem
mes are elabo
orated in the framework based
b
on prob
babilistic S-N
N curves and stochastic FE
E
simulation byy coupling with
w
sampling
g techniques [1,2]. The stochastic
s
FE simulation iincorporates the Chabochee
[3,4] criterionn for fatigue behaviour modelling
constitutive m
model with Fatemi-Socie
F
m
and life predictio
on. Moreoverr,
experimental deformation and numerical FE analysiis are conduccted according
g to the full-sscale over sp
peed tests of a
turbine blisk under increassed step-stresss loadings. Thhe probabilisttic S-N curves and probabillistic log 𝜔-log
g 𝑁 curves aree
shown in Figg. 2 and Fig. 3, from which the PDF oof fatigue lifee 𝑁 of the turbine
t
blisk under the no
ormal workingg
condition cann be obtainedd. Reliability sensitivity annalysis is perfformed to pro
ovide an impoortance rankiing of random
m
variables [5,66], which are shown
s
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Results indiccate that stoch
hastic FE analyysis-based sch
heme provides
more conservvative predictioons than the probabilistic
p
S
S-N curves-bassed one.

Figg. 1. Structural sketch of the tuurbine blisk (a) specimen and (b)
( sectional draawing.
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Fig. 3. Probab
bilistic log 𝜔-loog 𝑁 curves.

Fig. 2.
2 Probabilistic S-N
S curves.
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ABSTRACT
Design of offshore wind turbine (OWT) towers to structural fatigue is an effort demanding
procedure. The current design practices recommend the definition of load distributions, extrapolation of
loads and cycles to be used with the widely known linear damage summation rule [1,2].
In the particular case of the tower component fatigue design, its calculation for wind turbines, as a
cumulative event, means that the designer needs to simulate and replicate the damage suffered by the
wind turbine during its design life time (T).
Due to computational limitations, most of the times it is not feasible to replicate the OWT tower
lifetime to its extent and the reliability assessment of these components is limited. Statistical techniques
are applied to approximate the loads experienced by the turbine during its T full extent by using a shorter
a lifetime (t) where the OWT operation is fully addressed.
Probabilistic limitations in the current fatigue design of wind turbine components with low S-N curve
slope (m) were identified in reference [3].
Long term loads and their number of cycles are obtained with statistical extrapolation of a truncated
set of data. Below the reference threshold, the loads are multiplied for T and accounted without any
statistical background.
If approximation of the tail region is not accurate the loads can be over or underestimated. Similarly
the process of extrapolation can have high influence in the cumulated fatigue damage (∑𝐷 ) even if a
high number of computational simulations is performed (e.g. not adequate selection of threshold value in
Fig. 1). This has direct implication on the estimated cumulated damage and may produce erroneous
results.
The current paper proposes then to identify the probabilistic limitations and characterize uncertainty
in the calculation of OWT tower fatigue design life. Uncertainty is addressed by comparing different sets
of data with a long-term reference simulation. The techniques used to truncate the data are discussed and
the amount of statistical variation introduced by the statistical models compared with a reference 1 year
simulation of operation.
The tower component, manufactured in steel, has some specificities of its own. Therefore, a
comprehensive discussion on extrapolation of loads is presented in regard of these type of components,
which are characterized by their low S-N slope.
Results show that OWT estimated T is highly dependent on t used for approximate T, on the
truncation method and on the statistical model used.
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Fig. 1. (a) Comparison of fit of statistical models depending on the sample sizes and approximation o to the tail of a
real one year distribution. (b) Error in the calculated cumulated damage (∑𝐷 ) for different fits of the tail.
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ABSTRACT
Fatigue cumulative damage in offshore structures is caused by external environmental loads. The
fatigue analysis for these structures is made using design codes, namely, DNVGL-RP-0005:2014-06 [1],
GD-09-2013 [2], EN 1993-1-9 [3], BS5400 [4], guide for fatigue assessment of offshore structures
proposed by American Bureau of Shipping [5], recommendations for fatigue design of welded joints and
components suggested by IIW [6], among others.
The environmental loading conditions for the North Sea are based on the wave measurements using
recorders kept at the sea surface and practice recommendations proposed by DNVGL [7]. In this way, the
fatigue analysis can be done based on Palmgren-Miner rule using global S-N curves and simplified
fatigue approach using the two-parameter Weibull distribution for the stresses.
In this paper, a fatigue analysis for an offshore jacket-type platform using simplified and local
approaches is proposed. A comparison between the simplified fatigue approach proposed by the DNVGL
and a fatigue local approach is made. The last is based on Neuber rule and Ramberg-Osgood description
with aims to determine the local stress and strain ranges (see ref. [8]). Additionally, the Coffin-Manson
strain-based curve is used to evaluate the fatigue damage [8].
The case-study used in this research work is an offshore jacket-type structure (see Figure 1) located
in the North Sea, off the west coast of Norway. The platform sets on a sea bed 115.67m below the sea
surface. The structure has 4 frames in the North-South direction and 2 perpendicularly. At mudline the
structure has 80 x 60 m square meters and 80×24m2 at topside, reviling the massive size of the metallic
structure made from S420 structural steel, with an approximate number of 140 meters of height. For the
fatigue analysis, the critical KT-type joint is composed by 6 secondary elements, 3 from the plane XZ and
other 3 from YZ (see Figure 2). The tubular elements of the offshore platform are of S420 steel. However,
for the fatigue analysis using the local approach was used the S355 steel by the unavailability of material
data in the literature regarding fatigue results for S420 steel [9].
From this research, it is possible to conclude that all fall within safety limits imposed by the DNVGL
standard. It is also possible to conclude that hot-spot stress-based approach does in fact achieve a more
conservative depiction of fatigue damage of the structure when compared with nominal stresses (see ref.
[8]). Additionally, it is also possible to ascertain that a fatigue analysis based on local strain fatigue
damage parameter portrays a higher level of fatigue damage when compared with others approaches.
Since fatigue is a phenomenon of the material and the local approach is the only one to take material
properties into consideration, as expected it presents a more conservative fatigue damage evaluation.
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Fig. 1. Case study of an offshore jacket-type platform.

Fig. 2. Numbered elements of the critical joint (JT-RA-6).

Fig. 3. Fatigue damage evaluation per element of the critical joint for simplified and local approaches.
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ABSTRACT
The creep-fatigue failure of the nickel-based superalloy under high temperature is mainly due to the
cracking of grain boundaries, of which the failure life is usually related to the grain size. In this study, the
grain size effect on the creep-fatigue life of nickel-based superalloy GH720Li was analyzed by using
crystal plastic finite element analysis method (CP-FEM), involving anisotropic crystal plasticity theory
and representative volume element.
In order to characterize the plastic strain acceleration under creep-fatigue loading, improved
nonlinear isotropic hardening rule and the kinematic hardening rule are employed to describe the plastic
strengthening characteristics of individual crystal. Simulation results reveal that stress concentration is
generated by the mechanical properties mismatch and non-uniform distributed constraints among grains,
leading to the dependence of creep-fatigue failure on grain size in GH720Li.
Creep-fatigue experiments are conducted at an elevated temperature of 650°C with different grain
sizes to verify the CP-FEM. The life prediction model is modified by the character of microstructural
inhomogeneity in material, exhibiting a good agreement with obtained experimental data. Scanning
electron microscopy observation illustrates a prominent correlation between grain boundary damage
length and grain size, which is consistent with the simulated local stress-strain distribution. Thus, the CPFEM can reflect the local deformation and damage in the grain scale, contributing to an effective solution
for creep-fatigue damage in GH720Li superalloy.
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ABSTRACT
The assessment of fatigue crack initiation and propagation behaviour of steel material is essential to
predict fatigue behaviour of structural connections. Conventional finite element method (FEM) required
mesh refinement to capture the singular asymptotic fields in the neighbourhood of the crack tip, the mesh
must be updated continuously to match the discontinuity as the crack growth progresses. The extended
finite element approach (XFEM) alleviates above shortcomings by enriching the displacement vector. As
shown in Eq.(1), the enrichment functions included the near-tip asymptotic functions and a discontinuous
function.
n
4


u =  N i ( x ) ui + H ( x ) ai +  Fα ( x ) biα 
(1)
α =1
i =1


where Ni(x) is general shape functions, ui is general nodal displacement vector, the nodal enriched degree
of freedom ai and associated jump function H(x) is used to represent the jump in displacement across the
crack surfaces, the nodal enriched degree of freedom bi and associated asymptotic crack-tip function Fα (x)
is used to capture the singularity around the crack tip, n is total node number in the model.
XFEM-based cohesive segments method and phantom nodes is used to predict the fatigue crack
initiation and propagation of structure steel. As illustrated in Fig.1, phantom nodes are superposed on the
original real nodes aiming to represent the discontinuity of the cracked elements. When the fatigue crack
initiation criterion is not reached, the element is intact and each phantom node is completely constrained
to its corresponding real node. When the fatigue crack initiation criterion is fulfilled, the element is
“cracked” and the element splits in two parts. Each part is formed by a combination of real and phantom
nodes depending on the orientation of the crack. In this paper, a user-defined fatigue damage initiation
subroutine (UDMGINI) based on Smith, Watson, and Topper (SWT) damage model is implemented in
ABAQUS software package to predict the fatigue crack initiation. A crack is established or the crack
length of an existing crack is extended when the fatigue crack initiation criterion f, see Eq.(2), reached
the value 1.0, within a given tolerance. After the fatigue crack initiation criterion is achieved, the damage
evolution law similar to surface based cohesive behaviour is used to predict fatigue crack propagation.
The power law (Eq. 3) is employed to consider a mixed mode crack propagation.
σ ′2
1
2b
b+c
(2)
f = 1.0 + σ n ,max Δε1 − f ( 2 N ) − σ ′f ε ′f ( 2 N )
2
E
n

n

G  G   G 
=  Ic  +  IIc  +  cIII 
c
Geq  GI   GII   GIIII 
Geq

n

(3)

where: σn,max is maximum normal stress on the principal strain range plane, Δε1 is principal strain range, N
is number of loading cycles, G and GC represented fracture energy release rate and critical fracture energy
release rate, respectively. σf’, εf’,b and c are material dependent parameters related to the fatigue
behaviour.
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ABSTRACT
The daily routine of high-temperature facilities involves complex stress-strain loading where creep,
fatigue and environmental damage take place. During start-ups and shut-downs periods, critical
components often undergo repeated elastic-plastic loading resulting in a low cycle fatigue (LCF).
However, the main part of the service is characterized by steady state conditions where creep is involved.
LCF tests and creep-fatigue tests with tensile and compressive strain dwells (both in each cycle) were
carried out under total strain control with the symmetrical waveform in polycrystalline nickel-based
superalloy MAR-M247 at 900°C in air. Fatigue life curves in the representation of stress amplitude, total
strain amplitude and plastic strain amplitude versus the number of cycles to failure were assessed and are
shown in Fig. 1. Additional data of creep-fatigue interaction tests with only tensile dwells were to
improve discussion of obtained results. Dwell sensitivity, manifesting itself in a reduction of fatigue life
compared to continuous cycling, was observed both in the total strain amplitude representation and in the
Basquin representation. The Coffin-Manson plastic strain representation shows an insignificant effect of
dwells at the highest strain amplitude while a slight increase of fatigue life appears in medium and low
total strain amplitude domain. Data obtained from stress relaxation curves were used to assess the fraction
of creep damage. Generalized damage accumulation rule combining pure fatigue and pure creep data
were used to evaluate damage due to fatigue-creep-environment interaction and it is represented by Eq. 1,
N (ε

)/n (ε

) + ∑ ∑ (t

− t )/t ((σ

− σ )/2) + D(

)

= 1.

(1)

The importance of the interaction increases with the test duration. The dwell effect on fatigue life was
discussed using the data on specimens sections, surface relief and fracture surface observations in SEM
and TEM observations of thin foils as well as time-dependent degradation processes.
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Fig. 1. Fatigue life curves (a) Basquin representation, (b) Coffin-Manson representation, (c) total strain representation
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Accurate finite element simulation of the cyclic behavior of structural steel in the commercial software ABAQUS
[1] requires the use of advanced material plasticity model. The Chaboche model [2] or the combined nonlinear
isotropic/kinematic hardening model is widely used where cyclic plasticity is involved. The isotropic component
(Eq. 1) captures the cyclic hardening/and or softening behavior of the material through the enlargement and decrease
of the yield surface.

 = | + 𝑄 (1 − 𝑒



(1)

)

Whereas, the kinematic hardening component (Eq. 2) describes the translation of the yield surface in stress space
through the backstress α. The backstress evolution law is expressed as:
𝛼 =𝐶

1



( − 𝛼) −   

(2)

The calibration of the parameters is a complex task that can be realized using experimental cyclic coupon test data.
The model requires different parameters between the transient behavior and the stabilized behavior reached after few
cycles [3]. If the interest is only on the stabilized behavior, the remaining issue is the different cyclic behavior
observed under different strain amplitudes. Thus, the nonlinear kinematic hardening parameters show a high
variability for the same steel subjected to different strain amplitudes. This issue has been observed in several studies
as in [4], [5].
In order to tackle this issue and obtain one set of parameters for different strain amplitudes, the calibration of the
kinematic hardening parameters has been carried out in this study using multiple curve fitting function [6]. Cyclic
coupon experimental test data of different steel grades under different cyclic loading protocols have been provided
by [7]. The parameters are summarized in Table 1.
In order to validate the parameters obtained using multiple regression analysis, the experimental coupon tests have
been simulated in ABAQUS. Fig.1 illustrates a comparison between the experimental and the numerical simulation
results showing a good agreement, where the numerical model captures the experimental behavior under “Ascend
cyclic” protocol as described in [8].
Table 1- Nonlinear Isotropic/Kinematic hardening parameters.

Isotropic parameters

σ|0 (N/mm2)

Q ∞ (N/mm2)

biso

60

4

269.05
2

Kinematic parameters

Ck (N/mm )

γk

10806

99.35
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Fig.1. Comparison between experimental and numerical coupon test cyclic behavior.
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ABSTRACT
In practice, engineering components/structures are often subjected to variable amplitude loadings
during service time, which usually lead to fatigue failures. In this case, a new nonlinear fatigue damage
accumulation model is proposed on the basis of the Subramanyan’s model [1], which assumed that the
isodamage curves converge at the knee point of the S-N curve. The proposed model considers the
influence of the current number of loading cycles and load amplitude on the isodamage lines, which also
takes into account the mean stress effect on fatigue damage modelling and life prediction [2-3].
The isodamage curves of the proposed model in this paper is given in Eq. (1).
𝐷 =

,

(1)

is the number of cycles at the knee point of
where 𝐷 is the cumulative damage at the load step 𝑖; 𝑁
the S-N curve; 𝑁 is the number of cycles to failure at constant stress amplitude 𝜀 , , which can be
obtained by the S-N curves of the material; 𝑛 is the number of loading cycles applied at load step 𝑖; 𝑎 and
𝑏 are material constants.
In Fig. 1(a), a comparison between tested lives and model predicted lives estimated by the proposed
and other four models [1, 4-6] by using experimental data of P355NL1 steel under two-step cyclic
loadings [6]. Fig. 1(b) shows the probability density functions of model prediction errors.
In summary, for the steel P355NL1, comparing with the other four models, the proposed model
shows better predictions than others under variable amplitude loadings.
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ABSTRACT
Curvic couplings are widely used in turboshaft engine as rotor connecting structures because of its
advantages of load bearing capability, accurate positioning and automatic centering. Under working
conditions, the curvic coupling is subjected to the joint action of high centrifugal load and high axial
compression preload. Therefore, low cycle fatigue (LCF) is a common failure mode of the curvic
coupling. The study of low cycle fatigue life is particularly important for the design of large size curvic
coupling. For this reason, a pair of large size curvic coupling with the diameter greater than 200
millimetres has been designed to study the LCF life. Then the LCF life test of this specimen was carried
out on the high speed spin tester in Zhejiang University. Meanwhile, elastic-plastic finite element analysis
was done to get the maximum stress or strain to determine the fatigue risk points, and to calculate the
crack expansion path and the growth rate. Finally, the fatigue life of the curvic coupling had been
calculated by Masson-Coffin formula and revised by Morrow formula because of the influence of average
stress. It is found that the fatigue life Nf of the analysis is much higher than the life obtained by the spin
testing. By analysing the displacement, fretting fatigue mode was considered. Then the fretting fatigue
life of a large curvic coupling was calculated by a Non-Linear-Continuous-Damage model. The fretting
fatigue life fall within the scatter bands of ±2N (±50%). As conclusions, firstly, the predicted crack
initiation location correlated well with testing results that the fatigue source was on the tooth root where
the stress was max. Secondly, the rate of crack propagation of this curvic coupling is very fast. Finally,
the fatigue mode of this large curve coupling was fretting fatigue and its fretting fatigue could be
accurately predicted by a Non-Linear-Continuous-Damage model.
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ABS
STRACT
T
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1
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Fiig. 2. Surface asspect of Green Etched specimen.
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ABSTRACT
For a sort of W/Cr co-doped Bi4Ti3O12 ceramics (ab. BTWC) as sensitive materials for the high
temperature piezoelectric devices, both the lattice distortion and interlayer mismatch of the Bi4Ti3O12
structure were investigated by the lattice stress analysis and elastic mechanics model. In the crystal
structure of Bi4Ti3O12, the pseudo-perovskite layers composed of three oxygen-octahedron layers with
Bi at the A-site are sandwiched between the bismuth oxide layers, due to a strong combining power
between the two layers along the c-axis, the lattice strain have to be constrained in the ab-plane, which
causes a structural mismatch between pseudo-perovskite layer and bismuth oxide layer. The interlayer
mismatch degree (K) could be determined by the inner stress balance between the two layers and their
corresponding bulk modulus, as considering the case of a constant bulk modulus of bismuth oxide layer
for BLSF. In addition, both the total strain energy and the lattice parameters in ab-plane vary with the
composition of BTWC in a similar trend to the degree of interlayer mismatch, and W-doping has a
significant effect on the interlayer mismatch of Bi4Ti3O12. Since the oxygen-octahedron rotates in the
ab-plane as well as inclines away from the c-axis, a lattice model to describe the distorted status of
oxygen-octahedron was established according to the substituting mechanism of W6+/Cr3+ in Bi4Ti3O12,
which is used for investigating the variation of orthorhombic distortion degree (a/b) of BTWC with the
content of W6+/Cr3+.

Fig. 1. A conventional solid reaction process for
preparing BTWC ceramics (detailed process could be
found in [4, 5]).

Fig. 2. The observed, calculated , and difference plots for
the fit to the XRPD patterns of Bi4Ti3O12 after Rietveld
refinement at 295 K.
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Fig. 3. (a) A perspective drawing of Bi4Ti3O12 along the [110] direction of the undistorted Fmmm parent structure
(between 1/4c and 3/4c of an unit cell); (b) Stress analysis for the pseudo-perovskite layer of Bi4Ti3O12; (c) Status
change of oxygen-octahedron in Bi4Ti3O12 , (left) before W/Cr codoping; (right) after W/Cr codoping.

Fig. 4. Variation of the structural mismatch degree and total strain energy with the composition for BTWC ceramics,
(a) varying with x, (b) varying with y.
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ABSTRACT
Damage evaluation on creep-fatigue interaction is a significant factor in life management of rotating
components in aviation, aerospace and nuclear industries. Studies on creep-fatigue life prediction models
for smooth specimens have continuously made progress in the last fifty years. Some of them have been
coded in the structural design procedures. However, geometric discontinuities, including bolt holes,
corners, non-uniform cross sections, etc., are extremely common in practical cases. Then, the effects of
mean stress, stress-stain concentration and varying residual stress need to be taken into account [1]. Under
this circumstance, traditional damage rules such as stress based time fraction (TF) rule [2] and strain
based ductility exhaustion (DE) rule [3] cannot meet the requirement for crack initiation life prediction.
Nickel-based superalloys are often selected for intermediate-temperature applications. The aircraft
turbine disks in China, which are made by nickel-based GH4169 superalloy, comprise extremely complex
geometries. GH4169 superalloy has been found to exhibit good mechanical properties and corrosion
resistance, excellent weld ability and long-term thermal stability. Microstructurally, it usually shows their
extremely high strength from the Ni3Nb type γ" precipitation and partially by Ni3Al type γ' precipitation,
and to even greater extent from precipitates within the solid solution γ matrix. However, an obvious
degradation of mechanical properties occurs at temperatures above 650 °C due to the fact that
strengthening γ" precipitation heavily transforms to the equilibrium δ phase.
Notch specimens are widely used in investigating geometric discontinuities because notch roots
always experience complex multiaxial stress-strain state even under uniaxial loading waveforms. Local
stress and strain levels are usually much higher in the vicinities of notch roots than remote positions. The
lives of low cycle fatigue without dwell periods are always reduced by notches due to the stress-strain
concentration [4], while the notches usually play strengthening roles in pure creep loading conditions in
nickel-based superalloys [5]. A general problem under creep-fatigue conditions is that how the presence
of notch influences the creep-fatigue performances and endurances.
In order to get a comprehensive understanding of notch effect on creep-fatigue behaviours, two
groups of single-edge-notch specimens with different root radius were machined out and creep-fatigue
experiments at 650 °C under global strain-controlled loading conditions were carried out. Then an
accurate model for creep-fatigue damage evaluation based on linear damage summation (LDS) and
energy dissipation criterion (EDS) was developed. Finally, finite element method (FEM) was used to
verify the feasibility of the proposed model and further discuss the evolutional processes of stress-strain
responses and damage fields in the vicinities of notch roots. The above-mentioned three procedures are
listed in detail as follows:
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(i) A series of cylindrical bars with the dimensions Ф16 × 200 mm of were extracted from asreceived materials through the usage of EDM wire-cut machine. After that, standard heat treatment was
applied to all specimens. The heat-treated bar were subsequently fine machined according to specified
shapes and dimensions of single-edge-notch specimens. In order to ensure the surface integrity of
specimens, the notches were carefully polished down to 1 μm diamond finish. Then the specimens were
tested at 650 °C on a MTS servo-hydraulic testing system. To realize a global strain-controlled mode, a
high-temperature extensometer crossing 25 mm gauge-length (as well as notch area) was attached to the
surface of specimen.
(ii) The damage evaluation model is an extension of our previous modified strain energy density
exhaustion (SEDE) method [6]. Fatigue and creep damage per cycle were separately calculated, and the
corresponding accumulated ones over cycles were used to determine crack initiation life. The evaluation
of fatigue damage combined the equivalent inelastic strain range and Ostergren’s energy-based equation
[7]. The evaluation of creep damage considered mean stress effect, advanced stress relaxation and a
critical creep damage expression. In addition, multiaxial ductility factor (MDF) was incorporated to
consider the effect of stress triaxiality on creep damage.
(iii) Two necessary portions were included in simulating various geometric discontinuities and
loading waveforms. Firstly, Chaboche’s cyclic hardening constitutive model was used to study cyclic
stress-strain response, and Norton-Bailey model was used to describe creep and relaxation behaviour
during dwell periods. The programs of constitutive equations are embedded in ABAQUS software.
Secondly, the objective of UVARM subroutine is to define the output variables of damage fields. All the
parameters in constitutive models and the proposed damage evaluation model were obtained from simple
uniaxial creep-fatigue tests using uniform specimens, the results of which have been published from one
of our previous works [8].
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ABSTRACT
The effect of surface roughness and subsurface porosity on fatigue behavior of 17-4 PH stainless
steel (SS) fabricated via laser-based powder bed fusion (L-PBF) is investigated and modelled utilizing a
crack growth approach. The employed material is the most commonly used precipitation hardened (PH)
stainless steel in many fatigue-critical applications. Additive manufactured parts being prone to
subsurface porosity and surface roughness, their fatigue behavior should be truly characterized before
they can be used under cyclic loading. Round specimens with uniform gage sections were designed and
force-controlled fatigue tests were conducted to generate high cycle fatigue data. Some specimens were
kept in their as-build condition without any post-manufacture machining to study the effects of surface
roughness. The rest of the specimens were machined with different depths; 0.5 mm for half of them and
1.5mm for the other half to investigate the effect of deep versus shallow marching on the fatigue behavior
of L-PBF 17-4 PH SS. Computed tomography (CT) scanning was employed to characterize subsurface
pores in fatigue specimens to provide a means for establishing porosity-property relationships. Cyclic
crack growth data was also generated using three-point bending testing on L-PBF 17-4 PH SS single-edge
notch specimens to be used in a predictive fatigue model based on the crack growth concept. This
approach assumes the pores and surface roughness can serve as the initial crack in additive-manufactured
parts and that fatigue strength can be estimated based on the most detrimental defect present in the
relevant material volume. In detail, the comparison of the fatigue properties with measurements of the
defects at the fracture origin and defect population measured by CT scan allowed us to investigate the
effect of sub-surface defects as well as defects brought up to the surface due to the machining process
onto the prospective fatigue behavior of AM 17-4 PH SS parts.
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ABS
STRACT
T
A
Additive manuufacturing (AM
M) offers new
w and uniquee possibilities to design annd produce co
omplex
shapeed componentss. Furthermoree, Al-alloys fuulfil the requirrements in lig
ghtweight desiign in many arreas of
mechaanical and auutomotive app
plications. Addditive manufaacturing is alrready establisshed in protottyping.
Howeever, for appliications in stru
uctural engineeering and serrial production
ns many questtions still havee to be
solvedd. Mechanical and metallu
urgical propertties of AlSi12
2 cast materiaals are availabble [1]. For compoc
nents made of AlSii12 by additiv
ve manufacturiing and especcially for seriaal applicationss and under dy
ynamic
loadinng many furthher tests are neecessary [2,3,44].
O
Objective of thhis work will be testing off additive man
nufactured AllSi12 specimeens under stattic and
dynam
mic loading appplying variou
us surface finiishing method
ds. The microstructure and failure mechaanisms
of craack initiation and
a propagatiion will be invvestigated. Th
he specimens were produceed by selectiv
ve laser
meltinng [5] using a SLM 250 HL
L machine of SLM Solution
ns. Specimenss tested underr static loading
g build
up dirrections of 0°,, 45°, 50° and
d 90° were appplied, see Fig 1. For dynam
mic loading onnly a build up direction oof 90° was ussed. Tests werre carried outt under R-ratiio of R=0.1. The
T followingg surface treatments
were aapplied:
• additive manufactured
m
(as
( printed)
• turning
• polishing
MG 25/1, micrro glass balls < 50 μm, apprrox. 4 min)
• shot peeniing (MHG SM
g
• turning annd deep rolling
a deep rollin
ng
• grinding and

Fig. 1.. Sketch of laseer scanning and build up directtion

Fig. 2. Polished sections of additive ma
manufactured AlSi12
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The microstructure of AlSi12 shows a very fine-grained structure (Fig. 2), which is common for
additive manufactured Al-alloys. This microstructure leads to high static strength values, higher values
than corresponding cast materials. However, the microstructure shows a certain amount of pores. By
using density measurements a porosity of about 3.4% was observed. The surface roughness of various
specimens were measured and micrographs of specimen surfaces produced by various finishing methods
were documented. Polishing and deep rolling lead to much lower surface roughness compared to turning
and grinding. However, for polished surfaces pores at the surface were detected.
Results of dynamic testing are shown in Fig. 3. The diagram shows S-N-curves for a failure probability of PA=50%. Shot peening and deep rolling lead to an increase in fatigue strength due to compressive
residual stresses. As printed and turned surfaces with relatively high surface roughness lead to crack
initiation at the surface. Also for polished specimens cracks start at pores at the surface. For shot peened
and especially for deep rolled specimens cracks will be initiated at pores below the surface. Hence,
further objective will be the reduction of porosity.

Fig. 3. S-N curves for additive manufactured AlSi12 and applying various surface treatments. Results are valid for a
failure probability of PA=50 %
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ABSTRACT
In the course of the industrialization of the Additive Manufacturing (AM) process of metallic
components, the surface finish of the final parts is a key milestone. ‘As-built’ AM surfaces feature a high
initial surface roughness (i.e. Ra > 10 μm), which often exceeds the specification for technical
applications. In order to apply AM for highly stressed and cyclically loaded components, the as-built
surface roughness needs to be reduced. Since conventional surface finishing processes as grinding or
blasting often show a limited applicability to complex shaped AM parts, a plasma electrolytic polishing
process was developed (3D SurFin®). Within the present study, AM plates and fatigue samples were
produced in a powder bed laser beam system (LBM). The roughness reduction by means of the plasma
electrolytic polishing process was proven for different treatment times. Also, a notable improvement of
the fatigue performance was achieved after a treatment with the plasma electrolyte polishing process. For
reference, machined specimens were analysed as well and all results are compared to the performance of
as-built samples.
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ABSTRACT
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) and Electron Beam Melting (EBM) are powder bed fusion processes
which allow to build parts by successive addition of layers directly from 3D-CAD models. Among the
advantages are the high degree of freedom of design and the small loss of material, which explain the
increase of Ti-6Al-4V parts obtained by these processes.
However Ti-6Al-4V parts produced by SLM and EBM contain defects (surface roughness, porosity,
residual stresses) which decrease significantly the High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) life. In order to minimize
the porosity and the residual stresses, post-processing like Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP) and Stress
Relieving are often conducted. The modification of the surface roughness by machining is very costly and
not always possible, especially for parts with complex design. The aim of this work is to evaluate the
effect of the surface roughness and microstructure of Ti-6Al-4V parts produced by SLM and EBM on the
HCF life.
5 sets of specimens were tested in tension-compression and torsion (R=-1): Hot-Rolled (reference);
SLM HIP machined ; SLM HIP « As-Built » ; EBM HIP machined ; EBM HIP « As-Built ». For every
condition, microstructures characterization, observations of the fracture surface of the specimens and
surface analysis were carried out respectively by Optical Microscope (OM), Scanning Electron
Microscope (SEM), 3D optical profilometer and X-ray tomography. The results of the fatigue testing
show a significant decrease of the HCF life due to the surface roughness.
Along with experimental testing, numerical simulations using FEM were conducted from surface
scans obtained by profilometry and volume scans obtained by tomography. Based on extreme values
statistics, a methodology is proposed in order to take into account the effect of the surface roughness on
the HCF life.
Finally a crystal plasticity model is introduced to give a better understanding of the mechanisms
leading to the crack initiation especially the competition of the stress localization between the
microstructure orientation and the surface roughness.
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ABSTRACT
The on-going drive for a full exploitation of metal additive manufacturing (AM) technology by
industrial sectors such as aerospace, energy, motor racing and medical is pushing for new know-how
development supporting the design and qualification of load-bearing metal parts. Among the different
metal AM processes, the direct metal laser sintering (DMLS) is considered here. One factor negatively
affecting the fatigue performance of a DMLS part is the as-built surface of inferior quality compared to
conventionally machined surfaces. A geometrically complex DMLS part may be characterized by the
presence of geometrical notches that act as stress concentrators. The interaction of the layer-by-layer
geometrical notch generation and its rough as-built surface with respect to the notch fatigue behavior is
the topic of this study.
The accuracy and quality of a geometrical notch is influenced by specific DMLS process features.
The layer-by-layer generation approximates a semi circular notch geometry by segmentation as shown in
the example of Fig. 1. The impact of segmentation depends on the ratio λ/R where λ is the layer thickness
and R is the radius and on the local orientation θ with respect to the building direction: when θ
approaches 0-deg the local geometry is increasingly stepped, when θ approaches 90-deg the actual
geometry merges to the nominal geometry.
Another AM process-dependent factor is introduced in the scheme of Fig. 2: a DMLS surface can be
classified as down-skin or up-skin depending on the orientation with respect to the vertical build
direction. While the surfaces generated by the layer-by-layer process are nominally the same, different
local heat transfer and melt pool support conditions result in practice in down-skin surfaces that are
rougher than the up-skin counterparts due to the formation of dross.

Fig. 1. Segmented geometry resulting from the layer-bylayer fabrication of a semicircular detail.

Fig. 2. Definition of DMLS surface orientation.

This contribution is aimed at: i) the investigation of the combined effect of these two factors, (i.e.
surface orientation and layer-by-layer construction) on the surface quality of an as-built notch; ii) the
quantification of the notch fatigue behavior of the as-built DMLS Ti6Al4V. The study exploits the
miniature specimen approach recently proposed to efficiently study the directional smooth fatigue
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behavvior of DMLS metals, [1]. Fig. 3a showss a mini specim
men (22 x 5 x 7 mm3) oriennted orthogon
nally to
the buuild direction. The mini speecimen is cycllic loaded in plane
p
bending with a load raatio R = 0 and
d it can
be useed to investigaate either the smooth materrial behavior when
w
the tensile stress is appplied to the flat
f top
surfacce or the notchh fatigue behaavior when thee tensile stresss is applied to the notch rooot, [2]. For thiss study
two batches of minni specimens were
w producedd with an EOS
S M290 system
m with notchees in the up-sk
kin and
in thee down-skin orientation.
o
The resulting ssurface qualitties of the 2-m
mm-radius nootches are sho
own in
Figs. 3b and 3c. Ass expected the down-skin nootch is considerably rougheer.

b)
c)
a)
Fig. 3. a) Nottched mini speecimen; b) Upp-skin round notch;
n
c) Dow
wn-skin round nnotch (R = 2 mm).
m
T
The fatigue tesst results of in
n terms of maax nominal beending stress vs. number oof cycles for the
t unnotched test configguration and fo
or the two setts of notched mini
m specimens are plottedd in Fig. 4. Ty
ype A+
referss to an up-skinn notch and Ty
ype A− to a ddown-skin nottch. The fatigu
ue data appear
ar well-behaveed with
a reduuced scatter. The
T up-skin faabrication conndition is associated to a slightly better faatigue behavio
or than
the doown-skin conddition. Accord
ding the empiirical notch faatigue factor Kf definition (i.e. smooth fatigue
f
strenggth/notched faatigue strength
h), the presennt geometry with
w a stress concentration
c
factor Kt = 1.63 is
associiated to Kf = 2.0
2 for up-skin
n notch and K f = 2.6 for dow
wn-skin notch
h in DMLS Tii6Al4V.

Fig. 4. Fatiguue behavior off smooth and uup-skin vs. do
own-skin circu
ular notches inn DMLS Ti6A
Al4V.
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ABSTRACT
The on-going drive for a full exploitation of metal additive manufacturing (AM) technology by industrial sectors
such as aerospace, energy, motor racing and medical is pushing for new know-how development supporting the design
and qualification of load-bearing metal parts. Among the different metal AM processes, here the Selective Laser
Melting (SLM) is investigated. Specific features characterize metal parts obtained by the SLM processing of a powder
bed, namely i) the complex microstructure due to the layer-wise production and ii) the surface finish which is
considerably rougher than conventionally machined parts. A third specific feature is related to the adoption of light
weight design tools, such as topological optimization, that develop complex part geometries with reentrant corners and
notches that are difficult to inspect and whose surface finish may not be post processed and improved.
While static properties are relatively unaffected by the surface characteristics, the response of as-built metal parts of
complex geometry is strongly and negatively affected by dynamic service conditions.
Fatigue testing is typically an expensive and time consuming activity. Because of the inherent material data scatter,
multiple specimens are required to characterize one material state under a specific test condition. The metal AM
technology places an additional burden on fatigue testing as specimens production is costly in terms of material and AM
system usage since metal powders are expensive and AM system require large investments.
Recently, an innovative miniature specimen geometry has been proposed to address the negative issues involved in
fatigue testing of AM metals, [1]. Fig. 1 shows a miniature specimen (22x5x7 mm3) compared to a standard 80 mm
long rotating bending specimen. As the specimen unit cost depends on i) its volume and ii) the time required for its
production, the new specimen geometry allows a remarkable cost saving when compared to a standard specimen
geometry. The mini specimen is loaded in cyclic plane bending instead of rotating bending but it shares the same
reference section properties and therefore size- and loading-type effects are reasonably similar. The testing method
based on mini specimens was validated using DMLS Ti6Al4V specimens. The miniature specimen concept has been
also extended to the study of the notch fatigue behavior of DMLS Ti6Al4V, [2]. A mild notch geometry was found to
be associated to multiple notch fatigue factors in dependence of its orientation with respect to the build direction.

Fig. 1. Comparison of standard vs. miniature specimens for
fatigue testing of AM metals.

Fig. 2. Stress distribution in mini specimens with a semielliptical notch subjected to plane bending.

In this contribution the miniature specimen concept is applied to the investigation of the influence of a sharp notch
geometry. To guarantee a correlation with the mild notch fatigue results of [2], the semi-circular notch with to a semielliptical notch. Fig. 2 shows the elastic stress distribution due to an applied bending moment obtained by an elastic
finite element analysis. The stress concentration factor for this semi-elliptical notch with b/a = 0.25, where a = 2 mm
and b = 0.5 mm are the major and minor semi-axes, is given by Kt = 5. The mini specimens are subjected to cyclic plane
bending with a load ratio R = 0. Batches of these notched specimens made of DMLS Ti6Al4V were produced with an
EOS M 290 system operated at a maximum laser power of 400 W and a layer thickness of 60 μm and subsequently
stress relieving heat treated in a vacuum furnace.
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Specimens were produced with the long axis of the notch parallel to the build direction i.e. Type A+ in Fig. 3a and
with long axis perpendicular to build direction, i.e. Type C in Fig. 3b, to investigate the geometrical accuracy and
surface roughness of a fine detail, such as the notch, in dependence of the layer-by-layer SLM processing of the powder
bed. Fig. 3 shows the different quality of the notches in terms of accuracy and roughness with a well-defined Type A+
notch and an irregular Type C notch.

a)

b)
Fig. 3. Magnified view of semielliptical notches a) Type A+, b) Type C.

The fatigue test results of in terms of maximal nominal bending stress vs number of cycles for the unnotched test
configuration and for two sets of notched mini specimens of as-built DMLS Ti6Al4V are plotted in Fig. 4. The fatigue
data appear well-behaved with a reduced scatter for the Type A+ notch. The Type C is instead characterized by a larger
scatter although the average behavior is not too different from the other direction. Compared to the reference smooth
fatigue behavior, the notch effect is significant. According an empirical definition of the notch fatigue factor Kf
(i.e. ratio between smooth fatigue strength/notched fatigue strength), the present mini specimen geometry with a stress
concentration factor Kt = 5 is associated to Kf,A+ = 3 and and Kf,C = 2.4.

Fig. 4. Directional fatigue behavior of DMLS Ti6Al4V in the presence of sharp notches.
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ABSTRACT
Additive manufacturing (AM) is generally considered to be very attractive for the aerospace industry in
which AM could contribute to lightweight designs and thereby extend flight range and reduce fuel
consumption. There are however a number of challenges, for example inferior fatigue properties, that
need to be solved before AM could be used to its full potential in aerospace applications.
The fatigue behaviour of smooth, un-notched, additive manufactured specimens with rough as-built
surface have already been widely studied with constant amplitude fatigue loading. However, these
investigations cannot predict the response for most aerospace components since these would have
geometries that include notches and radii, that would act as stress concentrations. Moreover, most
aerospace components are exposed to variable amplitude loading which does not always give a consistent
material behaviour compared to constant amplitude loading due to effects of overloads and load sequence
order. In this study, the effect of a geometrical notch which rough as-built surface has been investigated
with both constant [1] and variable [2] amplitude loading. The constant amplitude notch effect have been
determined for both laser sintered and electron beam melted Ti6Al4V material with rough as-built surface
and these results were used to predict fatigue life for variable amplitude loading with the ShortFALSTAFF (Fighter Aircraft Loading STAndard For Fatigue) load sequence [3,4] using a cumulative
damage approach. The predicted results were verified by variable amplitude fatigue experiments which
showed good consistency with the predictions. In addition to this, hot isostatic pressing (HIP) was found
to have no impact on the fatigue properties when applied to parts with rough as-built surfaces.
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ABSTRACT
As more industries are adopting metal additive manufacturing (AM) technologies in load-bearing applications, a
deep understanding of mechanical behavior, and in particular fatigue behavior, of AM parts becomes a necessity. In
addition, while some standards for certification, qualification and documentation of AM processes, materials
characterizations and mechanical behavior exist, many of these standards still need to be further modified/developed
as we learn more about various aspects of mechanical and fatigue behavior of AM parts. In this presentation, the
need for understanding the AM process-structure-property-performance relationships as they pertain to the fatigue
behavior is highlighted. Various aspects of fatigue and fracture behavior of AM parts including the effects of build
orientation, surface roughness, size, etc. will be discussed utilizing a comprehensive set of experimental data. This
will be followed by a discussion on the lack of AM specific standards and limitations associated with using currently
available qualification standards. Finally, some of the recent standardization activities with a focus on critical
property measurements and relating the specimen property to part performance will be presented.
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ABSTRACT
In the last decades, the use of Additive Manufacturing (AM) techniques for the production of
metallic components used in structural applications has rapidly increased. Among the AM techniques,
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) is one of the most used, especially for Aluminum alloys as the AlSi10Mg
alloy. SLM permits to manufacture parts characterized by very good quasi-static mechanical properties
[1], that can even outperform those measured on parts manufactured with traditional subtractive
technologies. Nonetheless, defects originating during the AM process (e.g., porosities induced by
vaporization of light elements, incomplete melting of powder and residual oxide layers) may significantly
affect the fatigue response of SLM parts. Therefore, High Cycle Fatigue (HCF) and Very High Cycle
Fatigue (VHCF) can be critical and should be properly investigated to guarantee a safe and conservative
design of SLM parts subject to fatigue.
According to the literature, the optimization of the process parameters and the proper design of the
AM process (e.g., specimen orientation with respect to the building direction, heating of the building
platform) can help to reduce the defect population and to enhance the fatigue response [2]. Moreover, the
removal of the surface layer in AM parts has proved to improve the fatigue response [2] since superficial
defects are generally more critical than internal ones [3]. Heat treatments could also affect the fatigue
response, even if they do not permit to reduce the defect population. The effect of traditional heat
treatments, which are usually applied to cast components, has been already investigated in the literature
(for example the T6 heat treatment for the AlSi10Mg alloy in [2]). However, different heat treatments,
specific for SLM parts, are being proposed by producers of SLM equipments and their effect on the HCF
and the VHCF response is still under investigation.
The present paper compares the VHCF response of SLM AlSi10Mg specimens in two working
conditions: as built and subjected to a standard heat treatment for stress relieve [4,5]. The heat treatment
consisted of heating for two hours at 320°C and cooling in air down to room temperature. A significant
increment of the material ductility was obtained after heat treatment: the elongation to failure (𝜀 ) was
about four times the 𝜀 value of the non-treated material. Ultrasonic tests at 109 cycles were performed on
SLM-built specimens (only a fine polishing is performed, according to [6]) before and after the heat
treatment. To properly estimate the defect size distribution and to reliably assess the VHCF response [3],
Gaussian specimens with large loaded volumes [7] were used for the ultrasonic tests. Fig. 1 shows the
Gaussian specimen geometry used for the experimental tests.
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Fig. 1. Gaussian specimen used for the ultrasonic VHCF tests.

Fracture surfaces were investigated with the optical and the Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) to
assess the distribution of defect size. The fatigue strength at different number of cycles was statistically
compared to assess the effect of the heat treatment on the VHCF response. The obtained microstructure
and microhardness of heat treated and as built specimens were investigated and compared. Finally, a
correlation among mechanical properties, microstructure and fatigue behaviour was proposed.
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ABSTRACT
Additive Manufacturing (AM) gives new freedom of constructive possibilities to design engineers.
Many structures with features like cavities or thin beams are impossible to build using conventional
methods such as casting or machining. Using AM even finest lattice structures can be produced, and they
have high potential to be used as frameworks for transducing loads in structural components. However,
until now the study about the failure behaviour of lattice structures under static [1,2] and cyclic loading is
insufficient, especially for those lattice structures produced with laser-powder bed fusion (L-PBF) followed
by hot isostatic pressing (HIP). In this work both static bending load and cyclic axial loading on
X2CrNiMo17-12-2 steel lattice structures produced by L-PBF were investigated. An f2ccz lattice structure,
which showed best mechanical properties in preliminary tests, was used in all mechanical tests [1]. This
work also investigated the influence of laser power in L-PBF process and the influence of HIP treatment
after L-PBF process on mechanical properties of lattice structures. To investigate fracture behaviour of a
single lattice cell, static bending tests were performed in-situ in scanning electron microscope (SEM) with
slowly and continuously increasing load. Fig. 1 shows detailed damage evolution at the critical node of the
lattice structure. Due to the notch effect at the marked node, a crack initiates at the inside of the structure
and grows towards the outside.

Fig. 1. SEM in-situ crack observation on f2ccz lattice structure during static bending
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Fig. 2. Geometry of cracked specimen and S-N-curves of as-built (DS) compared to HIP treatment (DS+HIP)

Regarding geometric properties, different Laser parameters mainly influence dimensional accuracy,
porosity and surface roughness of the specimen. It was found that, HIP treatment after L-PBF process
significantly increases fatigue strength of the structure, whereas a change in process parameters (different
laser powers) did not have a large impact on fatigue behaviour. Fig. 2 shows the specimen geometry for
cyclic loading with an alternating load amplitude at 𝑅 = −1 and compares S-N-curves of lattice structures
in reference state and after HIP treatment. During fatigue testing the lattice structures provide excellent
emergency running properties before failure. If one node fails in the first place, the overall stiffness of the
structure drops, the entire structure is still able to withstand further load cycles. The SEM graph in Fig. 3
(a) shows that, the crack initiation occurs at an inhomogeneous position, which causes a notch effect at the
surface. Striations of crack propagation can be seen in Fig. 3 (b).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Close up of fracture origin (a) and striations on fracture plane (b)
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ABSTRACT
Static properties of many metals and alloys produced by additive manufacturing (AM) are well
comparable to the static performance of conventionally fabricated materials. Suitably chosen parameters
of AM process and application of hot isostatic pressing can reduce the process-driven defects in such a
way that the ultimate tensile strength, yield stress and elongation correspond to the materials produced in
the traditional way. In contrast to the static performance the fatigue strength and the fatigue limit are
strongly susceptible to the details of microstructure, surface quality and small defects, which remain in
material even after applying optimally selected process parameters and post-processing treatment.
The damage tolerant design and the prediction of the fatigue life of components with cracks require
quantified description of the propagation of long fatigue cracks. Particularly, the knowledge on the
behaviour of cracks in the threshold region for propagation is of utmost importance. From the
investigation of the conventional materials it is well known that the crack propagation is only weakly
influenced by material microstructure in the range of higher crack rates, i.e. the Paris region. On the other
hand, the microstructure, loading conditions and environment strongly influence the crack growth near
the threshold. Because the microstructure of AM materials often differs substantially from that of
conventionally produced ones, it is obvious that the knowledge and data available for conventionally
manufactured materials cannot be applied for materials prepared by AM.
The contribution brings results on the experimental determination of the fatigue crack growth and
threshold values of the stress intensity factor for two different and often applied engineering materials
namely a superalloy IN 718 and titanium alloy Ti6Al4V. Specimens of IN 718 were manufactured on a
RENISHAW A250 machine and specimens of Ti6Al4V on an EOSINT M 270 system. The process
parameters i.e. the laser power, layer thickness, scanning speed and mode were optimised by the company
BEAM-IT Fornovo Taro, Italy.
Experimental determination of the fatigue crack growth rates was performed on CT specimens with
characteristic dimension w = 30 mm and thickness 6 mm. The specimens fulfilled the requirements of the
ASTM E647 Standard. Tests were conducted at room temperature. The length of the fatigue cracks was
optically monitored on polished lateral sides of specimens by means of CCD cameras situated on
travelling supports.
Fatigue tests were performed on two different types of fatigue testing machines, namely a resonant
Roell/Amsler HFP 5100 machine and an electrodynamic testing system INSTRON E3000 with linear
motor technology.
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For IN 718 it has been found that the fatigue crack growth resistance in the build direction in the
threshold region was substantially lower than that of conventionally manufactured alloy. The threshold
value of the stress intensity factor range ΔKth was 3.0 MPam1/2, which is only one third of the value for
IN 718 manufactured conventionally [1, 2]. The low value can be explained by (1) the specific very fine
microstructure of the DMLS material, (2) low boron content and (3) residual stresses. In the region of
high crack growth rates the difference between the additive and conventionally manufactured material
decreases.
For Ti6Al4V it was found that the crack propagation and threshold values for crack growth are
dependent on the heat treatment applied to the as-built material. The influence of three heat treatments on
crack growth and material microstructure were investigated. The stress relieving at 380 °C for 8 h results
in substantial improvement of the fatigue crack growth resistance when compared to the as-built material,
although the microstructure is nearly identical in both cases. The stress relieving at 740 °C for 2 h
changed the microstructure only slightly. The average crack growth rate remained unchanged, however
the scatter of experimental data decreased. The heat treatment at 900 °C for 2 h resulted in substantial
change of the microstructure and small improvement of the threshold value. The fatigue crack growth
resistance of material heat treated at 900 °C correlates with the conventionally manufactured alloy [3]. It
has been found that under suitably chosen processing parameters the crack propagation characteristics do
not depend on the direction of the crack propagation relative to the direction of the specimen building.
In both studied materials the crack growth was transgranular. The crack propagation mechanism in
IN 718 consists in planar cyclic slip in the region ahead of the crack tip. The cyclic loading leads to
gradual damage of suitably oriented slip bands and development of microcracks. The main crack grows
by their linking. This mechanism operates both in the threshold and in the Paris region. Only at very high
growth rates exceeding 0.1 μm/cycle formation of striations on the fracture surface was observed, which
means that the plastic blunting model can be considered as suitable for the crack growth. In Ti6Al4V
alloy the crack propagates through very fine structure consisting of needles of α' martensite (380 °C), fine
needles of α phase in β matrix (740 °C) or lamellar α+β structure (900 °C). The original boundaries of
columnar β grains do not influence the crack paths.
The discussion is focused on the influence of the specific features of the structure produced by the
additive technologies, its directionality due to the layer structure and also to the influence of the residual
stresses of all three types.
The main conclusion is that under optimized AM processing parameters the resistance against growth
of long cracks may achieve the properties of conventionally produced materials. However, for reliable
damage tolerant design it is imperative to have the crack growth data reflecting the applied processing
parameters. This is particularly true for the threshold area.
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ABS
STRACT
T
Deesigning structtural parts inccluding cellulaar or lattice sttructures fabricated by addditive manufaccturing
is very
ry promising. However, app
plications willl remain limited as long as the fatigue peerformances of
o such
structuures are not understood and
a controlledd. The objectiive of this work
w
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f
propeerties of Ti-6A
Al-4V as-builtt thin parts pproduced by Electron
E
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m Melting (EB
BM). To mim
mic the
behavviour of thin parts or strutts, a specific geometry was used to prroduce tensilee specimens with a
nominnal diameter of 2 mm. Th
hus, the gaugee length of th
hose specimens can be seeen as single beams
constiituting the latttice structurees. Fatigue m
mechanisms haave been first identified fr
from cyclic teensiontensioon tests (consstant stress am
mplitude, R=00.1). Every saample was ch
haracterized bby laboratory X-ray
microotomography before
b
and aft
fter failure witth a voxel sizze of 2.5 micrrons. The exteensive use off X-ray
microotomography allows
a
to reveeal the defectts inherited from the EBM process: poroosity, plate-piile like
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oobservations of the fractu
ure surfaces hhelp to identiify the
criticaal defects respponsible for th
he fatigue faillure. It was fo
ound that cracck initiation aalways occurss at the
surfacce from thin and
a relatively deep (up to 200 μm) notcch-like defects as illustratedd in Fig. 1. Fatigue
F
perforrmances of ass-built samples are thereforee rather low in comparison
n with wroughht materials. Various
V
post-ttreatments: chhemical etchin
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a well as ulttrasonic shot peening havee been
perforrmed to incrrease the fatiigue resistancce. Traditional machining
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vestigated and
d related to th
the “healing” of the
aforem
mentioned deefects. Finallly, adequate combination
ns of these post treatmeents are show
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signifficantly improve the fatiguee performancees.

Fig. 11. Notch-like deefects observedd in the as-builtt conditions (daark grey) and paartially removeed by chemical etching
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ABSTRACT
In the recent years, additive manufacturing (AM) has introduced outstanding opportunities for various
applications. The fundamentals and working principle of AM offer several advantages, including
significant material and mass saving, near-net-shape capabilities, superior design and geometrical
flexibility and significant reduction of concept-to-validation time [1]. These reasons have raised the
interest of space and aerospace companies, as well as automotive, medical, and energy industries.
One of the main limiting drawbacks is the difficulty to achieve a good and stable material quality.
This is mainly referred to the poor surface roughness and compliance to strict tolerances and to the
ineluctable presence of manufacturing defects. A literature review of two of the most used lightweight
alloys in the space and aerospace sectors (AlSi10Mg and Ti6Al4V) [2] showed the applicability of the
defect tolerant design [3] for assessing the fatigue limit of parts containing manufacturing defects. In fact,
the defects can be treated as short cracks at stress levels close to the fatigue limit. The scatter is a
combination of the inherent variability and dependence on the defect size, which can be simply described
by the Murakami's √area parameter [4].
In this presentation we will describe a series of LCF experiments onto cylindrical samples of
AlSi10Mg obtained by SLM with a different cross section. The results show that there is, as expected
from the 'weakest-link' concepts [5], a difference in the size of the maximum defect at the fracture origin.
However, there is not significant difference among the e-N diagram of the three specimen size. The
implementation of crack growth model based on ΔJeff clearly shows that the difference in crack
propagation lifetime counteracts the 'weakest-link' effect.
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ABSTRACT
The flexibility in design offered by advanced additive manufacturing technologies makes this process
more and more attractive for the automotive as well as aircraft industry, especially for the realisation of
metal components. Nevertheless, while on the one hand additive manufacturing paved the way from new
design solutions which were not possible before, on the other hand it represents a new process still not
being standardised and, therefore, exploitable. In this work, the cyclic material behaviour of two different
metals produced by additive manufacturing technologies is evaluated. Small-scale specimens produced by
Selective Laser Melting (SLM) of Aluminium AlSi10Mg and Inconel718 powder are first subjected to
Incremental Step Tests (IST) [1] in order to evaluate the cyclic stress-strain behaviour of the material. In
order to define the initial conditions, specimens oriented along the powder deposition direction in X (0°,
lying), XZ (45°) and Z (90°, standing) directions or lying orthogonal to the powder deposition direction
with respect to the building platform are produced using standard process parameters (Fig.1, left).
Individually adapted support structures, needed for lying (X direction) structures and surfaces with
downskin angles up to 45°, are subsequently removed.

Fig. 1. Results of the Incremental Step Tests performed at a maximum strain amplitude of εa,t = 0.6% on specimens of
2 mm thickness (right) produced with four different building orientations (left).

Half of the specimens are left as built, and the other half is polished, so that the influence of the
surface condition including removed support structures is investigated The effects of removed support
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structures, variation thickness, four building orientations surface conditions and an additional heat
treatment on the cyclic stress-strain behaviour of the material is evaluated. In Fig. 1 (right), the cyclic
stress-strain curves resulting from ISTs of 2 mm thick AlSi10Mg specimens for the investigated building
orientations (X, XZ, Z and Y) show an anisotropic behaviour. Beyond that, based on the knowledge
obtained, relevant parameters are identified and characterised through the cyclic stress-strain behaviour.
Hereafter, the specimens are subjected to force controlled cyclic loading and the results of the tests are
processed to evaluate the fatigue strength of the materials analysing the S-N curves in the range of
104÷107 cycles to failure.
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ABSTRACT
Laser powder bed fusion (L-PBF) is a popular additive manufacturing (AM) technique for fabricating
metal parts. Prior work by the authors shows that stainless steel 316L processed by L-PBF exhibits
different high cycle fatigue fracture behaviour from the conventionally manufactured forms [1]. For the
optimally-processed samples, fatigue fracture is characterised by intergranular crack initiation at dendritic
grain boundaries, whereas for samples containing critical pores or lack of fusion defects, crack initiation
is driven by such defects. Identifying the critical defect size for the transition between the microstructureand porosity-driven failure modes is important for controlling the fatigue properties.
Besides the different failure mechanisms, the general empirical relation between static and fatigue
properties, where the fatigue endurance limit is approximately half of the tensile strength for conventional
ferrous metals [2], is not valid for L-PBF stainless steel 316L [3]. This is because while the ultrafine
grains produced by the rapid cooling process gives rise to superior tensile strength, the beneficial effect
on fatigue properties is offset by the microstructure defects, which compromise fatigue strength at long
life.
Results from the prior works indicate that factors such as porosity and static tensile properties are
important and could be used as the input variables for fatigue property assessment of L-PBF stainless
steel 316L. However, recognising these variables does not address the uncertainties associated with the
process. Specifically, it involves a large number of processing variables, such as laser power, scan speed
and hatch pattern, which induce different thermal histories such that various porosity and tensile property
conditions are possible in the final part depending on the selection of the build conditions. For instance,
with over-melting, the loss of low melting point alloying elements could lead to strength degradation
without impacting porosity, whereas with under-melting, the same reduction in material strength could be
due to the generation of lack of fusion defects. As these conditions produce different microstructures and
defects, they need to be modelled separately. Besides, complete information of the material properties are
often not available and crude estimations based on expert knowledge have to be made with regards to the
fabrication quality of the parts. The complex interplay between the input variables and fatigue properties,
as well as the ambiguity associated with determining the values of the input variables, make modelling
the fatigue properties of L-PBF materials a non-trivial task.
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Conventional practices to account for such elements of uncertainty involve applying reduction factors
on fatigue curves, but this approach will lead to conservative designs. The nonlinear material behaviour
could be modelled by computational techniques, among which the artificial neural network (ANN) have
been successfully applied in a number of material science fields for process control and property
prediction [4, 5]. This system can effectively handle complex empirical data for which analytical
solutions cannot be easily obtained; it could potentially be applied for modelling the fatigue problem of
L-PBF stainless steel 316L.
However, one of the shortcomings of neural network is that it adopts attributes of the ‘black box’,
which is not desirable considering the uncertainties associated with fatigue modelling. The fuzzy logic,
which describes input variables by a set of linguistic terms, could provide the desired physical meaning
and transparency to the system, and address the problem of imprecise and insufficient information. For
example, key fatigue assessment indicators, including porosity condition and static tensile properties,
could be related to fatigue life via the ‘if-then’ rules:
Rule 1: If porosity fraction is low and tensile strength is high and ductility is high, then fatigue life is
long.
Rule 2: If porosity fraction is low and tensile strength is low and ductility is low, then fatigue life is
short.
The implementation of such rules allows the states between acceptable and non-acceptable porosity
and strength conditions to be defined imprecisely by fuzzy boundaries. Moreover, in view of the difficulty
in generating a large amount of fatigue data, the fuzzy system allows easier result verification as it is
based on physical understanding of the system [6]. Prior knowledge on the relations between input and
output variables could also be used for formulating the fuzzy rules.
Considerable high cycle fatigue data has been generated by the authors to allow an examination of
the applicability of data-driven approach to fatigue property assessment of L-PBF stainless steel 316L.
Samples with representative porosity and tensile properties were produced by adjusting L-PBF processing
parameter and subjected to load-controlled fatigue tests. The adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system
(ANFIS), which incorporates fuzzy logic into the neural network, will be tested for fatigue life prediction
by using porosity fraction, tensile strength and ductility as the input variables.
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ABSTRACT
The mechanical properties of titanium alloy is determined by the form, orientation and volume
fraction of α and β grains, as well as the defects existing in the grain boundaries. When it comes to
additive manufacturing, such as the selective laser melting (SLM), the dependence of mechanical
properties on microstructures turns out to be more prominent, due to the separate cooling process of lasermelt material. Thus, inhomogeneity should be effectively captured to represent local stress/strain
distribution, involving grain size, orientation and the evolution of defect. Therefore, this paper is
motivated to formulate constitutive and damage models combining representative microstructural
information.
The grain size and grain orientation provide constraints for material local deformation, generating
great influence on local stress/strain state. The defects in titanium alloy manufactured by SLM include
pores resulting from entrapped gas, un-melt particles/regions introduced by missing laser scanning,
serving as the source of damage. The un-melt particles/regions detached from the matrix result in void
nucleation. The voids and pores cause discontinuity in material, leading to the nucleation of crack as well
as the final fracture of structures.
To represent the mechanical property under the consideration of above microstructures, we employ
internal state variable (ISV) damage model to simulate the tensile process and microstructure sensitive
fatigue (MSF) model to describe the fatigue property. Defining the void volume ratio of the original
volume as the damage, the ISV damage model describe the process of void nucleation, growth and
coalescence and calculate the total volume fraction of defects to get total damage, then the damage is used
to reduce the modulus. The MSF model describes the total fatigue life by three parts, including the crack
incubation at a micro-notch, the microscale crack growth and the macroscale crack growth until fracture.
Model validations are carried out on series of existing data, which exhibit good agreement between
prediction and experiments.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the methodology and findings of a novel piece of research with the purpose of
understanding residual stresses and mitigating distortion caused by the combined processes of additive
manufacturing (AM) and post machining to final specifications. The research work started with the AM
building of a stainless steel 316L industrial impeller that was then machined by removing around 0.5mm
from certain surfaces of the impeller’s blades and hub. Distortion and residual stresses were
experimentally measured.
The manufacture of the impeller by AM and then post machining was numerically simulated by
applying the finite element (FE) method. Distortion and residual stresses were simulated and validated.
The quantification of residual stresses can play an important role in the management of fatigue during
service. The FE distortion was used in a numerical procedure to reverse distortion directions in order to
produce a new impeller with mitigated distortion. The results have shown that distortions in the new
impeller, on average, have reduced to less than 50% of the original non-compensated values.
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ABSTRACT
Parts manufactured by AM have to be integrated into more complex structures, as additive
manufacturing of simple parts is too time consuming and, consequently, too expensive. A typical scenario
is that there is a structured part made by AM and conventionally manufactured shaft or hub with a pressfit joint in between. Under operational conditions, the joint is subjected both to static and to vibrational
loading. However, it may be unsafe to employ classical design rules even under static loading, as these
implicitly assume a limited amount of surface roughness, which may be exceeded in AM parts without
additional surface finishing.
Under vibrational loading, the differences are even more pronounced between press-fit joints with
conventionally manufactured parts and those including AM parts, as the surface roughness of the AM
parts strongly influence the failure mechanisms. First, a high value of the roughness implies that there are
significant micro-notches from which cracks may initiate. Second, roughness tips may introduce a certain
amount of form fit and additional adhesive forces, especially if the AM part has a higher hardness than
the conventionally manufactured part. This implies that a new testing procedure has to be defined for
press-fit joints including AM parts subjected to vibrational loading, as the classical fretting test cannot
take the benefit of an additional form fit into account.
The basic idea of the AM specific testing procedure presented here is to use a classical flat dog-bone
fatigue specimen with a press-fit joint in the centre. This specimen is then subjected to tensile or fatigue
loading with the deformation field in the region of the joint monitored by a long-distance optical
microscope and digital image correlation. Consequently, the onset of damage can be detected quite early
and the role of micronotches and roughness tips can be analysed. First results using an AM steel shaft
pressed into a steel specimen will be given. The three-dimensional nature of the damage process in the
joint will be further studied using high resolution computer tomography (µ-CT).
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ABSTRACT
The research herein presented aimed to determine the influence of surface finishing and of the
application of an autoclave sterilization cycle in the fatigue resistance of Hyflex® CM endodontic
instruments (ref. 20/.04 and ref. 20/.06).
Several combinations of electrochemical parameters, namely voltage, flow rate and duration, were
considered during the experiments, but the best surface finish was obtained after the application of 30
volt, at a flow rate of 1, and for a period of 3 seconds. The endodontic files were weighed before and after
the polishing procedure using a microbalance. The weight variation of the polished files was below
1.01mg and the fatigue resistance of all polished endodontic instruments increased between 30%
(ref..06/20) and 80% (ref. .04/20) when compared with the fatigue resistance of the endodontic files in the
as-fabricated condition.
Concerning the autoclave’s sterilization cycle, no definitive conclusions about its influence on the
fatigue resistance of endodontic files could be drawn, since the polished instruments ref. .06/20 showed
higher fatigue resistance (+52%) after being submitted to an autoclave’s cycle, and, inversely, polished
instruments ref. .04/20 showed a lower fatigue resistance after the autoclave’s cycle had been applied.
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ABSTRACT
Fatigue crack growth in mechanical components can lead to catastrophic failure. Additionally, crack
growth rates and crack growth path will depend on the type and magnitude of the applied loads, as well as
on the thickness of the solid bodies, the crack length, and the mechanical properties of the material, just to
mention a few.
Moreover, crack growth under mode I loading is very well documented in opposition to what relates
to mode III loading, with few studies on the subject.
The paper herein presented shows the Stress Intensity Factors values (SIFs), 𝐾 , 𝐾 and 𝐾 ,
obtained for Compact Tension (CT) specimens with different thicknesses, namely 2.5 𝑚𝑚; 3 𝑚𝑚; 5 𝑚𝑚;
7.5 𝑚𝑚; 10 𝑚𝑚, that were subjected to some torsional loads (6 𝑁. 𝑚; 7.5𝑁. 𝑚; 9 𝑁. 𝑚). The CT
specimens, which were analysed using the Finite Element Method (FEM), were modelled with two cracks
that had grown experimentally from a fatigue pre-crack along two directions (+70º and -70º), and for
diverse crack lengths (𝑎⁄𝐿=0.00; 𝑎⁄𝐿=0.25; 𝑎⁄𝐿=0.50; 𝑎⁄𝐿=0.75; 𝑎⁄𝐿=1.00). The equivalent SIFs were
calculated from the results of 𝐾 , 𝐾 e 𝐾 , using the criterion of Richard or Pook. Additionally, a
polynomial regression function considering all the obtained results was achieved, allowing to obtain 𝐾 ,
𝐾 , 𝐾 and 𝐾 by specifying the thickness of the specimen, the crack length and the applied torque.
It was observed that, even if a mode III loading was applied, mode I was locally dominant at the
crack tip, followed by mode III and mode II, in that order of relevance. It was also observed that the
maximum and minimum equivalent SIFs occurred at the lateral surfaces of the CT specimen, resulting in
a bigger crack growth rate in those locations.
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ABSTRACT
Mean stress is induced from asymmetric cyclic loading. Positive mean stress is generally a beneficial
to fatigue life and negative mean stress is detrimental to fatigue life. Goodmann [1], Gerber, Morrow [2],
Soderberg methods are commonly applied to correct mean stress effect for fatigue life prediction.
Recently findings show that these conventional methods do not apply to austenitic stainless steels that are
used in Light Water Reactor (LWR) conditions [3, 4]. Austenitic stainless steels are primarily applied in
fabrication of internal components of pressure vessels and reactor coolant piping systems. Temperature
transients and fluctuation as well as mechanical loading, such as dead weight and water pressure, can
induce mean stress. Although a great deal of fatigue investigations have been carried out on austenitic
stainless steels working in air and LWR environment, and the corresponding JSME and ASME codes are
documented to guide the fatigue design [5-7], mean stress effect is not fully addressed and understood in
the aspect of quantifying mean stress effect and its cooperative effects with LWR environmental factors.
This knowledge gaps can bring significant uncertainty in treating the fatigue of austenitic stainless steels
in LWR condition correctly.
In this work, the influence of mean stress on fatigue behaviour of 316L austenitic stainless steel in air
and LWR environment 288 °C has been studied using load-controlled tests. Hollow specimens were used
and tested under simulated LWR water environment with our in-house built water loop system. Both
positive mean stress (+50 MPa) and negative mean stress (-20MPa) were observed having beneficial
effect on fatigue life. This is tentatively attributed to secondary hardening [8, 9]. The test results are
illustrated in the Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 below showing the results obtained in high-purity hydrogen-water
chemistry typical of boiling water reactor and in high-temperature air respectively [10]. Tests in air are
still under progress. In order to gain insight into the physical micro-mechanism controlling the fatigue
behaviour under mean stress and environmental influence, the microstructures evolution was investigated
via TEM and ECCI characterization on samples cut from interrupted fatigue tests. The fatigue tests were
also supplemented with fractographical SEM striation spacing measurement and EBSD characterization
around cracks.
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ABSTRACT
Fatigue behavior of TC17 alloy was investigated at the stress ratio of 0.5 in the lab ambient. Fatigue
test was conducted at 20 kHz using ultrasonic fatigue tester up to 109 cycles. Frequency effect was
studied using the electromagnetic fatigue tester at the frequency of 110Hz additionally. Fatigue crack
initiation and short crack propagation of TC17 alloy were investigated. A transition of fatigue crack
initiation site happed to TC17 alloy from specimen surface to the interior site at the present test condition.
The interior induced fatigue failure always happened to the TC17 alloy with the fatigue life exceeded
107¬ cycles. Interior short crack activities were influenced by the crystal orientation of the material,
which resulted in faceted morphology crack initiation area. The crack initiation depth influenced the
initiation area and impacted the fatigue resistance of the material.
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ABSTRACT
Goodman formula is commonly used in the industry for the mean stress effect (MSE) evaluation. If
conclusions of the relatively recent papers (see e.g. [1]-[6]) are checked, it becomes apparent, that the
Goodman method leads to unreliable and in most cases to very conservative results. Often, a new MSE
model is suggested and proved to be better than the Goodman method, but the test set used for the
validation remains small, limited to less than 10 materials ([2]-[5]). If a sufficient number of experimental
validation data is used, the data sets contain various issues as e.g. discussed in [7] or hereafter by the data
set in [1].
The recent work by Dowling et al. [1] is very extensive in comparison with other papers. New
research papers are based on it (e.g. [8]). The authors of [1] compared results of four methods for the
MSE inclusion (Goodman, Morrow, SWT and Walker). For these methods, they compared computed
equivalent completely reversed stress amplitudes with the stress amplitudes for a fully reversed cycle at
the same number of cycles for all experimental points. Goodman, Morrow and SWT methods are strictly
defined using the existing material parameters, but the Walker method contains additional fitting
exponent:
𝜎

=𝜎

,

.

(1)

By using the Basquin formulation of the S-N curve
𝜎

= 𝐴𝑁

,

(2)

Dowling et al. transform the mix of Eqs. (1) and (2) by logarithms to the multiple linear formulation
log 𝑁 = log 𝜎

+ log

− log 𝐴.

(3)

Use of the linear regression leads to the best fit of the Walker parameter to all data of the given data
set. Thanks to it, this method leads to the best results in [1]. Many models (Goodman, Soderberg,
Morrow) use a linear formulation of the MSE and differ only by one stress parameter designated as M
here:
𝜎 =𝜎

,

1−

.

(4)

We decided to check if a similar regression optimization of this generalized Goodman model really
leads to results inferior to the Walker model. This formula leads to the non-linear regression study of
log 𝑁 = log 𝜎 + log

− log(𝑀 − 𝜎 ).

(5)

The test set used by Dowling suffers from some inconsistencies (it is a mix of data sets with differing
stress and strain controls of the amplitude and mean values; some of stress-controlled experiments were
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overstrained at the start or during the tests; etc.). We decided to build a new testing dataset while keeping
strict rules for accepting new data items. The coefficient of determination R2 is used as the target value for
both regressions of (3) and (5), and also as the parameter comparing both mean stress effect methods.
The summary of the evaluation can be found in Table 1. The results are also provided for various
axial load modes and for various material groups. The biggest differences between both models can be
found for cast irons (see an example in Fig. 1, referring to tests of Rausch [9] on EN-GJV-450) and then
for aluminium alloys in the push-pull case. The difference of regression results is not substantial in other
cases. Because the linear Soderberg model, which is usually proposed as the optimum solution for brittle
materials is included also in the generalized Goodman method, the poorer performance of the linear MSE
model compared with the Walker formula should be of interest to general engineering audience.
Table 1. Results of the R2 coefficients for various scenarios.

Load mode
Material group
Number of sets
Walker
Goodman

Plane bending
Al alloy
3
0.824
0.818

Steel
All
1
4
0.832 0.826
0.831 0.821

Push-pull
Al alloy
4
0.876
0.814

Cast iron Steel
3
11
0.817
0.803
0.688
0.817

All
Ti alloy
1
0.918
0.901

All
19
0.827
0.800

All
23
0.826
0.804

Fig. 1. Resulting best fit curves compared with the individual experimental data for the Ra1 test set from Rausch [9].
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ABSTRACT
This work presents a three dimensional numerical study, using a single edge notched bending
(SENB) specimen. The specimen was obtained from a railway component with the specification ASTM
A148 90-60 [1]. The principal objective of this work is to conduct a convergence studies with the aim of
determine the best methodology to evaluate the stress intensity factors and the J-integral solutions.
This study verifies the validity of the two techniques used to evaluate the stress intensity factors and
J-Integral solutions, the conventional finite element method (Contour Integral) and the Extended Finite
Element Method (XFEM). The main goal of this study is to show how accurate this concepts are in the
fracture mechanical domain. The results were compared to those available on the literature.
The specimen considered in this study was the SENB specimen, an acronym for Single Edge Notch
Bending specimen. There are three forces applied on the horizontal specimen: P above the specimen, P/2
on each of the two top corners, B is the thickness and S is equal to 4W where W is the height. The stress
intensity factor expression is given by equation (1) [2].
.

𝐾 =

2,9

/

− 4,6

/

+ 21,8

/

− 37,6

/

+ 38,7

/

(1)

.

The mesh used in both methods was made through an optimisation study and can be described for
both conventional and XFEM method in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively.

Fig. 1. The mesh used in the conventional method.
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Fig. 3. The mesh used in the XFEM method.

Tables 1 and 2 resume the main results of this work.
Table 1. Numerical Stress Intensity Factor vs Analytical Stress Intensity Factor.

SIF [MPa √mm]

SIF Ref [MPa √mm]

Error [%]

Conventional

1839.874

1787.675

2.918

XFEM

1787.897

1787.675

0.011

Methods

Table 2. Numerical J Integral vs Analytical J Integral.

Methods

J-Integral [N/mm]

J-Integral Ref [N/mm]

Error [%]

Conventional

14.882

14.049

5.922

XFEM

13.825

14.049

1.601

This results show that both methods proved to be adequate for the evaluation of the stress intensity
factor and the J-Integral. Additionally, can also be concluded that XFEM produced better results than the
Conventional method and reveal to be capable of represent discontinuities with precision.
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ABSTRACT
An AlSi7Mg alloy was chosen for this study. This alloy presents very good casting characteristics,
with excellent properties after heat treatment, high corrosion resistance and a low level of thermal
expansion, which is very advantageous for the manufacture of engines or other components subject to
heat and/or thermal fatigue during their life cycle. It is thus widely used in both the automotive and
aeronautics industries, and its study is therefore of the utmost importance [1, 2].
The main objectives of this study were the analysis of the defects intrinsic to the sand casting process
of an AlSi7Mg alloy component, and the estimation of the fatigue limit using empirical equations. This
calculation is based on the relationships envolving the maximum area of defects and the Vickers hardness
of the material [3].
The component studied has small dimensions (volume, V = 167.37 cm3, surface area,
S = 433.45 cm2) and exhibits geometric discontinuities which provide a demarcation between several
distinct zones. In this study, three components (A, B and C) were produced by sand casting. Slices were
retrieved from each component, and those slices were cut in 4 samples each, as represented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Samples identification.

Vickers hardness tests were performed on the previously prepared samples. Six indentations were
performed per test, using a force of 10Kgf, applied for 10 seconds, following the ASTM E384-2016
standard. To validate these results, a normality test was conducted.
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T
The next step was the inspeection of the eentire area of each sample using a Leicaa DMI 500 scanning
opticaal microscopee to measure and obtain thhe distribution
n of defects and corresponnding areas. In this
experimental proceedure the Imag
geJ software w
was used and the
t images pro
ocessed, as shhown in Fig. 2.

a)

b)

Fig. 2. Im
mage processing
g: a) original miicroscope imag
ge; b) image pro
ocessed for areaa counting.

H
Having the total defect areea for each c omponent, th
he fatigue lim
mit, σw, was ccalculated using the
equatiions deduced by Ueno et all. [4], from thhe work of Mu
urakami et al. [5], as shownn in equationss 1 and
2.
𝜎

3 75
1.43

𝐻𝑉

𝑖𝑓 √𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

1400𝜇𝑚

(1)

𝑖𝑓 √𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎

1400𝜇𝑚

(2)

√𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
𝜎

1.43 450

𝐻𝑉

√𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎
o 56.09 HV was
w obtained iin this study for
f the AlSi7M
Mg alloy, withh an average area
a of
A harrdness value of
defectts of 66181499 µm2. A fatigue limit σw = 53 MPa was obtained from
m the fatigue liife prediction study,
corressponding to ann infinite service life (Nf > 1107).
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ABSTRACT
Shot peening is a widely used mechanical surface treatment in the automotive and aerospace
industries to improve the fatigue life of metallic components. The indentation of each impact produces
local plastic deformation (increase in hardness) whose expansion is constrained by the adjacent deeper
material, resulting in a field of surface compressive stresses, with positive effect on fatigue strength [1].
The main shot peening process parameters are the beads material and diameter, process intensity,
exposure time, coverage, air pressure, impact angle and nozzle characteristics [2]. Fatigue life
improvement on shot peening aluminium parts can be, mainly attributed to the compressive residual
stresses in the sur-face region, which very often overcompensates the worsening of surface morphology
[3]. Peening of aluminium alloys, with steel shot can be quite detrimental to fatigue performance. Luo et
al. [4], using steel beads, obtained only an increase of 7% in fatigue life for 7075-T6 aluminium
specimens, while, on the contrary, Sharp et al. [3], peening with lighter materials, such as glass or ceramic
beads, decreased surface roughness and improved the fatigue strength significantly.
The understanding of the improvement in fatigue strength due to surface peening needs still to be
better studied in order to enable the development of less conservative designs based on more accurate
fatigue life and prediction models. The objective of this paper is to evaluate the shot peening effect, using
two different bead diameters and bead materials on the fatigue strength of aluminium 7475-T7351 alloy
subjected to pulsating bending. A systematic study was carried out on the roughness, surface hardening,
residual stress profiles and fatigue life. Three point bending (3PB) fatigue tests were conducted. Residual
stresses were evaluated by X-Ray diffraction, and the fracture surface was observed and analysed with a
Scanning Electron Microscope.
Fatigue tests were carried out, using round bone dog specimens 8 mm diameter in centre of the
specimens and tested in three points bending (3PB). All tests were performed with the stress ratio R=0.1,
using an Instron EletroPuls E10000 machine (shown in Fig. 1).
Five batches of samples were prepared: A reference batch of ground and polished specimens and
others four with shot peened surfaces different bead diameters of glass and steel bead.
Fig. 2 summarizes the fatigue test results plotted in terms of the stress amplitude versus the number
of cycles to failure. As is usual in this type of test the results show a significant dispersion. Since, for this
type of loading the initiation of the fatigue process is much localized, the roughness is as or more
important than the residual stresses resulting from the shot peening. It concluded that shot peening does
not introduce significant improvement on fatigue life and that the use of glass beads is potentially
beneficial.
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Fig. 1. F
Fatigue testing apparatus.
a

F
Fig. 2. S-N curves.
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ABSTRACT
Current trend in additive manufacturing (AM) processes has been creating new design methodologies
for structural components, allowing new approaches to structural optimization. AM processes unleash
freedom for geometrical design, including the adoption of radical geometries achieved by topology
optimization, which can result in significant reductions of component weight. However, these new
geometries are obtained considering the mass reduction objective for a given static strength value. These
typical procedures may have implications in the fatigue strength due to stress concentrations.
This communication analyses data about the material fatigue strength processed by AM, evaluating
the differences between the fatigue strength of raw material and additively manufactured material. In
addition, will be analysed some common examples of aeronautical parts, topological optimized and
manufactured by AM, assessing stress concentration factors and stress gradients, due to notches with low
radius of curvature or other geometrical discontinuities.
For comparison purposes, typical fatigue design criteria will be considered, namely Soderberg
criterion and FKM criterion, evaluating the stress concentration of some examples presented in the
literature, and their effect on the fatigue strength of the part. This initial study aims to raise the debate
about topology optimization beyond the static strength objectives, presenting some initial studies about
this topic, as Holmberg et al. [3] and Jeon et al. [4] works.
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ABSTRACT
The identification of material parameters, for a given constitutive model, can be seen as the first step
before any practical application. In the last years, the field of material parameters identification received
an important boost with the development of full-field measurement techniques, such as Digital Image
Correlation [1-3]. These techniques enable the use of heterogeneous displacement/strain fields, which
contain more information than the classical homogeneous tests. Consequently, different techniques have
been developed to extract material parameters from full-field measurements [4]. In this study, two of
these techniques are addressed, the Finite Element Model Updating (FEMU) and the Virtual Fields
Method (VFM) [5-7]. The main idea behind FEMU is to update the parameters of a constitutive model
implemented in a finite element model until both numerical and experimental results match. The FEMU
process is guided by the following objective function:
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The VFM makes use of the Principle of Virtual Work and does not require any finite element simulation.
In this study, the framework of finite strains theory is adopted, thus the Principle of Virtual Work is
written using a Lagrangian (or material) description. Assuming static conditions and neglecting the body
forces, the cost function has the following form:
2
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Though both techniques proved their feasibility in linear and non-linear constitutive models, it is rather
difficult to rank their robustness in plasticity. The purpose of this work is to perform a comparative study
in the case of elasto-plastic models. Details concerning the implementation of each strategy are presented.
Moreover, a dedicated code for VFM within a large strain framework is developed. The reconstruction of
the stress field is performed through a user subroutine. A heterogeneous tensile test (Fig. 1) is considered
to compare FEMU and VFM strategies.
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Fig. 1. Specimen geometry and corresponding finite element model. Equivalent Plastic strain distribution after a
displacement of 3 mm.
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ABS
STRACT
T
T
The key of unnderstanding fatigue crackk propagation
n lies in the knowledge
k
off local stressees, the
drivinng force of crracks. Becausee local stressees are hardly accessible in experiments,, the stress intensity
factorr is used sincee Paris and Erdogan
E
[1] too relate crack parameters an
nd external looad to fatiguee crack
growtth in a simple way. Neverth
heless, in varioous cases this simple law faails e.g. in thee case of an ov
verload
(OL) [2,3]. The meechanisms of the
t OL effect,, residual stressses (RS) in frront of the craack tip and plaasticity
induced crack closuure (PICC) du
ue to the plasttic wake, have been studied
d. Specificallyy, a crack in S960Q
S
steel has been folllowed before OL, after OL
L, at maximu
um retardation and recoveery. We preseent the
mapping of stress and strain fieelds induced bby OLs on a fatigue crack
k and their inffluence on traansient
crack growth retarrdation. This investigation was perform
med by calibraated magneticc Barkhausen
n noise
(MBN
N) microscopee [4] and digiital image corrrelation (DIC
C) based on in
n-situ SEM im
maging. Both results
were ccompared to synchrotron
s
x--ray diffractioon.
W
We observe a strong correlation of the loocal fatigue crack
c
growth rate (Fig. 1a)) with the miccro RS
distribbution obtaineed from 2D mappings
m
by M
MBN with a spatial resolution of 10 μm
m (Fig. 1b): The
T RS
field after the overload explain
ns in the first instance the successive reetardation whhile the DIC results
reveall the influence of these RS
S on crack tipp’s opening reeactions and strain
s
fields un
under external loads.
Whilee strain fields show a stron
ng decrease du
due to the OL, differences in crack openning stresses remain
r
ratherr low at first, but
b prevail in the further paart of the OL region.

Fig. 11. a) Transient crack growth speed after OL
L differing from
m the linear Paris
P
behaviourr under constan
nt force
A K = 20 MPaa√m different O
OLs have been applied. Higheer OLs lead too stronger decelleration
amplittude loading. At
over a longer periodd. b) Influence of the OL levvel on the RS distribution,
d
measured with M
MBN. Before OL,
O the
surrouunding closure stresses are viisible. Applyinng an OL increeases the stresss field. Higherr OLs lead to higher
comprressive RS in am
mplitude as welll as in a wider spatial distributtion.
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We investigated also the PICC at the crack flanks and the superposition of crack tip stresses with RS
in front of the crack tip. From the MBN, compressive RS were found near the crack flanks and after the
OL inside the entire plastified region in front of the crack tip. From these measurements, changes in crack
growth speed could be correlated with the distribution of the RS. Strong changes in the distribution due to
the crack growth could not be observed. The influence of PICC and RS could be distinguished by careful
examination of crack tip opening displacement (CTOD) and crack tip strain fields measured by DIC. The
crack tip opening is delayed because of compressive crack flank contact stresses. The elastic response
after opening, the change of CTOD with K, can only be explained by RS interaction with crack tip fields
that, contrary to PICC, still acts after opening the crack. With increasing growth through the OL region,
closure becomes more important since a larger part of the crack is affected by the OL PICC. At the same
time, the RS becomes less pronounced as the crack tip strain fields exceed the OL region.
Calculations based on these changes described the observed changes in fatigue crack growth
accurately (Fig. 2). These are not claimed to build a properly predictive model, but the combined
measurements open the possibility of physical interpreting underlying effects and provide thereby useful
information for more sophisticated modelling and simulation approaches. Concluding we interpret the
results as follows: The RS effect on the strain fields can be associated to be more significant than PICC at
maximum retardation with a change of mechanisms on reacceleration.

Fig. 2. a) Crack propagation rate of steel S960Q under different load rations (R = 0.5 and R = 0), experimental data
are compared with the model which will be presented.
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ABSTRACT
Steel structural components, as it is the case of pipelines, are typically loaded in scenarios of ultralow-cycle-fatigue (ULCF). These conditions can engender large deformations and fracture which can
yield structural instability. Both monotonic ductile and low-cycle fatigue (LCF) damage mechanism can
occur on steel components. ULCF damage features can be analysed combining LCF and monotonic
ductile fracture. Data reduction carried out by combining both experimental damage data to retrieve
material damage behaviour under these extreme loading conditions is required. The use of notched planar
specimens on ULCF tests emerged as an effective alternative to the smooth planar ones, since the notch
presence contributes to the instability reduction during the cyclic loading. Furthermore, shorter fatigue
lives are attained using notched planar specimens in contrast with the results of smooth ones. Moreover, a
finite element analysis to derive the stress/strain histories at the critical locations is typically required with
the use of notched plane specimens.
The identification of parameters governing the damage models can be analysed by combining
numerical and experimental data. The experimental techniques can generate both global and local
information to calibrate the numerical models. However, full-field optical techniques (FFOTs) are
attractive to this purpose. Moreover, concerning the measurements of large plastic deformations, noncontact optical methods are advantageous over point-wise contact counterpart techniques. FFOTs of
displacement and strain measurements have been increasingly used in experimental solid mechanics [1].
These techniques can be generically sorted, according to the physical phenomenon involved in the
measurements, as white-light (digital image correlation, geometric moiré, grid method, deflectometry)
and interferometric (moiré and speckle interferometry, shearography) methods. The choice of a given
technique can be driven by several criteria as the cost, the set-up apparatus (simplicity, flexibility,
sensitivity to vibrations), the performances (resolution, spatial resolution...), the measuring quantity
(displacement, strain...), and the length scale of observation (from structural down to micro or nano) [2].
In contrast with punctual techniques, these methods provide full-field data and are contact-free. This type
of experimental data has allowed new insights into different engineering problems, as, for instance,
gradient fields due to material heterogeneities [3], fracture cracking characterisation [4], damage and
fracture model evaluation [5], high strain rate characterisation of advanced composite materials [6],
validation of phenomenological numerical models [7], and multi-parameter identification from single test
configurations [8]. Among FFOTs, non-interferometric methods, based on image and signal processing,
have been increasingly used, such as digital image correlation (DIC) [9].
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Fig. 1. Definition off local boundarry conditions ffor the numericcal simulation of notched speecimens: a) reg
gion of
nt mesh of notcched plane speccimens.
interesst of notched plane specimens;; b) submodellinng finite elemen

Inn this work, fatigue
fa
tests in
n the ULCF reegime are anaalysed by com
mbining finite eelement simulations
of subbmodeling reggions enhanceed by experim
mental data in the form of reeal boundary conditions pro
ovided
by DIIC. The use off DIC on the ULCF
U
tests off notched plan
ne specimens allows the deevelopment off a new
numerrical approachh. This new ap
pproach consiists on the app
plication of local boundary conditions ob
btained
from tthe displacem
ment fields at th
he region of innterest of the specimens, ass presented in Fig. 1. The an
nalysis
is pressented on a seeries of X52, X60,
X X60TT, X65 and X65
5TT steel grad
des.
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ABSTRACT
Nowadays, the Finite Element Method is the most used discretization technique in structural
computational mechanics. However, recently, new discretization techniques - such as meshless methods
[1] - have been proposed. These numerical techniques are able to handle some of the FEM’s drawbacks,
such as the re-meshing requirement in crack propagation or large deformations problems. Meshless
methods only need an unstructured nodal mesh to discretize the problem domain, and the numerical
integration of the discrete system of equations obtained from the Galerkin weak form is performed using
a background integration mesh. Additionally, the nodal connectivity is imposed using the influencedomain concept, which allows to construct the interpolation functions. The Natural Neighbour Radial
Point Interpolation Method (NNRPIM) is a recently developed truly meshless method, which in this work
is used to analyse thermoplastics (used in additive manufacturing processes) assuming an elasto-plastic
behaviour. Benchmark numerical examples are solved in both traction and compression, and in the end,
the NNRPIM results obtained are compared with FEM solutions.
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ABSTRACT
A variety of numerical analysis has been carried out by Finite Element Method (FEM), and Extended
FEM (XFEM) on Semi-circular Bend (SCB) specimens to evaluate its material behaviour, in particular
fracture characterization. This work concentrates on calculating stress intensity factor (SIF) and strain
energy release rate (G) on this specimen, assuming an elastic brittle behaviour. In order to obtain the
required variable fields, two advanced discretization techniques are addressed: The Radial Point
Interpolation Method (RPIM) and the RPIM Natural Neighbour version (NNRPIM). In this work, peak
load (Pmax) is assessed with both RPIM and NNRPIM and the corresponding results are compared with
those obtained by XFEM. Furthermore, force-displacement curves of the SCB specimen are numerically
implemented and the process from initiation to propagation is investigated, leading to produce a high
accurate solution in comparison to the literature. Besides, the internal fields are monitored adjacent to the
cracked area.
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ABSTRACT
Light metals such as aluminum and magnesium alloys find extensive use in land and air transport
vehicles, electronics, computer and sporting goods industries. In order to reduce weight and thus save
fuel, many studies are carried out on the development of new engineering materials, which have
lightweight and high fatigue strength, especially for the automotive and aviation industry. One of the first
metals remembered in this field is magnesium, which has lower density (35% lighter than aluminum and
65% lighter than titanium). In contrary to these advantages, joining of light metal alloys with fusion based
welding methods have some problems. Since the fusion welding of light metal sheets is difficult, friction
stir welding (FSW) method frequently used for joining of these. Studies has shown that shoulder profile
of welding tool, which apply pressure on material, affects the welding quality in FSW method. In order
to understand these effects various shoulder profile has been studied and understood.
FSW method has been investigated and used for joining of materials since 70’s. In this paper, the pinless
shoulder profile designs of stir tool and the mechanical properties and fatigue strength of magnesium and
aluminum alloy sheets, which are joined with these stir tools, are aimed to investigate. In order to realize
this, shoulder profiles were designed and manufactured accordingly. Subsequently, magnesium and
aluminum alloy sheets for automotive and aviation applications were joined with friction stir spot welding
(FSSW). Finally, mechanical properties of joined materials such as tensile, tensile shear, bending and
fatigue strength were tested.
As a result, it has been verified that light metal alloys such as magnesium alloy AZ31B and aluminum
alloy EN AW 2024-T4 with good ductile and fatigue strength can easily be joined with FSSW. Moreover,
joining of light metals with FSSW method has been demonstrated with comparative test and analysis in
engineering applications.
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ABSTRACT
Advanced high strength low alloy (HSLA) steels are now applied into production of welded
structures to reduce their weight while maintaining the loading capacity. These steels are usually thermomechanically processed to obtain various special types of microstructures, which results in superior
mechanical properties, when compared to their commonly processed equivalents, without necessity of
increasing the amount of alloying elements to maintain simple weldability. The main issue of application
of HSLA steel is the partial recrystallization of the microstructure during the welding process what causes
that the weld often does not exhibit the superior mechanical properties as the HSLA base material [1].
Ultrasonic Impact Treatment (UIT) [2] is a one of surface strengthening methods which promises a
possibility to improve fatigue properties of welded joints from HSLA steels. Fatigue test specimens were
machined from a welded sheet metal of Strenx 700MC with 10 mm thickness according to Figure 1a.
Three parameters of UIT treatment (Figure 1b) were carried out to analyse, which will provide the best
performance. First treatment was carried out with contact force of 85 N, second treatment was again with
85 N contact force, but the surface of the specimen was passed two times. Third treatment was carried out
with contact force of 135 N. The UIT treatment created a deep layer with compressive residual stresses in
whole welded joints: weld metal (Figure 2a), heat affected zone (Figure 2b) and base material (Figure 2c).

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Manufacturing of specimens from Strenx welded sheet metal (a) and UIT surface treatment (b).

Fatigue tests were carried out in rotating bending loading mode with cycle asymmetry ratio R = -1 at
loading frequency of f = 35 Hz, with a run-out number of cycles at N = 1 × 108. Results of the fatigue test
have showed that all three types of UIT treatment have increased the fatigue life of welded Strenx steel
(Figure 3). Best performance was obtain after two passes with contact force of 85 N, mainly at number of
cycles lower than N = 1 × 107, where fatigue strength is slightly higher than of specimens treated with one
pass at 85 N contact force. It is interesting to note that the treatment with 135 N contact force had only a
small positive influence on the fatigue life, however the scatter of the results increased significantly.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 2. Residual stress before and after UIT treatment with different parameters: (a) weld metal, (b) heat affected zone
and (c) base metal.

Fig. 3. Results of rotating bending fatigue tests of welded Strenx steel and after treatment with UIT.

Similar behaviour of the fatigue life with increasing intensity of the surface treatment was observed
in [3] where too extensive treatment parameters created deeper layer of compressive residual stresses,
however the influence on fatigue life was not so positive as using of treatments with lower intensity. This
is usually related to surface damage after extensive treatment e. g. creation of micro-cracks. In case of
weld fatigue also significant role play the weld defects present in the volume of material because they
often serve as fatigue crack initiation points, thus they overcome the effect of the surface treatment.
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ABS
STRACT
T
T
T-joints in aluuminium alloy
ys are widely used in many
y industrial ap
pplications, suuch as hull an
nd boat
deckss, railroad rooof panels or the
t Space Shuuttle external tanks. The fusion
f
welding
ng processes present
p
limitaations in the reealization of these joints, ass they cause defects
d
and disstortion in thee welds. Frictiion stir
weldinng does not have these draw
wbacks, but iss little studied
d for this type of joints. Houu et al [1] and Cui et
al [2] studied the influence
i
of the
t radius of the fillet betw
ween the skin
n and stringerr on the mech
hanical
strenggth of the T--joints. Krasn
nowski [3] staates that, fro
om the techno
ological pointt of view, ch
hamfer
arranggements are preferable
p
becaause they easee the executio
on of the job. The
T study of ffatigue behaviiour of
these jjoints is still limited
l
[3, 4], and neither ddeals with the influence of teechnological pparameters.
T
The aim of thiss study was to
o analyse the iinfluence of tool geometry and FSW weelding parametters on
the m
morphology, mechanical
m
streength and fatiggue resistancee of T-welds in
n dissimilar alluminium allo
oys.
T
The welds werre made by friiction stir wellding in 3 mm
m thick sheets of AA 6082-T
T6, as skin, an
nd AA
5083--H111, as strinnger, in the co
onfiguration inndicated in Fig
g. 1a). The designation of thhis joint prepaaration
is T-bbutt. For this purpose,
p
two tools
t
with diff
fferent pin geo
ometry were used,
u
as shownn in Fig. 1b) and
a c).
Two sseries of weldds were produ
uced, one withh the CRP too
ol, with the deesignation 65B
BRP-3, and another
a
with tthe PP tool, with
w the desig
gnation 65BPP
P-2, both with
h the same weelding parameeters: tool rotaational
speedd - 660 rpm; trraverse speed - 30 mm / m
min; tool plung
ge depth - 5.7 mm. The speecimens were drawn
transvversely to the weld directio
on, and subjeccted to metallo
ographic tests, hardness tessts, skin tensille tests
and fa
fatigue. The teensile fatigue tests were peerformed on the
t skin with a stress ratioo R = 0.02, a stress
range of 100-200 MPa
M and a freq
quency betweeen 15 and 25 Hz.
H

a)

b)

cc)

Fig. 1. a) T-butt joinnt preparation; b)
b tool with coonical threaded pin (CRP); c) tool with pyraamidal progresssive pin
(PP).

T
The welds did not show any
y defects in thheir cross-section, but a sign
nificant loss oof skin hardneess was
obtainned, as shownn in Fig. 2. Th
his loss of harrdness is due to
t the dissoluttion of the haardening preciipitates
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in the weld because the skin is a thermally treatable alloy. This loss of hardness was similar for the two
sets of welds and corresponded to a loss of mechanical strength of the skin about of 41%.

a)

b)
Fig. 2. Hardness profiles for: a) the skin; b) the stringer.

Fig. 3. S-N curves for the welding series 65.
Fig. 3 shows the S-N curves for the base material, for the two series studied and for a third series
previously performed with the same PP tool. It is found that any of the series has lower fatigue strength
than the base material. However, the series made with the conical threaded pin tool (CRP) has lower
resistance than the one with the pyramid pin tool (PP). This behaviour results from the presence of a line
of oxides in the welds of the 65BRP-3 series. All specimens failed in the heat-affected zone.
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ABS
STRACT
T
L
Laser peening (LP) is an emerging
e
surfface technolog
gy which can
n introduce coompressive reesidual
stress by simply irrradiating laser pulses to m
metallic materials covered with
w transparennt plasma-con
nfining
mediuum (liquid or solid) [1-3]. Most
M recently,, the authors have
h
invented
d a novel proccess of laser peening
withoout using any confining
c
med
dium. This tecchnology was named “dry-L
LP” and wouldd largely expaand the
appliccation of laserr peening [4].
Inn this study, laser
l
peening was applied to friction stiir welded (FS
SW) joints to enhance the fatigue
f
propeerties through the introductiion of compreessive residual stress on thee surface [5]. A
As shown in Fig. 1,
fatiguue specimens were
w cut out from
f
FSW A66061-T6 alum
minum alloy plates with a thhickness of 3 mm
m by
wire eelectric dischaarge machinin
ng (EDM). Booth crown and root sides of
o the specime
mens were treaated by
laser ppeening with a frequency-d
doubled Nd:Y
YAG laser (λ = 532 nm). Laser
L
pulses w
with an energy
y of 60
mJ annd a duration of
o 8 ns were fo
ocused down to 0.7 mm onto the specimeens.
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Weld
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Fig. 1. Shhape and dimen
nsions of specim
men (light) and external view after
a
laser peeniing (right).

T
The effects off laser peening on the fatiggue propertiess were studied through plaane bending fatigue
f
testingg with a streess ratio of R = -1 and frrequency of 22
2 Hz in amb
bient conditioons. The resu
ults are
summ
marized in Fig. 2, showing that
t
the fatiguue strength off unwelded baase material (B
BM) specimen
ns was
110 M
MPa at 107 cyycles and laserr peening (LP
P) enhanced th
he strength by
y 60 MPa to 1170 MPa, in spite of
increaase in surfacee roughness du
ue to the direect irradiation
n of the laser pulses to the bare surface of the
specim
mens. On the other hand, the fatigue sttrength of FSW specimenss was 90 MPaa and laser peening
enhannced it by 30 MPa to 120 MPa. This in
increment is a half comparred to that inn the unweldeed BM
specim
mens; howeveer the fatigue strength
s
of thee FSW specim
mens after laseer peening waas higher than that of
the unnwelded speciimens.
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Fig. 2. S-N diagram of A6061-T6 base material (BM) and friction stir welded (FSW) joints.

The outline of the laser peening technology and the effects on the fatigue properties of friction stir
welded A6061-T6 joints will be presented together with the results on the surface roughness, hardness,
residual stress and fracture surface of the specimens.
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ABSTRACT
The interest of aviation industry in reducing the weight of airplane structures and in decreasing both cost
and time of aircraft manufacturing are the main reasons to investigate the laser beam welding (LBW) as a
joining technology to replace the riveted joints in stiffened panels [1]. The main drawbacks for this
replacement are the welding defects such and the reduction in mechanical properties due to the welding
process. Beyond the porosity caused by hydrogen rejection during the weld pool solidification, the
porosity formed by keyhole instability plays an important role in LBW difficulties [2]. The porosity can
be affected by welding parameters such as the wire feeding angle [3] and incident beam angle [4]. The
solidification cracking can be avoided by using filler wire with high silicon content [5] and with feed rate
high enough to compensate the crack formation during the solidification [6]. Moreover, welding
parameters like welding speed and feed rate of filler wire have influence on weld strength [7]. Aluminum
alloys of 2xxx and 7xxx series have been widely used in manufacturing of riveted aeronautic structures
due to their high strength to weight ratio, but both are considered not easily weldable by fusion welding
[1], due to defect formation during welding. Therefore, few works have studied dissimilar laser welded Tjoints of 2xxx and 7xxx series.
Thus, this research evaluated the effect of laser beam welding parameters on morphology and mechanical
properties of successive double-sided laser beam welded T-joints that were performed with 2 mm
thickness sheets of AA2024-T3 as skin and AA7075-T6 as stringer, and with a 1 mm wire of AA4047 as
filler metal. Different weld series were carried out by the variation of welding parameters such as laser
beam power, laser beam diameter, incident beam angle, incident beam position and welding speed,
presented in the Fig. 1. The effect of welding parameters on weld bead dimensions and microstructure
were analysed by optical and scanning electron microscopies. The influence of these parameters on
macroporosity was measured by mean of radiographies. Moreover, pull-out, hoop and fatigue tests were
carried out and the microhardness were measured. The results pointed out that the welding parameters
affect the weld bead dimensions and porosity, but they did not indicate relevant effect of the parameters
on microstructure and microhardness profiles. Furthermore, it was verified that some weld bead
dimensions have influence on pull-out and hoop test results. The fatigue tests showed that the S-N curves
obtained for the several weld series are different when plotted in terms of nominal stress, as shown in Fig.
2. The Fig. 3 shows the comparison between the S-N curves of the same weld series for nominal stress
and local stress indicating that there were no significant changes in slope of the curves neither in
coefficient of determination (R2) pointing out that geometric factors were not the cause for the fatigue
data scatter.
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Fig. 1. Schem
matic diagram of T-joint
T
welding.

Figg. 2. Comparison among S-N curvees for nominal strress

Fig
g. 3. Comparison
n between SN curv
rves for effective and
nominal stress of weld series 1
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ABSTRACT
1. Introduction
In the present study strain energy based analytical models are used to predict the fatigue life of P91
steel subjected to strain controlled loading. P91 steel being used in pressure vessel and many other
components for ultra-supercritical fossil fired and nuclear power plants are subjected to repeated thermal
stresses. Cyclic loadings arising due to thermal stresses produces severe strain in the material thereby
causing low cycle fatigue (LCF) failure of the engineering components. Since the low cycle fatigue
failure is mainly caused by the cyclic plastic strain (∆εp), thus plastic strain energy can be considered as a
crucial parameter to describe the damage mechanism [1, 2]. Golos et al. [1] proposed a single damage
criterion based on strain energy density to characterize both low and high cycle fatigue regimes of
pressure vessel steel. Callaghan et al. [3] analysed low cycle fatigue behaviour of 2.25Cr–1Mo steel using
energy based approach and predicted fatigue toughness to crack propagation. Thus models based on
energy dissipation during first cycle and averages of cycles are developed to assess the fatigue life.
2. Experimental Procedures
The P91 material used in this study were austenized at 10500C for 90 min, air-cooled followed by
tempering at 7600C for 60 min. Uniaxial strain controlled low cycle fatigue tests at ambient temperature
are conducted on P91 steel in the normalized and tempered condition. All fatigue tests were carried at
constant strain rate of 0.001 s-1 until complete separation of the specimens or when the peak stresses got
reduced by 30 %.
3. Results and Discussions
The stress-strain response of P91 steel subjected to strain controlled loading at strain amplitudes of
0.3-0.5 % are summarised in Table 1. It can be observed from Table 1 that plastic strain amplitude
increases with increase in imposed strain amplitudes. It can be concluded that at higher amplitudes
material had undergone severe plastic deformation, thus resulting in reduction in fatigue lives. P91
material showed small deviation from ideal masing type behaviour and can be referred as near masing
behaviour. The masing behaviour can be further examined by the variation in bauschinger strain with
plastic strain range. The progressive increase in basuchinger strain infers that the P91 steel follows near
masing behaviour. The analytical energy models based on energy dissipated in first cycle(𝑊 ) and
average of the energy dissipated from first to fifth cycle ( 𝑊 ). The relationship between energy and
number of cycles to failure can be expressed as:
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𝑊 = 𝐴 (2𝑁 )

(1)

= 𝐴 (2𝑁 )

𝑊

(2)

Table 1. Cyclic stress-strain response and fatigue life data of P91 steel
Values at 0.5Nf
Total strain amplitude
(%)
(∆𝜀 /2)
0.3

Elastic strain
amplitude (%)
(∆𝜀 /2)
0.23

Plastic strain
amplitude (%)
∆𝜀 /2
0.07

Stress amplitude
(MPa)
∆𝜎/2
512.54

0.4
0.5

0.275
0.29

0.125
0.21

587.90
587.20

Number of cycles to
failure
(Nf)
4965
1644
945

Fig. 1 (a) and (b) shows the accuracy of the predicted number of reversals to failure based on energy
dissipated in first cycle and average of cycles. The figure depicts that the above models successfully
correlates experimental and predicted fatigue lives within small deviation. The prediction of fatigue life
based on the average of cycles is more accurate than energy dissipated in first cycle. The cumulative
plastic strain energy or fatigue toughness was found to increase with increasing number of cycles to
failure [4].

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1. Predicted number of reversals to failure based on (a) first cycle and (b) average of first to fifth cycles.
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ABS
STRACT
T
P
Present study focuses
f
on fattigue perform
mance of Al-3.4Mg (AA575
54) alloy haviing 3.4 weigh
ht % of
Magnnesium (Mg). Chemical co
omposition off alloy is con
nfirmed by In
nductive couppled plasma-O
Optical
Emisssion spectrosccopy (ICP-OES) test. Fatiguue crack grow
wth (FCG) and low cycle fattigue (LCF) teests are
perforrmed for as received
r
and precipitation strengthened
d AA5754 allo
oy. The preseence of magn
nesium
(Mg) makes this allloy highly resistive towardss corrosion therefore it can be a good chooice for marin
nes and
cryoggenics applicattions. In thesee applicationss the componeents are subjected to variedd dynamic loaadings.
Thereefore, their fattigue perform
mance investiggation under cyclic
c
loads is important ffor safe design
n. The
alloy has been heeat treated fo
or improved mechanical strength and further testeed for fatigu
ue life.
Precippitation strenggthening heatt treatment (P
PSHT) process significanttly alters the strength of Al-Mg
A
o
alloyss [1–3]. PSHT
T comprises of
o heating the alloy at 530 C (above Mg
g-solvus tempeerature) for 2 hours
follow
wed by quenching at room temperature w
water thereaft
fter reheating (annealing) att 250oC for 6 hours
and cooling in furnnace itself. Micro-structura
M
al images of as
a received an
nd PSHT alloyy are shown in Fig.
1(a) aand Fig 1(b).

Fig. 1. Microstructurre of (a) as receeived and (b) P
PSHT Al-3.4Mg
g alloy (c) Com
mpact tension sspecimen with meshed
m
model.
Table 1. Mechanical propeerties and Fatig
gue crack growth test results

Alloy condition
As received alloy
a
PSHT allooy

Tensile
strength
(MPa)
257
320

Hardnesss
(VHN)
81
68

ΔKthh (MPa-m1/2)
R=0.1
2.66
3.86

R=0.5
2.64
3.23

Fatiguee life
(Cyclle)
R=0.1
R=0.5
109294 53414
212998 67033

F
Fatigue crack growth
g
test is performed att load ratio (R
R=Pmax/Pmin) of 0.1 and 0.5 on compact tension
t
(CT) specimen. Meechanical prop
perties and FC
CG test resultss are presented
d in Table 1. E
Experimental results
depictt that heat treaated alloys offfer higher ressistance againsst crack growth during fatiggue loading. Higher
H
fatiguue life for PSH
HT alloy is atttributed due too the less cracck path deflecttion or crack ttortuosity, sm
moother
fractuure surface andd redistributio
on of grain strructure [4, 5]. The crack growth behavioour of the mateerial is
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numerrically modellled by eXten
nded Finite E
Element Method (XFEM). Fig.1(c) reppresents discretised
modell of the CT sppecimen. The enriched
e
displlacement apprroximation at any point cann be written ass [6]:
N
4


u h ( x) =  φ j (x)  u j + H ( x)a j +  Fα ( x)b αj 
j =1
α =1



(a)

(1)

(b)

Fig. 2. (a) Deformedd model of crack growth by X
XFEM and expeerimental Paris curve for as reeceived and PSHT Als
hysteeresis loops and
d fatigue life forr as received AA
A5754.
3.4Mgg alloys (b) Expperimental and simulated

T
The stress disttribution show
wn in Fig. 2(a)) illustrate hig
gher stresses at
a crack vicinnity and lowerr crack
growtth for PSHT AA5754 alloy
y which signi
nifies that it offers
o
higher resistance
r
tow
wards crack growth.
g
Strainn controlled LCF
L
test is performed for two strain ranges of 1.0 % and 1.2 % on flat speecimen
preparred accordingg to ASTM E6
606 standard. Improvementt in tensile strrength and reffined grain strructure
results in enhanceement of fatig
gue life whicch is shown in S-N curvee presented inn Fig. 2(b). Cyclic
nd PSHT allo
oys. Kinematiic hardening model
hardenning behavioour is observeed for both aas receive an
postullated by Chabboche [7] is used
u
to simulaate the hystereesis loops usin
ng finite elem
ment method (FEM).
Chabooche kinematiic hardening model
m
combinned with isotrropic hardenin
ng model is uused to simulaate the
experimental hysteeresis loops an
nd fatigue liffe as shown in
n Fig. 2(b). The
T present sttudy concludes that
ned for
higherr fatigue streength during LCF test annd lower cracck growth ratte by FCG ttest is obtain
precippitation strenggthened AA57
754 alloy as coompared with as received allloy.
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ABSTRACT
The use of S355 high strength steel in civil engineering to design structures of bridges, cranes or
simple engineering parts allows material and economical savings meeting the strict construction
requirements. The knowledge of the fatigue resistance of material plays the key role during design and
maintenance of the bridge structures. In the paper the fatigue behaviours of S355J2 and S355J0 are
analysed using statistical models. The data consist of results from low cycle and high cycle fatigue and
different number of various investigated specimens. In particular, the software ProFatigue is used for
derivation of the probabilistic S–N field from experimental fatigue data. The program, based on a former
regression Weibull model, allows the estimation of the parameters involved in the S–N field model,
providing an advantageous application of the stress based approaches in the fatigue design of mechanical
components. The results obtained are compared with the customary Wöhler-curve, represented as a
straight line in a double-logarithmic scale.
Table 1. Chemical composition in percentage by weight (wt. %) of the S355 J2 and S355J0 steel grades according to
EN 10025-2:2004 standard.
Steel
grade
EN 10025- S355J0
S355J2
2:2004

a) S355 J0A

C
Mn
Si
P
S
N
Cu
CEV
(max.%) (max.%) (max.%) (max.%) (max.%) (max.%) (max.%) (max.%)
0.2
0.2

1.6
1.6

b) S355 J0B

0.55
0.55

0.035
0.03

0.035
0.03

0.012
-

c) S355 J2A

0.55
0.55

0.47
0.47

d) S355 J2B

Fig. 1. Structure of the HS S355 J0 and S355 J2 steel grades: the crack was propagating in the horizontal direction
(etched with 2% Nital, light optical microscope).
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Weibull model for minima:
∆

𝐹 𝑁; ∆𝜎 = 1 − 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −𝑒𝑥𝑝

; 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑁 − 𝐵 𝑙𝑜𝑔∆𝜎 − 𝐶 ≥ 𝜆 ,

(1)

where B is a threshold value of the lifetime, C is the endurance or fatigue limit for N𝑁 ⟶ ∞, and
𝜆, 𝛿, 𝛽 𝑎re the location, scale and shape Weibull parameters, respectively. The percentiles curves are
hyperbolas sharing the asymptotes log N = B and log Δ𝜎 = C, whereas the zero percentile curve represents
the minimum possible number of cycles required to achieve failure for different values of log Δ𝜎.

S [MPa]
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S355_J0A
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S355_J2B

S355_J0B

1.00E+06

1.00E+07

N [Cycles]

Fig. 3. Different S–N curves resulting from analysis of experimental results performed on S355 J2 and S355 J0.
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ABSTRACT
Pipelines can be submitted to extreme loading scenarios, which can engender structural instability in
the form of large deformations and fracture by both monotonic plastic deformations of cyclic loads. Both
monotonic ductile and low-cycle fatigue (LCF) damage mechanisms can occur for X52, X60 and X65
piping steel grades. The evaluation and prediction of this type of failure, characterized by large-scale
plastic yielding associated to high levels of stress triaxiality, are still not completely understood,
deserving significant research effort in recent times [1-6]. ULCF using smooth testing is very challenging
since the imposed strain levels lead generally to specimen’s instabilities. The use of notched specimens is
frequently an alternative option since strain localization helps to overcome the specimens buckling.
Nevertheless the non-uniform stress/strain fields raised other challenges concerning the data reduction. In
this respect, the Theory of Critical Distances (TCD) that has been proposed to allow fatigue life
predictions for notched components under high-cycle and low-cycle fatigue regimes [7-10], is proposed
in this paper to address the data reduction of ULCF data carried out using smooth and notched specimens.
The extension of the TCD to monotonic failure prediction [11] is a good indication of its possibilities for
the ULCF that is considered a transient process between the LCF and monotonic failure.
This paper originally addresses the applicability of the Theory of Critical Distances in the framework
of LCF and ULCF fatigue regimes. Moreover, the proposed approach includes the application and
comparison of the point, line and area methods associated to the TCD. An experimental program is
carried out on several specimen geometries manufactured from X52 piping steel. Smooth and notched
planar specimens are submitted by cyclic loading under tension/compression in order to obtain the fatigue
lives within the range of 101-104 cycles. In addition, cyclic bending tests on notched planar specimens are
also included. Finite element analyses are performed on the whole set of small-scale tests allowing
deriving elastoplastic stress/strain fields along the potential crack paths. The numerical data is subjected
to a post processing in order to find characteristic lengths that can be treated as a fatigue property in
accordance to TCD strategy.
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ABSTRACT
Many phenomena are involved in damage of rolling elements of bearings. Rolling contact fatigue is
the main cause of failure, along with contact pressure related fatigue and dimensional instabilities effect.
Most of those are well known, and are described by wide experimental, analytical and numerical
literature. Damage phenomena are related to material properties and manufacturing processes,
respectively. Particularly, the damage evolution might be affected by some microinclusions present in the
material. This influence is related to mechanical properties, dimension, composition, shape and location
of inclusions.
This research activity is focused on the C70, 100Cr6 and 100CrSiMn6-4 steel alloys. Relation between
microinclusions and fatigue life is here investigated. These alloys exhibit a different behaviour with
respect to fatigue damage and failure mechanism.
Results of experimental testing run on some test bench are compared to some analytical models (as those
proposed by Eshelby and Murakami), for given set of operation conditions. Failures are then analysed to
relate life of rolling elements to the microinclusion parameters. The research activity is aimed to
investigate whether a microinclusion threshold parameter could be defined, to be related to the life
bearing requirements. This analysis is performed by comparing analytical and experimental results of
several models and different alloys.
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ABSTRACT
Rolling bearings are critical automotive and mechanical components. For high loaded bearings, the
steel rolling elements are subjected to failure having a direct impact on overall bearing fatigue life
performance. Fatigue phenomena involve both rolling contact fatigue and material fatigue damage
processes.
Metallurgical, mechanical, geometrical, physical properties affect fatigue behaviour and they can be
controlled also by precise manufacturing process parameters. Despite accurate manufacturing, during the
working condition, dimensional stability of some rolling elements within the bearing can be affected and
distribution of stresses can strongly change with respect to design thus affecting fatigue performance.
Failure can then occur for load values different and lower from design indications.
In the present research 100Cr6 and 100CrMnSi6-4 alloys, undergoing different thermal treatments,
involving hardening, undercooling and tempering are analysed. Rolling elements in the selected alloys are
subjected to fatigue tests and, while testing and after failure, metallurgical and dimensional parameters
are measured.
The present paper reports about failure cases in rolling elements and investigates on the relation
between dimensional stability and fatigue performance involving metallurgical, processing and
dimensional analysis.
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ABSTRACT
The H-shaped structural components used in agricultural sprayers consist of tubular elements filletwelded as T-joints. Such components are particularly prone to fatigue failures being subjected, under
service condition, to forces that are random in nature. In such a context, the localisation of hot-spots
represents an important step in multiaxial fatigue assessment of H-structural components. In the present
paper, a novel approach aimed both to localise hot-spots in tubular welded joints and to estimate initial
crack growth direction is employed. In particular, such an approach is based on the joint application of
the hot-spot stress approach [1] and the time-domain multiaxial critical plane-based criterion by
Carpinteri et. al for random loadings [2-4]. Experimental and numerical results are compared in terms of
both hot-spots location and crack growth direction.
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ABSTRACT
High stress concentrations and wear appear in a shrink-fitted shaft near the edge of the contact. Due
to these stresses cracks rapidly initiate. This combination of events is known as fretting fatigue. Several
solutions to increase fatigue life are usually found in practice, they include the introduction of
compressive residual stresses (with shot peening for example), a slot in the shaft outside of the contact, an
increase of the shaft´s diameter in the contact zone, etc. This paper makes a new suggestion based on an
increasingly popular technique that allows the manufacturing of pieces of difficult shapes, and nearly
impossible to make with other techniques: additive manufacturing. It has already been studied for another
geometry showing that it is possible [1,2]. The idea is to introduce an internal void with a toroidal shape
beneath the contact making it more flexible, thus, reducing the stresses near the stress concentration. Fig.
1 shows a cross section of this geometry.

Fig. 1. Pressed fitted shaft with an internal void as a stress reliever.

The shrink-fitted shaft has been numerically simulated with FEM. This work analyses and compares
the stress and strain fields and Smith-Watson-Topper multiaxial fatigue parameter in the areas sensitive to
fretting with respect to a case with homogeneous material (no internal voids). Various configurations
changing different parameters like size and position of the void, radial interference and friction coefficient
have been considered.
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ABSTRACT
Nickel-based superalloy has been widely used in aero-engines and gas turbines due to its superior
mechanical properties. In order to investigate the high temperature fretting fatigue behaviour of GH80A
in very high cycle fatigue and observe the crack path propagation clearly, the rectangular cross-section
specimen are designed. The S-N curves of GH80A were obtained at 400ºC and 800ºC. By observing the
fretting wear morphology of the specimen and the fracture surface, it was found that the crack always
initiated at the border of the wear zone. It can be clearly observed from the side face of the specimen that
the direction of the crack path always shows a certain initiation angle and points to the inside of the wear
zone. Finally, for the sake of analysing the local stress distribution with fatigue and fretting load which
affect the crack initiation, the pad-specimen contact model was established by FEM software ABAQUS
combined with crystal plasticity. The contact stress/strain fields calculated by this approach, combined
with either the Fatemi-Socie (FS) or Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) multiaxial fatigue parameters, allow
us to analysis the crack initiation process. The crack propagation simulation results are in good agreement
with the experimental results.
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ABSTRACT
The CJP model is a meso-scale model of crack tip displacement and stress that was proposed a few
years ago as an attempt to better capture the elastic forces induced by the plastic enclave that surrounds a
growing fatigue crack and hence enable direct prediction of the effective range of crack driving force.
The model was a development of earlier work that had achieved some success in measuring the wake
contact pressure arising from the plastic enclave that surrounds a growing fatigue crack [1]. The
theoretical model in Mode I loading was extended from a stress-based version that could be fitted to fullfield photoelastic images of the crack tip region [2, 3], to one that utilised digital image correlation and
could be applied directly to displacement fields on metallic specimens [4]. The next step in the
development of the model involved extending it to deal with combined Mode I and Mode II loading
which, in principle, would open up its use to include characterising surface roughness-induced shielding
as well as plasticity-induced shielding [5].
Experimental verification of the concepts in the CJP model followed a little more slowly than the
theoretical developments, reflecting factors such the complexity of phase-stepping photoelastic fatigue
experiments, the development of software necessary to automate the CJP model solution from
photoelastic and DIC images, and the training of new PhD students. Over the last several years, however,
researchers from the University of Jaen in Spain, Gifu University in Japan and Southwest Jiaotong
University in China have been making considerable progress in experimental verification of the model.
The objective of the work described in reference [2] was to identify the real influence or effect on the
applied elastic field, of stresses arising from plastic deformation associated with crack growth. Reference
[4] notes that the CJP model essentially treats the crack as a plastic inclusion in an elastic body. This
approach leads to the definition of a stress intensity factor perpendicular to the crack plane, called KF,
which drives crack growth in an analogous fashion to KI and is modified by the incorporation of shielding
force components acting perpendicular to the crack. The shielding effect of the plastic enclave is also
accounted for via a new retarding stress intensity factor KR that accounts for shielding forces acting in the
plane of the crack, and the model also defines an interfacial shear stress intensity factor, KS, which is
included to capture compatibility-induced shear components of shielding that would perhaps be more
applicable to Mode II or III loading.
It is possible to explore the influence of these various stress intensity parameters on crack tip fields
through a comparison between experimental crack tip field fringe patterns and those provided by the
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model using a range of values for KF, KR, and KS. As an example of this, reference [2] indicates that the
introduction of interfacial shear stresses causes migration along the crack path of the join between the
fringe loops on either side of the crack path. This is perhaps more pronounced in the crack wake, but both
ahead and behind the crack, the shape of the join between the loops of common fringe order changes from
a sharp ‘V’ to more of a ‘U’ shape. This phenomenon has been observed before in photoelastic images in
the presence of crack closure but the discussion in reference [2] is probably the first time that it could be
assigned, most probably, to the effect of interfacial shear stresses.
Sufficient experimental work has now been performed by various researchers across a range of stress
ratio values, specimen geometries and materials to conclude that the original hypothesis by the proposers
of the model, that the model could be used to evaluate the effective stress intensity factor in the presence
of plasticity-induced shielding, is correct [e.g. 6, 7]. Nowell et al. [7] have recently published a paper in
which he discusses the CJP model and presents a slightly simplified version of the force diagram given in
reference 2. He goes on to show that his own experimentally-based analysis of DIC data provided by
Vasco-Olmo [8] and demonstrates that the combined KF + KR parameter is very similar to the measured
effective value of ΔK found using their own experimental technique. Nowell et al. [7] express
reservations regarding the split of ΔK into the KF and KR terms although they go on in their paper to show
that the split into what they call “applied and residual terms” may be helpful, even for measurements
taken very close to the crack tip. However, a major driver behind the development of the CJP model was
to obtain a better physical understanding of the role of various possible forces in plasticity-induced
shielding. The multi-parameter approach of the model is proving useful in such investigations and is
shedding light on, for example, overloads and plasticity-induced shielding.
This paper will present work done at Plymouth and Jaen over the last two years that shown an
improved rationalisation of fatigue crack growth date data across a range of stress ratio values and
specimen geometries and also summarise current work aimed at directly predicting the effective range of
stress intensity factor and fatigue crack growth rates using the CJP model and a calibration curve
approach.
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with a crack closure approach to explain an unexpected crack propagation behaviour
of Ductile Cast Iron (DCI). Four series of notched specimens (Fig. 1) were tested under axial fatigue with
the aim of deriving the material’s Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram [1]. The notches had a half-penny shape
and were machined by EDM. Non-propagating cracks longer than 1 mm were observed in run-out
specimens (Fig. 2). The standard El-Haddad formulation [2] couldn’t fit the experimental data.
Consequently, crack-closure behaviour of the material was investigated. The concept of the R-curve [3]
and the use of a modified Kitagawa-Takahashi diagram as proposed by Maierhofer et al. [4] were used in
order to reproduce the experimental behaviour.
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Fig. 2. Non propagating crack after 108 cycles, emanating from the border of the EDM notch (bottom).
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ABSTRACT
Fatigue crack closure has been studied by means of finite element method for a long time. Most work
has been performed considering bi-dimensional models. Lately, as in fracture analysis [1,2], the use of
three-dimensional models has been extended [3–5]. Nevertheless, the methodology employed has been
taken from that developed for bi-dimensional cases.
There is a great number of previous bi-dimensional studies which analyse different numerical
parameters and optimise them [6–8]. The current computational capabilities allow a comprehensive study
of the influence of the different modelling parameters in a similar way to those studies carried out with bidimensional models, with the advantage, that the evolution along the thickness of the analysed parameters
can be taken into consideration.
In particular, one of the key issues is related to the crack growth scheme. A fatigue analysis implies a
crack growth. Each change in loading conditions implies to solve a nonlinear problem. When running a
finite element analysis, it is impossible to consider all the cycles involved in a real fatigue problem. The
computational cost would be unacceptable.
Experimentally, an aluminium alloy 2024-T3, when loading conditions are Kmax=25MPa·m1/2 and
R=0.1, the crack growth rate is in the order of 1μm/cycle [9]. Numerically, the usually accepted element
size recommendation by McClung implies an element size in the order of 60μm. Even employing more
restrictive models the element sizes are in the order of 16 or 8μm. Thus, numerical rates are in the order
of this size per cycle, which are unrealistic when comparing with experimental ones.
Usually, the crack growth is carried out changing the boundary conditions. A node ahead of the crack
is released at each loading cycle in order to obtain a strain fields as continuous as possible. In the
literature, one or two load cycles between node releases are usually performed. However, in threedimensional analyses usually only one load cycle is applied because of the numerical cost. Instead of
applying one or two cycles it might seem more appropriate to apply more cycles between node releases.
So, the scope of this work is to analyse the influence of the number of load cycles between node releases
in the opening and closure results.
For this purpose, a CT aluminium specimen has been modelled three-dimensionally and several
calculations have been made in order to evaluate the influence of the number of load cycles between node
releases. The results are analysed in terms of crack closure and opening values. Eight different cases have
been analysed for a 3mm specimen thickness. The load applied is which corresponds to a stress intensity
factor K=25MPa·m1/2, the plastic wake length previously developed is 0.4 times de Dugdale’s plastic
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zone size (rpD), the allowed penetration is 5e-8m and the minimum element size is 90 times smaller than
rpD . Two different stress ratios are considered R=0.1 and 0.3. For each one four different number of load
cycles between node releases are considered ranging from 1 to 8 cycles. The material behaviour shows a
weak hardening and the stress-strain curve employed is the one which represent the cyclic behaviour of
the material.
The study shows that the number of load cycles after releasing the last nodes has more influence on
the results than the previous load cycles between node releases. The main conclusion is that it seems more
appropriate to analyse the crack opening and closure in terms of stresses than in terms of displacements,
because these results are more stable against the number of load cycles.
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ABSTRACT
Additive manufacturing (AM) technologies, such as the laser powder bed fusion (LPBF), have gained a
significant attention due to their capacity for near net shape manufacture of complex components from
various metals and alloys. The aerospace industry is showing a lot of interest in this technology, but given
the necessity for flight certification, commissioning new components requires a thorough understanding
of the LPBF processing-structure-properties relationship. While the static mechanical properties of LPBF
components are found to be generally comparable to those of their wrought counterparts, fatigue
resistance of LPBF components continues to raise questions [1]. The latter is of a special concern, since
fatigue is responsible for 60% of the total failures of aerospace components [2].
Processing-induced defects, such as pores and inclusions [3], are regularly observed in LPBF-processed
material, and since fatigue is governed by changes occurring on the micro and mesoscale levels, such
defects have been proven to negatively affect the fatigue life of LPBF components [4]. Moreover, a
strong material anisotropy, which is a particular feature of powder bed fusion process, can impact the
crack propagation behavior [5]. It must be mentioned however that the literature on this topic mainly
focuses on lightweight alloys and no information is available for Inconel 625 (IN625) which is commonly
employed in the aerospace industry.
In order to support a damage tolerant approach in the design of fatigue-resistant IN625 LPBF
components, compact crack growth specimens (ASTM E647) were manufactured with three build
orientations (0, 45 and 90o), subjected to stress relieve annealing (SR, 870oC, 1h), and machined and
polished prior to testing. Selected specimens were also subjected to hot isostatic pressing (HIP, 100 MPa
and 1120oC for 4h). The absence of pores and inclusions larger than 25 μm in size was confirmed by XRay computed tomography of selected machined specimens. The fatigue crack growth behavior was
tested according to the ASTM E647 standard using the compliance method and validated with direct
optical measurements. The crack-propagation behavior of a wrought Inconel 625 was also studied for
comparison.
As compared to the wrought alloy, the LPBF-built IN625 specimens demonstrated an equivalent or higher
resistance to crack propagation in the near threshold region (Figure 1a). The threshold stress intensity
factor (SIF) for the wrought IN625 alloy was 7.2 MPa*m1/2, while SR LPBF specimens showed
anisotropic crack growth behavior, with threshold SIF ranging from 7.1 to 11.2 MPa*m1/2 (Figure 1b).
This difference is attributed to the strongly anisotropic material microstructure resulting from the powder
bed processing [6]. In the higher Paris regime, the SR LPBF specimens also performed better than the
wrought alloy, the Paris law exponent being 3.2 as compared to 3.5. After HIP, an identical for all the
build orientations threshold value of ∼11 MPa*m1/2 was obtained, this value being close to the highest
value obtained for the SR LPBF specimens (0o orientation) (Figure 1c). This outcome is explained by the
coarser grained isotropic microstructure resulting from the HIP treatment [3], which promotes the
roughness-induced crack closure. After HIP, the crack growth rate in the Paris regime was independent of
the build orientation and close to that of the wrought alloy, with the Paris law exponent m ranging from
3.6 to 3.7.
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Fig. 1. Paris diagrams for IN625 alloy. Influence of the post-processing conditions: a) LPBF (SR and SR+HIP
specimens) versus wrought alloy; Influence of the build orientation: b) SR and c) CR+HIP specimens.
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ABSTRACT
The analysis of fatigue crack propagation is usually conducted by relating the crack advance per unit
cycle, da/dN, to the stress intensity factor range, ΔK. Nevertheless, da/dN-ΔK relations have several
limitations, namely: (i) such curves are completely phenomenological, not derived from physics, and the
fitting parameters have units with no physical justification; (ii) such curves are only valid in the smallscale yielding range; (iii) and da/dN depends on other parameters, including the stress ratio and the load
history. In order to overcome the difficulties related to the application of K to the analysis of fatigue crack
growth, several concepts have been proposed, namely crack closure, partial crack closure, T-stress or the
CJP model. However, these complementary concepts only mitigate the problem, without attacking its real
source.
In authors’ opinion, the linear elastic ΔK parameter must be replaced by non-linear crack tip
parameters, because fatigue crack growth is effectively linked to non-linear processes happening at the
crack tip. The parameter proposed to quantify crack tip deformation is the plastic CTOD. Fig. 1 shows
typical results of CTOD versus load, measured at a short distance behind crack tip. The plastic CTOD is
obtained extracting the elastic deformation. The finite element method was used to obtain these
predictions. The modelling of the elastic-plastic behaviour of the material is of major importance. Stressstrain results obtained in smooth specimens cyclically loaded are used to fit the hardening models. da/dN
is obtained experimentally using standard specimens. Consequently, fatigue crack growth is studied using
da/dN versus ΔCTODp relations. Fig. 2 shows da/dN-ΔCTODp models for different materials. The
relation between the numerical ΔCTODp and the experimental da/dN can be used to predict fatigue crack
growth rates in other conditions, namely for other loading parameters and for other geometries. Fig. 3
shows predictions of the effect of stress ratio for the 304L stainless steel under plane strain conditions.
Note that the plastic CTOD range includes, in a natural way, crack closure and fatigue threshold.
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ABSTRACT
The aim of this contribution is to provide a brief review of the latest developments in the area of 3D
Linear-Elastic Fracture Mechanics. The primary focus of this contribution is on the situations where the
classical results, which are normally obtained within the framework of plane theory of elasticity, lead to
peculiar results. These situations include analysis of stress and displacement fields near vertex points,
generation of the coupled fracture mode under shear loading, application of Williams series expansion to
3D problems as well as fracture scaling.
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ABSTRACT
In 2014 RUMUL could present a new resonant fatigue testing machine, with a testing frequency of
1000Hz. The dynamic load of maximum 50kN peak-peak is produced with an electromagnetic system.
Similar to established resonant systems which run on testing frequencies from about 40 up to 250Hz. The
static portion of the load is provided by a mechanical spindle, the maximum load of the system is +/50kN. Any load ratio can be selected. Flat and round specimen types that are normally used in fatigue
testing can be used. The new testing machine offers new possibilities for investigations of material
properties in the very high cycle fatigue (VHCF) regime. Compared to other systems used in the field of
VHCF testing the RUMUL GIGAFORTE provides several advantages. The size of the machine is smaller
and energy consumption less compared to a servo hydraulic system. The actually tested material volume
is larger than the material volume that is tested on ultrasonic systems. The testing frequency of 1000Hz
allows normally continuous testing, without stopping for cooling down the specimen.
In the past three years the new testing machine was intensively used for example at the laboratory of
the Fraunhofer institute IWD Dresden in Germany. Effects of the 1000Hz testing frequency on the fatigue
behaviour of the material were observed. This talk shows some example of heating up of the specimen
related to the 1000Hz testing frequency and highlights some of the found frequency related effects on
fatigue strength.

Fig. 1. 1000Hz Fatigue Testing Machine RUMUL GIGAFORTE with sound enclosure.
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ABSTRACT
The Very-High-Cycle Fatigue (VHCF) of metallic materials is a quite recent and attractive research
field investigating the unexpected fatigue failure of structural metallic parts at number of cycles larger
than 108 cycles and for stress amplitudes below the conventional fatigue limit.
Experimental results [1] show that the VHCF failure generally originates from internal defects,
whose size plays a major role in the VHCF response of metallic materials: the larger the defect size in the
stressed volume, the smaller the VHCF life and strength. The size of the stressed volume plays a key role,
too: as stated by the statistics of extremes [2,3], the average defect size increases with the size of the
stressed volume and, consequently, the VHCF response is significantly affected by the amount of stressed
volume. This is generally known as size-effect in VHCF.
In the VHCF literature [2, 4-5], the assessment of size-effect is commonly based on the size of the
so-called risk-volume, i.e. the volume of material subject to a stress amplitude larger than the 90% of
maximum stress amplitude. The risk-volume is the volume of stressed material in which VHCF failures
occur. The assumed 90% threshold is based on the experimental evidence that VHCF failures in material
volumes subject to stress amplitudes below this threshold are very rare, even not possible. However, this
assumption does not permit to account for the effect of the stress gradient within the risk-volume and may
finally lead to large approximations in the evaluation of size-effects.
The present paper proposes an innovative statistical definition of the risk-volume in parts subject to
VHCF. The definition is based on the statistical distribution of the critical Stress Intensity Factor (SIF),
which is defined as the largest SIF in the entire material volume. The proposed definition can take into
account the stress gradient within the entire material volume and its generalness permits to consider the
effect of volume size as well as the effect of loading type (bending or tension-compression with different
stress ratios).
In order to show the applicability and the effectiveness of the proposed approach, the statistical
definition of the risk-volume is applied to two different experimental datasets. The two datasets are
obtained by VHCF testing of high-strength steel specimens with two different shapes (details are given in
[6]): Gaussian and hourglass specimens with conventional risk-volume (90% definition) of 2330 mm3 and
194 mm3, respectively.
Fig. 1 depicts results obtained on the two investigated specimen shapes. Fig. 1a plots the cumulative
distribution functions of the risk-volumes computed according to the proposed statistical definition. Fig.
1b shows a good agreement between the experimental and the predicted cumulative distribution functions
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1. Introduction
For mechanically stressed components in mechanical engineering, preferably low-alloyed carbon
steels are used. In order to ensure the reliability of the components, the knowledge of the fatigue
mechanisms occurring during cyclic loading is of great importance to maintain structural integrity. In this
present work, the fatigue properties of a low-alloyed carbon steel 50CrMo4 (Fe-0.5wt%C-1wt%Cr) are
examined in the HCF and VHCF regime taking into account different tempering temperatures. For this
purpose, two sets of samples were hardened under the same conditions, but annealed at different
tempering temperatures, so that one set of samples exhibits a hardness of 37HRC and the other set of
57HRC. The chemical composition of the material, the heat treatment parameters and the mechanical
properties are given in Table 1.
Table 1. Chemical composition (wt. %), heat treatment parameters and mechanical properties for the steel 50CrMo4.
Material
50CrMo4

C

Cr

Mo

Mn

P

S

Fe

σYS

0.48

1.00

0.18

0.71

0.013

0.010

bal.

σUTS

HRC

MPa

MPa

37HRC

austenitizing: 850°C (0.5h) oil quench; temper heat treatment: 550°C (1.5h) air-cool

992

1095

37

57HRC

austenitizing: 850°C (0.5h) oil quench; temper heat treatment: 200°C (1.5h) air-cool

1561

2128

57

The martensitic microstructure of the material has been investigated metallographically with respect
to microstructural parameters such as martensitic block size, packet size and of the prior austenite grain
size. Subsequently, specimens for fatigue tests at laboratory air atmosphere under fully reversed loading
(R=-1) in an ultrasonic testing machine (f=20,000Hz) and a resonance testing machine (f=95Hz) were
machined from the heat-treated bars. The implementation of a high-resolution digital microscope in the
testing machines allows the detection of microstructurally short fatigue cracks and the tracking of their
propagation. The use of high resolution thermography during the fatigue tests allows the early detection
of local plastic deformation within the martensitic microstructure on the surface of the specimens.

2. Results
Fig. 1 shows the fatigue life S-N diagrams for the two strength levels of 37HRC and 57HRC,
respectively. Figure 1a shows the results from the fatigue tests for the hardness of 37HRC. Here only
fatigue failures from the surface for all fractured specimens were observed. Since, no fractures above 107
cycles were occurring, the assumption of a fatigue limit at 106 cycles yields to a respecting fatigue
strength of σFL=490MPa for the test frequency of 95Hz and a fatigue strength of σFL=680MPa for the test
frequency of 20,000Hz. The fatigue strength of σFL=490MPa has also been confirmed by thermographic
measurements using a high-resolution thermos camera in load increase tests at a test frequency of 95Hz.
In contrast to the classical fatigue tests, the observation of the specimen surface with the aid of highresolution thermography showed a yield limit at a stress amplitude of σa=396MPa, which is far below the
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technical fatigue strength of σa=396MPa. This means that even far below the fatigue strength some
fatigue damage has to be taken into account, but is obviously blocked by local microstructural features.

a)

b)

Fig. 1. Wöhler S-N Diagram showing the fatigue life for the steel 50CrMo4 at two testing frequencies of f=95Hz and

f= 20kHz for a) the 37HRC hardness condition and b) for the 57HRC hardness condition.

The pronounced difference in the fatigue strength of Δσ=200MPa for the two test frequencies of
95Hz and 20,000Hz is due to the influence of the strain rate under cyclic loading on the flow stress.
According to an analysis by Seeger [1], the supplement thermal stress component σ* (thermally activated
Peierls stress) of the flow stress must be applied purely mechanically below a transition temperature T0 or
above a transition rate ε̇T. Fig. 1b) shows the S-N data for the 57HRC hardness condition. Due to the
lower tempering temperature and the resulting higher hardness as well as higher strength of the material,
the fatigue life shifts as expected to higher values of the stress amplitude σa. The increase in hardness has
led to a change in the failure mechanism from pure surface failure to internal crack initiation at
nonmetallic inclusions, cf. [2]. The data points shown in Fig. 1b correspond only to internal crack
initiation on non-metallic inclusions of the type Al2O3. The results for the test frequency of f=20,000Hz
show a shift to higher values for the fatigue life, which can be attributed to a size effect by changing the
specimen geometry.

3. Conclusions
The results from fatigue experiments on the low-alloyed steel 50CrMo4 with respect to the
comparison between two hardness conditions, 37HRC and 57HRC, are in agreement with the general
relationship where an increasing static strength/hardness correlates with an increase in fatigue strength. In
addition, a change in the fracture behavior was determined depending on the material strength. While for
the hardness of 37HRC, only surface crack initiation was observed, the crack initiation for the higher
hardness of 57HRC took place exclusively in the interior of the specimens at nonmetallic inclusions. A
pronounced influence of the testing frequency was found for the test series with 37HRC specimens only.
Moreover, it was shown with the aid of high-resolution thermography, which even below the fatigue
strength local plastic deformation occurs.
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ABSTRACT
Ultrasonic deep rolling (UDR) is a surface modification method for improving fatigue life by
introducing residual compressive stress and refining surface grains. The process controllability of the
surface strengthening layer can be achieved by adjusting the frequency, amplitude and applied static
pressure of the ultrasonic vibration that is, controlling the magnitude of the residual stress, the degree of
work hardening and the depth of the strengthening layer[ 1 ]. Compared with traditional deep rolling
process, ultrasonic deep rolling could induce deeper residual compressive stress layer and refine the
surface grain to nano-scale. For this treatment, grain sizes on the surface layer could be refined to nanoscale and gradually increase with the depth to micro-scale. The surface nano-grains inhibit cracks
initiation and interior coarse grains prevent cracks propagation, thus improving fatigue properties.
As well known, the fatigue properties of metallic material with gradient nanostructure have been
extensively researched such as fatigue strength in both high cycle fatigue and low cycle fatigue were
improved in gradient nanostructured 316L samples compared with coarse-grained samples[2]. The fatigue
properties of gradient nanostructured Cu samples was almost 40% higher than that of the CG sample in
high cycle fatigue[3].Surface nanocrystallization hardening (SNH) technology was used to treat nickelbased C-2000 superalloys with different process parameters, and the fatigue properties of the C-2000
superalloys were improved in high cycle fatigue[ 4 ]. The fatigue properties of surface gradient
nanostructured carbon steel S45C, obtained by ultrasonic nano-surface modification (similar to ultrasonic
rolling), were greatly improved by optimizing the surface treatment time. [5]
However, previous works mostly concentrated on the fatigue properties of gradient nanostructured
samples in low cycle fatigue or high cycle fatigue, only a few studies investigated the properties under the
condition of high-frequency or ultrasonic fatigue. Detailed investigations on fatigue behaviours and
mechanical properties during high-frequency and ultrasonic cyclic loading are expected for the gradient
nanostructured materials. In this work, the surface of TC4 was strengthened by ultrasonic rolling
technology and its surface microstructure and high frequency-ultrasonic fatigue properties were
systematically tested and analysed. The conclusions of this study are as follows:
1 、 Fig.1 summarizes the S-N curves of the TC4 original specimen and the ultrasonic-rolled
specimen through the high-frequency fatigue test (100 Hz) and the ultrasonic fatigue test (20 kHz). One
can note that under the same loading stress amplitude, the fatigue life of TC4 sample after ultrasonic
fatigue test is higher than that of high-frequency fatigue test, which indicates the fatigue performance of
TC4 titanium alloy is "frequency effect". Throughout the high-frequency and ultra-high frequency fatigue
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tests, TC4 original samples unexpectedly have higher fatigue life than ultrasonic rolled samples.
Generally speaking, the grain refinement of metallic materials has been proven to be a viable method to
increase the fatigue strength, but most of the fatigue tests of the gradient nanostructured materials have
been carried out using low frequency cyclic loading. However, in our study, this phenomenon of
increasing fatigue life disappeared, which implies the effect of some harmful damages exceeds that of the
grain refinement.

Fig. 1. S-N curves of UDRed and untreated TC4.

2、After vacuum heat treatment, the surface layer TC4 ultrasonic-rolled sample formed a more
uniform gradient structure. The fatigue life of the sample after 200℃ and 300℃ treatment slightly
increased compared with that of without heat treatment, but when the temperature increased to 400℃ and
above, the fatigue life of the sample was greatly reduced.
3 、 Under the same stress amplitude, compared with ultrasonic fatigue loading, the residual
compressive stress on the specimen surface is released faster in the high-frequency fatigue loading
process, and the residual compressive stress is lower.
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ABSTRACT
In this research work, we address the high cycle fatigue (HCF) behaviour of superelastic NiTi wires.
NiTi is an intermetallic alloy capable of reversing deformations up to 10%, thus, outperforming the elastic
strain range of metals, which is far below 1%. This particular behaviour results from reversible solid-sate
crystallographic phase transformations, which can be activated via stress changes –giving rise to the
superelastic property, or by temperature changes –allowing the so-called shape memory effect (see [1] for
a detailed description of NiTi thermomechanical behaviour). NiTi is particularly used in biomedical
applications. The superelastic property of NiTi-based biomedical devices, such as stents and endodontic
files, allows for better functional performances than their stainless-steel counterparts (NiTi devices
provide better vessel expansion in the case of stents and more flexibility for teeth root canalisation in the
case of endodontic files). However, further development of this technology is hindered by difficulties in
the characterization of the cyclic response and lifetimes of NiTi. We consider that one of the main
difficulties during NiTi fatigue testing is related to the heterogeneous strain distribution that occurs when
the stress-induced phase transformation is activated [2]. As a result, the strain values plotted in Strain-N
diagrams reported in the literature might be up to ten times lower than the actual strain leading to crack
initiation! To face up this difficulty, we propose in this study to use NiTi hourglass-shaped cylindrical
samples for tensile fatigue testing (see Fig.1a). This sample’s geometry, although standardized for tensile
fatigue testing of metals, has been omitted in NiTi fatigue studies due to difficulties related to samples’
size and machining. The cross-section reduction of our samples allows for a more accurate identification
of the stress threshold needed for phase transformations, homogenizes the fatigue and deformation
mechanisms in the middle of the sample and, helps to prevent the localization of the fatigue failure within
the testing machine clamps. We tested NiTi hourglass-shaped samples under to pull-pull fatigue loading
(𝑅 = 𝜎 ⁄𝜎
= 0.1) at three different temperatures (40°C, 60°C, and 80°C). As observed in the
tensile responses illustrated in Fig.1b, the effect of the temperature on the tensile behaviour of NiTi is
twofold. First, by increasing the temperature, the stress threshold for the phase transformation moves up
(see the shift of the stress local maximum in Fig.1b). Secondly, at stresses below the martensitic
transformation threshold, the tensile response of the sample results more compliant at lower temperatures
(see the segments of the tensile curves plotted in continuous lines in Fig.1b). Through x-ray diffraction
experiments, we recognized that the continuous drop of stiffness upon increasing the stress is related to an
intermediate phase transformation, which is referred in the literature as R-phase transformation. Note that
the R-phase transformation is well-pronounced at 32.5°C and 40°C, and almost suppressed at 60°C and
80°C, cases in which the material shows an almost linear response. By evaluating the fatigue behaviour of
NiTi samples at different temperatures, we determined the effects of the R-phase transformation in the
lifetime of NiTi wires in a tensile stress range bellow the martensitic transformation threshold (High
Cycle Fatigue regime). We present the results of the fatigue tests in the form of S-N curves in Fig.2a and
in the form of Strain-N curves in Fig.2b. From these curves, we concluded that R-phase transformation
plays a detrimental role in the high cycle fatigue behaviour of NiTi. We found that not only the endurance
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ABSTRACT
Rolling contact fatigue (RCF) crack, such as head checks (HCs) and squats, and wear are the main
defects in rails of the railway and metro systems. The coexistence of the RCF crack initiation and wear
growth were observed by twin-disc test[1,2] or field tests[3]. For the prediction of the rail head checks
initiation, which often occurred at the gauge corner of curve rails, together with the wear growth,
existing researches [4] applied Critical Plane and Archard model, in which the cumulative fatigue
damage during wear growth and profile evolution was calculated according to the Miner linear fatigue
rule[5]. Therefore, the fatigue damage influenced by the sequence and interaction between adjacent
wheel-rail loads was considered little which would affect the accuracy of the prediction result [6].
In this paper, the nonlinear fatigue damage cumulative model was modified by combining the
damage curve method considering the wheel-rail loading sequence and the fatigue damage method
considering the interaction of the loads [7-8]. Based on above modified nonlinear fatigue damage
cumulative model, a prediction method for coexistence of HC initiation and wear growth was presented
and compared with that by the linear fatigue cumulative model.
Modified nonlinear fatigue damage cumulative model for multi-level loading:
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It was found that the cumulative fatigue damage at the rail material point by the modified
nonlinear fatigue damage cumulative model was higher than that of the linear one (See Figure 1).
Therefore, the corresponding HC initiation life was the short.
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Fig. 1. The cumulative fatigue damage of the rail with the accumulation of wheel cycles. DCR is the fatigue damage
cumulative criterion which equals 1.

Taking the U75V heat-treated rail in the high rail of a sharp curve of the China heavy-haul railway
as an example, prediction with the modified nonlinear fatigue damage cumulative model showed that
head check initiation life was 2.58×105 wheel cycles. Comparing with the field sampled and laboratory
microscopic observation, the prediction by Miner linear fatigue cumulative model was close to the
upper range value by the field observation and that with the modified nonlinear fatigue damage
cumulative model were close to the median by the field observation.
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ABSTRACT
Non-destructive testing based on micromagnetic techniques, for example magnetic Barkhausen noise
(MBN) analysis, are quick and reliable possibilities to detect and classify material parameters like
hardness and residual stresses. High-strength steels, like 42CrMo4+QT (1.7225, AISI 4140), are
commonly used for highly dynamically loaded parts. Increasing requirements on weight, performance and
efficiency of automotive industry claim increasing demands on material properties. The aim of this study
is to evaluate the surface conditions of deep drilled round specimens due to drilling parameters and to
predict the resulting fatigue strength by micromagnetic measurements. Furthermore, modified process
parameters should enhance fatigue life without the need of expensive processing steps, e.g. autofrettage.
MBN is based on unsteady changes in areal expansion of magnetic domains in ferromagnetic
materials. The domains are divided by Bloch walls, which move when an external magnetisation occurs.
The movement is affected by lattice defects and the magnetostriction. In a constantly changing magnetic
field, a characteristic in Bloch wall movement can be observed and traced back to microstructure and
residual stresses. The maximum penetration depth of approximately 100 µm is caused by the skin effect,
thus it is important to detect the MBN on the crucially surface. [1]
In this study, round specimens with a diameter of 7.5 mm at the measuring length and a single-lip
deep drilled hole with a diameter of 5 mm were investigated. The feed f was varied between 0.05 and
0.15 mm by otherwise constant parameters. This dimensions lead to the need of an optimized MBN
sensor (Fig. 1 a). The sensor magnetises the specimen from the outer surface. The MBN can be detected
by a hall sensor conventionally positioned between the pole shoes or by a customised hall sensor, which
fits inside the bore hole in order to detect the MBN information from the influenced inner surface.
a)

b)

Fig. 1. a) Custom-built MBN sensor for inner surface measurement; b) change of coercive field strength based on
MBN (Phicm) caused by varying feed f.
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The MBN measurement was performed using a low magnetisation frequency of 30 Hz and a
bandpass filter between 20 and 200 kHz to assure an uniform magnetic field at the inner surface. Fig. 1 b
shows the coercive field strength based on MBN (Phicm) as function of the feed. While Phicm for
f = 0.05 and 0.10 mm does not differ significantly, a profound drop of approx. 1.5 µVs can be detected
for f = 0.15 mm. Microstructural investigations on transverse microsections reveal a typical drill
microstructure in feed direction. In case of the highest feed f = 0.15 mm, a thin white etching layer was
found. Therefore it can be assumed, that MBN correlates with the microstructure of the bore hole surface
and the formation of white etching layers.
After the characterisation of the initial surface condition, specimens for all feeds were tested under
fully-reversed fatigue loading in so-called load increase tests (LIT). The fatigue tests were instrumented
with an extensometer, thermocouples and an alternating current potential drop (ACPD) test setup to
evaluate the fatigue deformation and damage behaviour. The material response in form of the plastic
strain amplitude εa,p, change in temperature ΔT, and alternating current potential UAC as function of the
number of cycles N can be used to determine the proceeding fatigue damage precisely [2].

Fig. 2. Instrumented load increase test on 42CrMo4+QT, feed f = 0.05 mm.

Fig. 2 shows exemplary the result of a LIT performed on a specimen drilled with a feed of 0.05 mm. First
material response can be detected in an early state of 65% fatigue life, where the change in temperature
shifts from a linear to an exponential trend. The stepwise load increase can be observed in AC potential
till 85% fatigue life, when UAC increases progressively. Within the same load level, the increase in plastic
strain amplitude shows a correlating progressive behaviour. The material reactions were used for the
characterisation of the fatigue performance, with the aim to allow an efficient optimisation of drilling
parameters. The fatigue strength, predicted based on LIT, was validated in following constant amplitude
tests (CAT), which were additionally interrupted for intermittent Barkhausen (MBN) measurements.
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ABSTRACT
The impact of notch is one of the major problems that remain to be solved when predicting fatigue
life. Because of various shape in notch, the material bears high stress concentration and complex stress
gradient in notch root. Traditional methods of fatigue life prediction such as Neuber’s rule [1] often
overestimate the cycles to crack initiation in tension condition [2]. However, thanks to the increases in
computing power, more methods which meet the fatigue mechanism can be applied by using Finite
Element Method (FEM).
The fatigue life is determined by the area around notch root. The method of stress field intensity (SFI)
was first put forward by Zhen [3] and developed by Yao [4]. This theory assumes that if the stress field
intensity at the notch root is the same as that of the smooth one, they have the same fatigue life (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Stress field intensity model.

The notch field intensity is σFI, given by Eq. (1).
σFI =

1
V

𝑓 𝜎

Here Ω is fatigue zone, V is the volume of Ω, 𝑓 𝜎
function.

𝜑 𝑟 𝑑𝑣

(1)

is failure stress function, and 𝜑 𝑟 is weight

According to the basic idea and realization form of SFI, it conforms to the mechanism of fatigue
failure. Compared with other theories, SFI has good fatigue life prediction [5]. Here use a detail
engineering notched specimen (Fig. 2) to test this theory. The material under investigation is Q345. The
experiment uses a 34kN axial load with load ratio, R=0.1. The section of stress concentration is located
on both sides of the middle hole.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the model component with local structural discontinuities.

After data analysis with the help of FEA, the results are compared with experimental values and
other traditional methods of predicting notched fatigue life in Table 1. It shows good prediction effect
when SFI is used for specific problems.
Table 1. Fatigue life comparison between estimation and experiment (unit: cycles)

Methods

Local stress-strain
approach

Nominal stress
approach

Stress field intensity
approach

Experimental
value

Fatigue life

38741

205213

92534

82043

Deviation

-52.8%

150.1%

12.8%

/

However, the determination of the fatigue zone and weight function of this model depends on
experiments when it comes to complex shape. This theory is valuable for further study.
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ABSTRACT
Considerations resulting from S-N field analyses on the existence or non-existence of fatigue limit [1,2],
besides being an everlasting topic of discussion in the fracture mechanics community, give rise to
promote a more profound comprehension of some issues related to the Kitagawa-Takahashi (K-T)
diagram, thus continuing former works of the authors [3,4]. To do this, arguments are provided to
illustrate the necessity of revising some of the influencing concepts in the current conventional
interpretation of the K-T diagram, such as the transcendence of considering probabilistic S-N field
approaches avoiding arbitrary, deterministic bi- and trilinear S-N models (Fig. 1), which necessarily
imply the K-T diagram to be referred to a defined finite lifetime, see [5], the contradictory definition of
non-propagating cracks [6] and the necessary identification of the K-T with a particular fatigue
mechanism. In this way, a probabilistic extension of the K-T diagram for finite life predictions is ensured
even in the VHCF region with multiplicity of mechanisms (Fig. 2). It is hoped that this approach will
enhance understanding, effectiveness and reliability of the K-T applications in practical component
design.

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of probabilistic S-N field, according to [2], and simplistic trilinear S-N field with
definition of the kink point, NL, as lifetime limit to which the K-T diagram is referred.
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Fig. 2. Schematic probabilistic modelling of the S-N field, including hypothetical successive S-N fields as resulting
from different failure mechanisms [1].
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents evaluation of pruned regression decision tree for automobile spring fatigue life
predictions. Inputs for this regression decision tree models are vehicle ISO 2631 vertical vibrations and
suspension frequencies. Design process of a coil spring involved many steps which consumes many time
and efforts. Hence, there is a need to generate a prediction model for spring design assistances. Loading
time histories were obtained from a quarter car model simulation for spring fatigue life assessment and
ISO 2631 vertical vibrations calculations. Obtained force time histories were used to predict fatigue life
of spring using strain-life approaches while acceleration time histories were used to obtain ISO 2631
vertical vibration. Together with spring stiffness sensitivities, the spring fatigue life was modelled using
regression decision tree. Mean squared error of the generated regression decision tree residuals were
analysed. Five sets of independent experimental measurement strain time histories were used to validate
the predictions using a conservative approach. Most of the validation data points were lied beyond the
acceptable region. Therefore, this proposed regression tree models are providing a good prediction on
spring fatigue life to shorten required the design process.

INTRODUCTION
Suspension system of an automobile is subjected to dynamic loading during operating conditions.
Coil spring is a part of the suspension system which serves to absorb the dynamic impacts. After
accumulated loading cycles reached material’s limit, fatigue failure of the coil spring occurred. The
critical source that affected fatigue life of the coil spring is the corresponding road profile [1]. Since the
coil spring serves to filter the dynamic responses, it contributes to certain degree of vehicle ride quality.
Spring stiffness is one of the main parameters which determines the natural frequency of the suspension
system. When the road excitation frequencies superimpose with the suspension natural frequency,
resonance of the suspension systems happened and caused extra deformation of coil springs [2]. The
capability of suspension in filtering responses is reduced and subsequently leads to poor ride quality.
Vehicle ride quality is usually quantified using ISO 2631 standard. As proposed in [3], the fatigue life of
a vehicle suspension components could be assessed using some nominal point acceleration measurements
from suspension systems. Hence, the relationship between vehicle ride quality, spring fatigue life and
suspension natural frequency are based on the road excitation sources. This study aims to establish
regression tree-based durability models for spring fatigue life predictions. The generated regression-tree
based durability models aim to shorten automotive coil spring design process through reducing number of
prototypes.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The main results of this work are regression-tree based strain-life durability models. The
developed regression tree-based Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) durability model is shown in Fig. 1. The
number of splits is seven and the number of nodes is 15. The fitted regression tree consisted of three
levels. With the ISO 2631 vertical vibration and suspension frequency as input, prediction of spring
fatigue life was performed. Correlation between regression tree-based model and experimental predicted
fatigue lives were analysed using scatter band approach as shown in Fig 2. Three out of five points were
fitted nicely into 1:2 or 2:1 correlation curve. It suggested that the regression tree-based durability models
could be used for spring fatigue life predictions with acceptable accuracy.

Fig. 1. Regression-based durability models for SWT approach.
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Fig. 2. Correlation between regression-tree based durability models and experimental strain predicted fatigue lives.
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ABSTRACT
With the development of aircraft engines, hot section components are often subjected to complex
multiaxial loadings, which gives rise to higher-level requirements on its structural integrity and service
life. During the design of hot section components like turbine discs and blades, for the sake of meeting
requirements including cooling, assembly, driving motion and weight reduction, design scheme with
complex cross sections are expected, which contributes to stress concentration in some locations under
external loadings. High stress gradient usually triggers crack initiation, which then causes fatigue damage
and crack propagation of these components [1]. Complex shape of turbine blades contributes to multiaxial
stress/strain states under cyclic loadings, accordingly, modelling concepts that addressing only uniaxial
loading condition are not sufficiently for the design requirements. The ever-growing demand on methods
for accurate life prediction to ensure the mechanical integrity of these components drives the development
of multiaxial fatigue lifing solutions as well as methods considering both size and notch support effects.
Until now, various researches focus on multiaxial fatigue analysis over the past several decades, most
of them attempt to propose a sound methodology for assessing fatigue lives of engineering
components/materials [2]. Comparing with the uniaxial fatigue models, multiaxial fatigue models are
more suitable for real loading conditions [3]. However, it should be pointed out that few of multiaxial
fatigue models have been commonly applied in practice [4-5], due to many additional complexities such
as varied properties of different materials, manufacturing and testing of specimen, data extraction and
analysis, and so on.
Under the effect of stress concentration, fatigue cracks usually initiate at the discontinuities such as
holes and notches, in which the structural geometry changes suddenly. Since high stress gradient exists in
these components, fatigue crack initiation is conducive to structural failure through crack propagation.
Therefore, fatigue life of a component usually relates with fatigue strength of the material at its stress
concentration location. In this paper, by adopting the elasto-plasticity FE analysis, a new critical plane
damage parameter combining with stress gradient in the border element is proposed, which accounts for
the notch effect by introducing a notch support function. Moreover, by coupling with Fatemi-Socie (FS)
and Smith-Watson-Topper (SWT) damage criteria, a computational framework for multiaxial fatigue life
prediction is established for notched components. By calibration and validation with experimental data of
TC4 and GH4169 alloys [6-7], the proposed damage parameter provide more accurate predictions than
other three models. In addition, experimental data of turbine blade alloy TC4 and field load spectra of a
high-pressure turbine blade are introduced for model validation and comparison. Finally, based on this
framework, testing effect can be significant reduced according to the model predictions of engineering
components with notch effect.
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ABSTRACT
Most mechanical components with circular cross-sections contain notches because of design
requirements. When subjected to multiaxial loading histories, the stress-strain responses at the geometric
discontinuities may result in complex fatigue problems, even in cases of low plastic deformation. In this
context, the full understanding of the notch effect is pivotal to develop safe and durable products.
Moreover, due to the increasingly short product life cycles, lower batch sizes, and the growing need to
reduce overall costs, products are developed in smaller time frames. Thus, the rapid assessment of fatigue
life in notched members subjected to non-trivial loading scenarios is indispensable to increase efficiency.
This paper proposes a simplified approach to estimate the fatigue crack initiation lifetime in notched
round bars subjected to proportional multiaxial loading using the total strain energy density concept. The
modus operandi consists of developing a fatigue master curve relating the total strain energy density and
the number of cycles to failure from only two strain-controlled tests and an adequate elastic-plastic finiteelement model. In a second stage, the total strain energy density of the notched samples is computed from
representative hysteresis loops obtained via linear-elastic finite-element models. The proposed
methodology is tested in cylindrical bars with lateral U-shaped notches and cylindrical bars with
transverse holes subjected to different proportional bending-torsion loading histories. Tests are conducted
under constant-amplitude loading and the crack detection is performed in situ using a high-resolution
digital camera. The most likely initiation sites, surface crack paths and surface crack angles in the early
stage of crack growth are predict based on principal stress field criteria. After fatigue testing, specimen
surfaces are examined by scanning electron microscopy to identify the main failure micro-mechanisms.
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ABSTRACT
It is well known that a number of industrial components are exposed to Rolling Contact Fatigue
(RCF) during their service life (rail wheels, bearings, cams, gears, etc. [1]). Despite the diversity of shape
and operation function of the components implied under which the RCF phenomenon may arise, it affects
their performance and lifetime in a characteristic and similar way [2]. The phenomenon of RCF induces
crack initiation in the subsurface after having a tug-of-war of stresses and strains what, depending on the
particular application culminates in failure. However, finding out the magnitude of those stresses and
strains at an a priori unknown location under the surface when the component is subjected to a varying
load is a complex task due to the lack of linearity [3]. Furthermore, those components are often exposed
to alternated random load conditions during their service life. For this reason, failure prediction models
are indispensable to fulfil the requirements of structural integrity of the component as well as to ensure
correct operation during its service life.
In this work, a comparison among different multiaxial fatigue models is presented, including
orthogonal shear stress and critical plane models based on stresses (such as McDiarmid and Findley) or
strains (such as Fatemi-Socie, Smith-Watson-Topper and Brown Miller) [4-9] (See Fig.1). With this aim,
the action of randomly distributed load histories is taken into account using a novel methodology based
on the calculation of the stress tensor as a function of time, derived by the interpolation of loads with
those obtained from response surfaces using FEM models. Following this proposal, the selected
parameters related to the failure criterion are estimated, from which the critical values are considered as
the reference to determine fatigue damage from the Wöhler curve. Finally, the results obtained from the
different multiaxial fatigue models applied to RCF problems under random loading are compared, and
their relative discrepancy analysed.
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Fig. 1. Damage obtained at each plane from different multiaxial criteria applied to a random loading case.

The methodology proposed allows us to make a comparison among the results from the different
fatigue models referred to their degree of safety reserve, as well as their subsequent contrast to the
experimental lab results. Thus, the fundamental bases to explore new multiaxial fatigue models in order to
obtain a perfect correlation between damage prediction and experimental results are established.
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ABSTRACT
Accurate fatigue designs are crucial to differentiate between efficient use of a material with reliable
safety factor and catastrophic failures. Since most of mechanical systems are subjected to complex
multiaxial loadings [1], general design codes should be based on multiaxial models. Incorporating
multiple loads into design models requires not only the state of stress to be accounted for, but also the
material response, the interaction between these loads and their effects over the nucleation and growth of
fatigue cracks. Some multiaxial fatigue theories try to condense such information in a damage parameter,
while other are based on experimental characterisation of some property measured at the crack tip [2].
The damage parameter approach is used to estimate the damage caused by the load cycles. Critical plane
methods present the damage in each cycle with a parameter, normally as combination of several stressstrain values, in a plane where is estimated the crack nucleate and growth. In this work, critical plane
models developed by Suman & Kallmeyer [3], Fatemi-Socie [4], Wang-Brown [5], and Liu 1 and Liu 2
[6], are presented and applied to different loading cases. Furthermore the five different models are
compared in terms of accuracy of life prediction and discussed.
Fatigue tests were conducted under different multiaxial loading conditions on dog bone shaped
tubular hollow specimens [7]. All tests were performed under strain mode with the help of a biaxial
extensometer. The material studied was a low carbon steel type St52-3N. Twenty one multiaxial tests
were conducted with sinusoidal normal-shear strain with total inversion in-phase and with 90º out-ofphase.
Suman & Kallmeyer developed a new critical plane criterion [3] (see Eq. 1). It is based on the
damage parameter where the shear strain range is multiplied by maximum shear stress value at critical
plane φ* in their model. The third term in this model is the maximum value of the product of normal
stress and shear stress on φ*.
𝐺∆𝛾

𝜏

1+𝑘

∙

= 𝐴𝑁 + 𝐶𝑁

(1)

Fig. 1 shows life estimation for each model in-phase and Fig. 3 for out-of-phase. SK estimation are
represented with red diamonds, FS with blue squares, WB with green triangles, Liu 1 with black circles
and Liu 2 with purple crosses.
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Fig. 1. St52-3N fatigue life predicted for in-phase (left) and out-of-phase (right) loading.

For in-phase loading, SK gives good estimation, with values near the conservative side, as it can be
seen for almost all models with the exception of Liu 2. At low cycle fatigue the response is not as good as
for high cycle fatigue, as consequence of a low weight of the shear strains in the DP for the fit obtained.
FS returns better predictions at low cycle fatigue than SK, with a conservative tendency as it moves to
high cycle fatigue. As we can see, between Liu 1 and Liu 2, the second one gives a better result, showing
this way the ductile character of the material. WB based on the same model as FS, shows similar results
but more conservative maybe considering the normal stress on φ* instead of the normal strain reflect
better the hardening effect. For out-of-phase, models predictions move up to the non-conservative side
respect to the values returns in-phase. Although SK model estimations are not bad, it presents a
considerable dispersion, consequence of the sensitive response of the DP with τmax instead of the low
weight of Δγ at low cycles. WB and Liu 1 results are very close and more conservative for larger
experimental life estimations. Among all the damage parameters considered, SK model appeared to give
the most effective predictions for fatigue life for wide variety of in-phase and out-of-phase loadings.
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ABSTRACT
The vast majority of fatigue data available in the literature is based on uniaxial cyclic loading.
Nevertheless, the real loading of mechanical components is often quite complex and involves loads in
different directions instead of uniaxial loading. In order to have a better understanding of the multiaxial
fatigue behaviour, it is desirable to design experiments where loads resemble more accurately the real
conditions that appear during service. This involves experiments where both proportional [1] and nonproportional loads are applied to the cracked component. Such loading scenarios often produce
interaction effects that are difficult to account for by classic methodology [2]. A very clever way to
incorporate the stress state and other interaction effects that appear during the loading cycle is using
critical plane methods. Unlike damage tolerance approach [3], critical plane methods are based on global
data and not locally measured variables [4].
This paper presents a study of the biaxial fatigue behaviour of 316 stainless steel with several wellknown critical plane models; Fatemi-Socie (FS) [5], Wang-Brown (WB) [6] and Liu 1 and 2 [7]. By
applying different load paths on the specimens, the capabilities of the different models are assessed, in
particular how to take into account hardening and mean stress effects. All the experiments were
performed on 316 stainless steel. The specimens were hollow cylindrical geometry. The longitudinal
gauge zone was polished by 1 µm alumina particles. The inner surface of the specimen was polished by
emery papers up to #2000. The experimental tests were performed with a three actuator fatigue loading
rig. Such rig allows (i) the introduction of a fluid inside a hollow specimen, (ii) traction and compression
forces to be applied and (iii) torsional force to be applied. Further details about the experimental have
been described previously [8]. Fig. 1 shows the six different load paths applied. These have a combination
of axial longitudinal loads and inner pressure. Fig. 2 shows life estimation for each model for different
load paths. FS results are represented with blue squares, WB with green triangles, Liu I with black circles
and Liu II with purple crosses. Conservative predictions are returned at low fatigue life, this is for #6
push-pull path tests. Similar predictions were found previously on structural low carbon steel [6-7]. As
the test strain value is reduced a better correlation between prediction and experimental life is obtained. In
general, FS presents the best results among the models with the exception of the non-proportional load
path #3. There is not a sensitive difference between Liu I and Liu II estimations, although as it was
describe previously, they are oriented to different failures modes. It was shown that the different models
tend to yield conservative predictions for low cycle fatigue. Energetic based methods show better results
than strain based methods for non-proportional. In addition, FS model appears to produce the best
estimations for all cases but one non-proportional loading scenario.
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ABSTRACT
It is well known that dislocation structures are formed during fatigue tests in metals. Authors have
showed that dislocation structures affect fatigue limit of steels [1]. It implies that fatigue property can be
improved if we can control the development of the dislocation structures during cyclic deformation.
Although formation mechanisms of the dislocation structures in fcc metals have been discussed in detail,
those in bcc metals have not been elucidated yet. For instance, in the case of dislocation walls in the
labyrinth structures developed by simultaneous activation of two slip systems, there are disagreements in
wall orientations reported in previous studies [2-4]. In this study, therefore, the dislocation structures in a
bcc Fe-Si alloy are investigated using high voltage electron microscopy (HVEM), and the formation
mechanisms of the dislocation walls in bcc metals are discussed.
Push-pull fatigue tests of Fe-1mass%Si polycrystalline specimens were conducted with constant total
strain amplitude of 5 x 10-3 at a strain rate of 4 x 10-3/s. Plastic strain amplitude during the fatigue test
changed from 3.8 x 10-3 to 3.3 x 10-3 as shown in Fig.1. These values are comparable to that reported in
previous studies in which the labyrinth structures were observed [2-4]. The tests were stopped after 1000
cycles, and the dislocation structures were observed using the HVEM equipped scanning transmission
electron microscopy (STEM) detector (JEM-1000K RS) in Nagoya University.
Vein, wall, and cell structures were found in a fatigued specimen as shown in Fig. 2. The detailed
orientation and structure of the walls in a (001) foil were observed in various diffraction conditions as
shown in Fig. 3(a)-(c). In the case of g = -200, g∙b ≠ 0 because the Burger’s vector of bcc metals is
parallel to <111>. It means that all of the dislocations existing in the specimen are visible in Fig. 3(a). In
Fig. 3(b), all dislocations were visible again. On the other hands, contrast of dislocations in Fig. 3(c) was
weaker than those in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b). Therefore, the wall structures contain the dislocations with b
= a/2[111] and/or b = a/2[-1-11] because g∙b becomes zero in Fig. 3(c).
Assuming that the wall structures are consisting of unique dislocations of single slip, the wall
structures are arranged parallel to the (111) or (-1-11) plane perpendicular to the Burger’s vector of the
single slip dislocations [5]. As the (111) and (-1-11) walls are not observed edge-on condition in the
(001) foil, the width of the (111) and (-1-11) walls should be larger than that actually observed in Fig. 3.
Thus, the walls in Fig. 3 consist of more than two types of dislocations with b = a/2[111] or b = a/2[-111]. In fcc metals, a set of walls in labyrinth structures is known to be parallel to the planes which bisect
the two Burger’s vector direction [5]. Adopting this model to the present case, the planes which bisects b
= a/2[111] and b = a/2[-1-11] are (110) and (001). The (110) walls are observed at edge-on condition in
the (001) foil, and the orientation of the walls is consistent with that of walls observed in Fig. 3. The
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(001) walls are invisible if the (001) foil was taken from a part of a channel between (001) walls.
Therefore, the wall structures observed in this study can be explained self-consistently by considering the
labyrinth structures consisting of the (110) and (001) walls.

Fig. 1. Plastic strain amplitude during fatigue test.

Fig. 2. Dislocation structures after 1000 cycles.

Fig. 3. STEM images of wall structures in a grain oriented to [001] observed with various g conditions. (a) g = -200,
(b) g = 110, and (c) g = 1-10.
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ABSTRACT
For the characterization of the mechanical and thermal aging of materials used in nuclear power plant
reactors, an innovative lifetime calculation method is developed based on cyclical investigations and
microstructure analysis. The deformation behavior in multiple amplitude and constant amplitude tests is
evaluated by non-destructive testing methods based on magnetic, resistometric and electrochemical
measurement techniques in order to determine the fatigue properties of AISI 347. To generate a realistic
basis of data, cyclic investigations are carried out in air as well as under distilled water conditions. For
both environmental conditions, specimens in the initial state and after a mechanical and thermal aging are
tested. The validation of both material states shows a significant influence of the aging on the fatigue
properties by a lower stress amplitude at failure for the aged specimen, which is about 70% of the stress
amplitude at failure of the initial state.
INTRODUCTION
Materials of components in boiling water reactors in nuclear power plants are exposed to aging
mechanisms that take influence on the fatigue properties. The hot water and the high pressure
environment as well as thermal expansions and compressions through startup and shutdown processes of
the reactor lead to mechanical and thermal fatigue, with simultaneous environmental influences. This
causes a limit in service time due to crack formation, initiation and growth. To provide a safe and
optimized application of the material, an innovative, resource- and time-optimized test method is
developed with the aim to estimate the fatigue life. Therefore, total strain-controlled multiple amplitude
tests (MAT) are carried out on austenitic stainless steel AISI 347 (X6CrNiNb18-10, 1.4550) instrumented
with magnetic, resistometric and electrochemical testing methods to identify critical strain levels. These
tests also support the development and improvement of analysis models for crack formation, crack growth
and rupture under fatigue loading relevant for lifetime and safety assessments. Validation of the testing
results is realized by total strain-controlled constant amplitude tests (CAT) on the previously in MAT
identified strain levels. Within this paper, investigations in air and in distilled water conditions are carried
out for initial state and after mechanical and thermal aging. The aging process is realized by cyclic
investigations in air with a total strain amplitude of 0.3%, a constant strain rate of 0.4·10-3 s-1 and a
superimposed operational temperature of 240°C. The cyclic investigations are stopped after 50% of the
number of cycles to failure (15,725 cycles), which results in a test time of approx. 12.5 hours. The
number of cycles to failure was estimated statistically in preliminary tests.
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RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In good agreement to preliminary tests [1], no significant influence of the distilled water on the
fatigue properties was obtained, so it can be used to extend the field of non-destructive testing and
evaluation by electrochemical methods. The correlation between MAT in distilled water for initial state
and aged samples (Fig. 1) shows a significant influence of the aging process. The correlated total strain
amplitude εa,t,cor is the strain value that results in the gauge length, defined by previously carried out
calibration tests. The investigations start at a cor. total strain amplitude εa,t,start = 0.05%, and the cor. total
strain amplitude is increased each 1,800 s for Δεa,t = 0.05%. Due to the aging process the max. reached
cor. total strain level of 0.90% at stress amplitude at failure σa,f = 750 MPa for the initial state is reduced
down to 0.65% at σa,f = 535 MPa. The comparison of the stress amplitude for both material states shows a
qualitatively similar curve. At strain levels greater εa,t,cor = 0.30%, aged sample reaches lower stress
values.
a)
b)

Fig. 1. Total strain-controlled multiple amplitude tests for AISI 347 in distilled water conditions for a) initial state
and b) after aging.

The open circuit potential EOCP has been measured and compared for both material states as a further
material response. EOCP for the initial state is approximately constant until εa,t,cor = 0.25%. For higher
strain levels, EOCP drops at the beginning of every step to a local minimum. This drop is due to a steady
rupture of the passive film caused by the mechanical loading, which exposes consequently a fresh and
active material surface. Up to εa,t,cor = 0.80%, EOCP increases during the constant cyclic loading within the
strain levels. A reason for this is assumed to be the passivation on the new surface [2]. From
εa,t,cor = 0.80% onwards, which is the penultimate strain level, EOCP decreases until failure. EOCP of the
aged specimen decreases from the beginning and a passivation effect cannot be observed. The results
show, that aging influences the effect of passivation. At εa,t,cor = 0.55% the trend of EOCP decreases again,
when compared to the previous strain level. This trend could be shown in the penultimate step for the
initial state and for the aged samples. Therefore, the failure of the specimens can be estimated two steps
before fracture by measuring EOCP.
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ABS
STRACT
T
N
Nodular cast irron (NCI) is an iron-carbonn alloy which exhibits
e
comp
parable mechaanical propertiies like
engineering steels. These favourrable propertiees are due to the
t shape of th
he graphite paarticle presentt in the
matrixx. The form of graphite parrticles is nodullar in compariison to other cast
c iron havinng graphite paarticles
in flakke or vermicuular form. Thee nodularity oof the graphitee particles can
n be promotedd by the addittion of
magnesium, cerium
m etc. The maanufacturing ccost of NCI is less than off engineering steels. Due to
o costeffecttiveness and similar
s
mechaanical propertiies, nodular cast
c iron is wiidely used in automobile, energy
and trransportation industries
i
in different
d
appliccations [1].
T
The strength and
a ductility of
o NCI depennd on the shaape, size, and
d distribution of graphite particle
p
along with microstrructure of the matrix. Theree exist also so
ome casting deefects in the m
material which
h affect
the prroperties of NCI. Most of th
he structural ccomponents in
n the different industries aree subjected to cyclic
loadinng. That is whhy it is importaant to understaand fatigue mechanisms
m
in the material.
T
The low cycle fatigue is dom
minated by higgh plastic straain accumulatiion. When elaastic – plastic porous
p
materrials are subjeccted to cyclic deformationss, they experieence an increaase in void vollume fraction called
void rratchetting. Thhis observation is confirme d by experimeents and simu
ulations as welll [2]–[6]. How
wever,
only a few cycles have been siimulated untill now. We prropose that th
he void ratcheetting is a po
otential
mechaanism of low
w cycle fatig
gue (LCF) inn NCI. To confirm
c
this hypothesis, w
we have created a
microomechanics-baased axisymm
metric Finite-E
Element unit cell. This cell is subjectedd to uni-axial cyclic
deform
mations and simulations are
a carried ouut till final faailure of the model. Thee unit cell mo
odel is
descriibed in Fig. Thhe matrix matterial is defineed as an elasticc – plastic onee with hardeniing exponent N.

Fig
g. 1. The unit ceell model for the nodular cast iron.
i
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When the unit cell is subjected to cyclic deformations, void ratchetting is observed. The macroscopic
stress response of model is a cyclic hardening followed by softening. When geometrical softening begins,
a sudden drop in macroscopic stress is defined as a failure point in this study. Further internal necking
occurs which is associated with coalescence of voids and finally leads to the formation of a macroscopic
crack. Komotori et. al [6] have indeed observed void growth and coalescence in the ferritic ductile cast
iron material under cyclic loading. This is shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Void coalescence under cyclic loading [6].

Different strain amplitudes (∆ε) are applied and the number of cycles to failure (Nf) is extracted from the
simulations. The simulation results are compared with the experimental results collected from the
literature [5,6] among others. The effects of hardening models, graphite particle inclusion, the shape of
graphite particle, load sequencing and material strength on strain vs life have been studied. From the
comparison, it is confirmed that void ratchetting is the relevant low cycle fatigue mechanism in NCI. The
simulations results are in qualitative agreement with experimental results but there is a quantitative
mismatch. The simulation results better agree quantitatively with experimental results when the nonspherical shape of graphite particles is considered. The first results of studying high cycle fatigue are
reported as well. The aim of this research is to gather complete information about fatigue in NCI and
optimize the design of NCI microstructure.

Fig. 3. The strain vs life curves extracted from the simulations and experimental data from literature.
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ABSTRACT
Experimental studies of the surface relief of the metal single and polycrystals revealed the formation
of the pronounced surface relief, which precedes the formation of fatigue cracks [1]. Characteristic
feature of the surface relief is the alternation of the areas having original flat surface and the areas in the
form of strips with very pronounced profile. These strips, called persistent slip markings (PSMs) result
from the localization of the cyclic plastic strain into persistent slip bands (PSBs) and are located where
PSBs emerge on the surface. PSMs in individual grains of a polycrystal consist of an extrusion or an
intrusion and most often pronounced extrusion is accompanied by parallel intrusion. In single crystal
macrobands consisting of numerous alternating extrusions and intrusions are most typical.
Since cyclic plastic strain is localized in PSBs the original explanation of the PSB formation was the
random slip within the PSBs [2]. Later physically based models based on the production of point defects
[3] and production and migration of point defects [4,5] were proposed.
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Fig. 1. Profiles of the PSMs generated using two distributions of slip intervals and slip step heights; (a) slip intervals
from experiment, random straining; (b) unit slip intervals, symmetrical straining.(b is the modulus of Burgers vector)

Present paper presents simulations of the intensive slip within PSB which leads to the formation of
the surface relief. Fig. 1 shows the profiles of PSM produced by random slip using two distributions of
slip intervals and slip step heights. Fig. 1a corresponds to the distribution of slip intervals of slip heights
found by Weidner et al. [6]. The slips in tensile and compression directions are not correlated and both
extrusion and intrusion type profile as well as unidirectional slip steps result. Fig. 1b corresponds to slip
interval of unit length (b) and to symmetric straining of PSB with constant plastic strain amplitude 1%.
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The predictions of the simulations are compared with several recent experimental findings of the
shapes of the PSBs in metal single and polycrystals. Fig. 2 shows typical profiles of PSMs in
polycrystalline copper and in stainless steel. In both case PSM consists of a large extrusion accompanied
on one or on both sides by a thin intrusion.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Surface profiles of PSMs imaged using STEM, (a) PSM in surface grain of polycrystrystalline copper; (b)
PSM in surface grain of austenitic steel

The comparison of random slip simulations with experiments shows that even in the case the
simulations are based on experimental assessment of the slip steps during cyclic loading [6] the simulated
profiles differ substantially from those recorded experimentally. Contrary to simulations experiments
show PSMs consisting of large extrusion and parallel thin intrusions. Also the predicted heights of the
PSBs are smaller than observed in experiments for equal number of loading cycles.
In order to arrive at satisfactory agreement with experiment the models based on the dislocation
movement and their interactions in the bands of intensive cyclic slip - PSBs - are considered [3-5]. The
principal source of the cyclic slip irreversibility is not a random irreversible slip of dislocations but the
internal compressive and tensile stresses due production of point defects in PSBs and their systematic
migration to the neighbor matrix. The predictions of these models leading to irreversible cyclic clip
producing extrusions and intrusions are compared with former and recent experimental documentations of
the profiles of PSBs. The advantages and deficiencies of individual models are discussed.
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ABSTRACT
High strength of the steels and their good mechanical properties are achieved by the heat treatment. It
is very difficult to choose such procedure and the type of the heat treatment which leads to the balanced
mechanical properties in area of the strength, tensibility and fatigue strength. As example can be two
practically identical steels with the chemical composition listed in the Tab.1.
Table 1. Comparison of chemical composition of two material
Chemical
elements
Material A
Material B

C

Mn

Ni

Cr

Al

Si

Mo

Cu

Co

V

0.4
0.42

0.65
0.7

1.7

0.78

0.028

0.24

0.25

0.11

0.01

0.01

1.85

0.82

0.024

0.25

0.28

0.12

0.02

0.01

Both materials have been heat treated according the prescribed procedure given in Tab.2.
Table 2. Comparison of the heat treatment procedure for two materials
Heat
treatment
Temperature
[oC]

Forging
1100-850

Normalization
annealing
850-880

Annealing to
the soft
680-720

Oil hardening
850-880

Hardening by
air
810-850

Tempering
560-680

Due to the alleged difference in the severity of these two steels, an experimental program was
proposed. The aim was to assess the impact of allegedly different ductility values in terms of the use of
steels in cyclic loading. Simple tensile tests as well as cyclical tests in both controlled and controlled
mode were performed. A comparison of the tensile curves of the steel is shown in Fig. 1a and shows the
difference in strength properties of these two steels. The differences of tensibility were not observed by
measurement. Surprising were the differences in cyclic properties of the compared steels which document
the comparison of Basquin curves in Fig. 2b.
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Fig. 1. a/ Comparison of the tensile curves of steels; b/ Comparison of the Basquin curves of the steels.

The tensibilities of those compared steels were practically identical as well as notch toughness. The
explanation of those high differences in cyclic properties for comparing steels is necessary to seek in
microstructure of the steels (Fig.2)
.

Fig. 2. Comparison of microstructure: on the left – the material A: on the right - material B.

The difference of microstructure is possible to see also from simple optical metallography of both steels.
The presence of thickened carbides and the boundaries of the original austenitic grains is the result of
different temperatures i.e. longer tempering time in the heat treatment process, which can be proved
directly by repeating the heat treatment process of both steels.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper, Plate specimens (Fig. 1) for tensile tests with two different microstructures (as-received
and heat treated) were studied. Micromechanical modelling of Ti-6Al-4V (TC4) alloy by using a
representative volume element (RVE) [1] is used to investigate the tensile flow behavior. Voronoi
tessellation (VT) model and actual microstructure model were developed to predict the macro
macroscopic stress versus strain behaviour, as shown in Fig. 2. Kinematic hardening rule was used to
simulate the nonlinear hardening. Results showed that Both VT model and actual microstructure model
has good ability to predict the stress-strain response (Fig. 3). The stress and strain distribution (Fig. 4)
showed that VT model agreed with the microstructure-based model well. In addition, the microstructurelevel inhomogeneity and incompatible deformation between the hard and soft phases are the main reason
for damage.

Fig. 1. A schematic of the specimen used in the experiment, with gauge length of 8mm, width of 2.5mm and
thickness of 0.5mm.

Fig. 2. Comparison of stress-strain curve between experiment and simulation results.
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Fig. 3. (a) as-received TC4 SEM image, (b) heat treated TC4 SEM image, (c) as-received TC4 FE model based on
microstructure, (d) heat treat TC4 FE model based on microstructure, (e) as-received TC4 FE model based on VT
method, (f) heat treat TC4 FE model based on VT method.

Fig. 4. (a) strain distribution of as-received TC4, (b) strain distribution of heat treated TC4, (c) stress distribution of
as-received TC4, (b) stress distribution of heat treated TC4.
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ABSTRACT
Results shown in this paper were acquired on prototype wear testing equipment. This paper is a part of
experimental research in area of high pressure die casting mould wear (H11). Those equipment was
designed to achieve and analyze tribological wear mechanisms of a casting mould such as: thermal
fatigue, erosion and adhesion wear. The equipment simulates industry conditions to help predict wear
intensity. Testing parameters were set to simulate conditions in high pressure die casting of aluminium.
Results for thermal fatigue wear of the mould material are presented for two samples. Samples were
tested under same parameters for 10000 testing cycles, except with significantly different preheating
temperature. Results are shown graphically by 3D scan before and after the experiment. The wear was
also confirmed by mass loss of the tested samples.
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ABSTRACT
It is well established that the low-cycle fatigue resistance of austenitic stainless steels used in nuclear
power plants is altered by the action of the Primary Water Reactor (PWR) medium circulating in pipes
[1]. However, while this degradation is taken into account in design codes, the controlling parameters still
need clarification. This is mainly due to the complex interplay taking place between different factors such
as strain amplitude, strain rate [2,3]. This is even more complicated when considering complex wave
shapes, representative of actual loading conditions, characterised by a strain rate varying during a given
fatigue cycle. The present study is precisely tackling this issue in the case of a 304L stainless steel. With
this aim, low-cycle tests have been performed on cylindrical polished samples in PWR simulated
environment, at a strain amplitude of 0.6% and under push-pull conditions, using triangular waveshapes
with fixed strain rates, but also two complex waveshapes characterised by a varying strain rate and noted
SIS A and SIS B signals (Fig. 1). The fatigue lives are analysed on the basis of the influence of strain rate
and waveshape on crack growth rates, derived from post-mortem striation measurements on fracture
surfaces and expressed as a function of the strain intensity factor [4-6]. It is shown that the fatigue lives as
the crack growth rates in PWR are controlled by a characteristic time noted T*, corresponding with
exposure duration under a positive strain rate with a fully opened crack, and which is significantly
different according to the complex signal considered as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, while the crack
growth rate enhancement is time dependent for T*<50s, a saturation in environmental effect is noticed for
T*>50s, consistently with the fatigue life data.
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Fig. 1. Variation of strain and stress in SIS A and in SIS B signals; Representation of the characteristic time T* by the
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ABS
STRACT
T
T
The effect of heat
h treatmentt on the strainn-controlled faatigue behavio
or of Nickel-bbased GH4169
9 alloy
at 6500℃ was inveestigated. Thee volume fracction of δ phaase increases as the longerr solution ann
nealing
time. At the same time the yield
d strength andd the tensile strength of GH4169
G
alloy decrease grad
dually.
o effect on fattigue life at strrain amplitudee higher than 0.6%. Howev
ver, the
The hheat treatment had almost no
fatiguue life slight increased
i
with
h increasing tthe solution annealing
a
tim
me at strain am
mplitude loweer than
0.5%.. The alloy does
d
not exhib
bited dual-sloope Coffin-Maanson relation
nships at 650 ℃. This mak
kes the
alloy exhibited thee high-temperrature fatigue life higher than
t
the room
m-temperature fatigue life at low
strain amplitude.
Inn this work, Each HT con
ntained two ddifferent steps, the solutio
on annealing and the subsequent
ageingg [1]. The maain difference among differrent HTs was the processin
ng parameter uused in the so
olution
anneaaling, as listedd in Table 1.
Taable 1. The proccessing parametters used for so
olution annealin
ng in different H
HTs.
HT1

960 oC for 1 h,, AC to 720 oC

HT2

960 oC for 1 h,, AC to 900 oC, 900 oC for 4 h, 960 oC for 1 h,
h AC to 720 oC

HT3

960 oC for 1 h,, AC to 900 oC, 900 oC for 20 h,
h 960 oC for 1 h, AC to 720 oC

T
The microstrucctures of as-reeceived and hheat-treated GH4169 alloys are shown inn Fig. 1.The volume
v
fractioons of δ phasse in GH4169 alloys afterr HT1, HT2 and HT3 are respectively 2.71%, 9.13% and
13.79%.
(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Fig. 1. Miicrostructures of (a) as-receiveed alloy, and allloys after (b) HT
T1, (c) HT2, annd (d) HT3.

Fig.2. Low
L cycle fatiggue life of GH4
4169 alloy under 650℃

Fig. 3. Compparison of low cycle fatigue li fe of GH4169 alloy
a
between 650℃
6
and room
m temperature
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ABSTRACT
A numerical approach using FEM for prediction and calculating residual stress and work hardening
redistribution during bending fatigue at low cycle fatigue (LCF) has been studied and implemented in the
finite element software ABAQUS [4].An experimental evaluation was performed using 3 points bending
fatigue test for nitrided steel. The validation of this procedure was carried out by comparing the
experimental results taken from XRD measurement to those calculated residual stress profiles. The
aptitude prediction for the 42CrMo4 nitrided steel fatigue life was assessed using the multiaxial Crossland
criterion with considering the effect of hardening and the stabilized residual stresses.

1. Introduction
Using multiaxial fatigue criterion, such as Crossland’s criterion Engineering can predict the fatigue
behaviour of nitrided layer [1,3].For this reason, it’s necessary to predict the relaxed state of residual
stresses after cyclic loading [1,2 et 3]. This work proposes to use a numerical approach based on FE
method.

2. Numerical procedure and multi-axial fatigue criterion
2.1 Crossland criterion
To take into account of experimental results [1,3] for calculation HCF strength of nitrided steel Crossland
criterion was used. This criterion is expressed by the limitation of equivalent stress Eq (1).
(1)
σeq = ΔCoct, a + αcPmax≤βc
2.2 Numerical procedure
A 2D finite element model was developed for simulating the 3 points bending loading test using
ABAQUS standard software. The finite element model integrates meshing, loading conditions, cyclic
material behavior and calculation steps. A nonlinear isotropic-kinematic hardening model was employed
in the FE model.The base material constants k, C, c, Q and b of this model for the 42CrMo4 steel were
identified from experimental stress-strain hysteresis loops.The obtained values are summarized in Table
1. The results show that the shape of the hysteresis loop (0.85% strain amplitude) is successfully
described by the model as shown in Fig 1. The experimental residual stresses and micro-hardness profile
of each layer induced by nitrided treatment were introduced under the code ABAQUS as an initial
condition using a subroutine written in FORTRAN language.
Table 1. Cyclic behavior law coefficients of 42CrMo4 steel

E(GPa)
201

ν
0.3

K (MPa)

C (MPa)

980

669420

δ
1064

Q (MPa)
-636

b
1046
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Fig. 1. Comparison between numerical profile and predicted hysteresis loop after 3 cycles.

3. Results and Discussion
The aptitude prediction for the nitrided steel fatigue life was assessed using the multiaxial Crossland
criteria with considering the effect of hardening and the stabilized residual stresses. The parameters of
Crossland criteria are (αC=0.3 and β0C=370MPa).The computation results of the new values of (β0C =411
MPa) and their effects on the lines threshold are illustrated in the endurance diagram Fig 2.The Multiaxial criteria is in agreement with experimental results. Experimental and numerical results indicated that
the cyclic loading modifies the initial residual stress magnitude of nitrided steel. These modifications are
the consequence of plastic strain creation and redistribution during cyclic loading.
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Fig. 2. Effect of residual stress and hardening on the fatigue strength improvement of nitrided steel.

4. Conclusion
The Numerical approach proposed in this work allows predicting the relaxation of residual stresses
induced by ionic nitriding after cyclic loading. Accounting for these surface characteristics by multiaxial
fatigue criteria, the fatigue life of nitrided parts has been satisfactory predicted and the beneficial effect of
compressive residual stress and hardness are assessed.
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ABSTRACT
To characterize the process of fatigue damages to final failures on fastening systems in concrete, a
method for the approximation of hysteresis loops with performance of conformity to measured values and
flexibility of different hysteresis forms has been developed. Therefore, an analytical-physical approach,
on the basis of viscoelastic material properties and elliptical hysteresis loops according to Lazan [1] in
combination to the analytical approximation of hysteresis loops using secondary additive function
components [2], was found and applied to experimental fatigue test of fastener systems in concrete. With
the resulting hysteresis vector, see Eq. (1), conventional characteristic values of the hysteresis
measurement procedure, displacements, stiffness and energies, could also be determined for hysteresis
loops with local measurement errors, respectively local limited faulty courses.
𝑠(𝑡)
𝐻⃗ =
=
𝐹(𝑡)

𝑠 + 𝑠 ∙ sin(Ω𝑡 + 𝛿) + 𝑎 ∙ (cos(Ω𝑡 + 𝛿)) + 𝑏 ∙ (−cos(Ω𝑡 + 𝛿))
∙𝑠 +𝐶

∙ 𝑠 ∙ sin(Ω𝑡 + 𝛿 ) + (𝑎 − 𝑑) ∙ (cos(Ω𝑡 + 𝛿 )) + (𝑏 − 𝑒) ∙ (−cos(Ω𝑡 + 𝛿 ))

𝑚=𝑛 2

∀𝑛 ∈ ℤ

(1)
(2)

This approximation function allows the mathematical determination of the storage and loss energy, as
well as the specific damping, which is used as a character for energy dissipation in the mechanical
oscillation process [3], of fastening systems and is used in further correlations with fatigue mechanisms.
The parameters a, b, d and e in Eq. (1) are calculated by regression analysis, respectively the least squares
method [4], and modify the additional adjustment functions in the sinusoidal oscillation of displacement
and force. Due to the property of periodic positive and negative values of the adjustment function and the
exponent m, which is determined according to Eq. (2), a separate effect on loading and unloading phase
results. Further investigations of the four variable parameters led to the successful characterisation of an
indicator for experimental predictions at an early stage during the test. This property is based on certain
geometric changes and curvature of the extreme values in the displacement oscillation and forms of
hysteresis areas. The subsequent determination of the hysteresis centroid, as a sensitive characteristic
value of the hysteresis measurement, is carried out using the numerical method of individual elements and
total centroid of area. Using finite trapezoidal elements, formed by the hysteresis vector described above,
the total centroid of the loop can be determined, see Fig.1a. For the comparisons of hysteresis loops
depending on the number of cycles, relative values are determined using an imaginary reference system,
see Fig. 1b.
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ABSTRACT
This work is centred on the behaviour of a reinforced concrete column-beam union subjected both to
monotonic loading and cyclic loading. Reinforced concrete is modelled as a composite material whose
properties are dependent on the material properties and constitutive model of its two components: steel
and concrete. The behaviour of the composite material will be obtained by means of the serial/parallel
rules of mixtures (SP ROM) theory [1].
This method is able to account for the transmission of structural effects from one material to the other
implicitly and allows the monitoring of the internal stress-strain state on each component material of the
volume afferent to each integration point. Furthermore, its generic integration and equilibrium scheme
allows different type of constitutive behaviour for each material that is present in the structure. The
methodology thus is highly versatile in this respect.
At the same time, its computational simplicity deems it adequate for performing large-scale
numerical analysis while still counting with a significant level of information for each material at each
integration point of the structure.
The serial/parallel mixing theory (SP RoM) is based thus on the definition of two different
compatibility equations between the strain and stress states of the composite constituent materials: it defines an iso-strain condition on the parallel direction, usually the fiber direction, and it defines an isostress condition on the serial direction, usually the remaining directions. Using these compatibility
equations in a composite made of matrix and fiber, if the matrix structural capacity is lost due to
excessive shear stresses, the iso-stress condition also reduces the shear capacity of fiber, and consequently
the composite serial strength is also reduced.
The known variable that enters the algorithm (input) is the strain state ε of the composite material at
time t+∆t. From this input, the S-P RoM has to find a pair of strain/stress tensors for each component that
fulfils the equilibrium, compatibility and the constitutive equations in each integration point.
The behaviour of the steel material is modelled by means of the Ultra-Low Cycle Fatigue (ULCF)
model presented by Martinez et al. [2], [3]. The model is able to account ULCF effects by incorporating a
new law, especially developed for steel materials, that has been designed to reproduce their hardening and
softening performance under monotonic and cyclic loading conditions. This law depends on the fracture
energy of the material and has been validated on large scale steel models as shown by Barbu et al. [4].
The energy dissipated in each hysteresis loop is monitored and failure under cyclical loads is reached
when the total available fracture energy of the material is spent.
A damage model with tension-compression internal variables – Paredes et al. [5] - based on
continuum damage mechanics for simulating the opening, closing and reopening of cracks in concrete
using only one surface of discontinuity, is used in this work in order to model the constitutive behaviour
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of concrete. The model complies with the thermodynamics principles of non-reversible, isothermal and
adiabatic processes. Two scalar internal variables have been defined: a tensile damage variable and a
compressive damage variable; the threshold of damage is controlled by only one surface of discontinuity
and a new parameter that controls the damage variable that should be activated. This parameter is the
ratio of tensile stress to compressive stress in the damaged material.
The finite element model that is used in this numerical analysis has been generated with an extremely
reduced pre-process time as the generation of the finite elements that contain both a volumetric
participation of steel and of concrete has been done automatically, using the same procedure as in [6].
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ABSTRACT
Heat-treatment of xenograft bone is recognized as one of the simple and practical methods to fill the
bone voids and overcome the risks of disease transfer during bone transplantation [1]. Investigating the
mechanisms of crack initiation, propagation and tissue damage in bone after heat treatment has become a
significant topic. While the porous heat-treated trabecular bone may serve as a candidate for xenograft,
most of our understanding of microdamage is derived from studies of cortical bone [2]. Different analysis
approach is needed to identify the damage in the porous microstructure of trabecular bone.
Microdamage (linear cracks and diffuse damage) accumulates in normal bone during high-intensity
training or normal daily activity, which may cause stress fracture or fragility injury but also serve as a
toughening mechanism [3]. The heat-treatment leads to the loss of water, organics or even the changes in
microstructure. The current study evaluates the fatigue behavior and fatigue-induced damages of the heattreated bones, in order to gain an insight into the effect of water and organics under fatigue loading and
how microdamage accumulates in trabecular bone.
Trabecular bone used was from bovine proximal and distal femur obtained from a local
slaughterhouse. The bovine bone has higher strain resistance compared to human one, the fatigue strength
was found to be almost identical to that of human [4]. Samples (n=15) were divided into three groups
(Control group, G1 and G2) and cut into final cubes of 5*5*6 mm. The marrow existing between
trabecular was completely removed. They were immersed in PBS and the temperature was kept under
40°C during preparation process. According to previous literature [5], the dehydration occurs from 40 to
120°C and the loss of organics is finalized at 460°C. The dehydrated group (G1) and organic-removed
group (G2) were obtained by placing samples into 60°C or 500°C vacuum oven for 24h.
A compressive cyclic loading is applied at 2Hz between 0.5 N to a normalized stress value σ/E0 of
0.002 with σ, the load divided by the cross section area and E0, the initial elastic modulus. The loading is
ceased when the reduction of Young’s modulus is significant representing the final stage of fatigue life
and failure of bone. Before and after fatigue loading, three groups were stained by radio-opaque contrast
agents to identify microdamage. Three-dimensional images of cubic trabecular bone were captured by
micro-CT to show the microstructure of tissue and distribution of damages. The volume of stained
microdamage in the entire specimen was characterized as the damage bone volume fraction [2].
The porous structure of trabecular bone prevents direct observation of microdamage during
mechanical testing. The distribution and geometry of microdamage in three dimensions can be observed
and assessed by staining approach combined with micro-computed tomography. The dehydration or
remove of organics leads to a significant decrease of fatigue life and crack resistance of bone. The main
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reasons are attributed to a few large microdamage sites caused by heat-treatment. It is thus suggested that
the heated trabecular bone cannot be applied to load-bearing regions of bone.

Fig. 1. The compression apparatus for fatigue testing (left) and fatigue life of three groups of trabecular bone (right).

Fig. 2. Typical micro-CT images showing the microstructure and damage of trabecular bone.
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ABSTRACT
Materials such as thermoplastics often have different behaviours when subjected to traction and
compression. In those cases, yield criterions need to be appropriately chosen. In this work, thermoplastics
used in a particular additive manufacturing process - the fused filament fabrication (FFF) – are
investigated. Traction and compression tests are performed using two numerical tools, different yield
criterions and three variations of the Newton-Raphson method for the elasto-plastic incremental-iterative
process. The stress-strain curves are compared with experimental data provided in the literature. The
numerical tools used are the Finite Element Method (FEM) and the Radial Point Interpolation Method
(RPIM), which is a meshless method [1]. In order to discretize the problem domain, meshless methods
only require an unstructured nodal distribution. The numerical integration of the Galerkin weak form is
performed using a background integration mesh and the nodal connectivity is enforced by the overlap of
influence-domains defined in each integration point. In the end, a comparison study is performed between
the results obtained using meshless methods and the finite element method.
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ABSTRACT
Cold roll forming is a continuous process aiming a progressive bending of metals using stations with
rotating rolls without changing material thickness [1]. Racking systems used today in logistic industries
are normally made of thin-walled cold formed steel members. Cold roll forming processes introduce
residual stresses in steel components and when combined with service loading stresses (e.g. due to the
passage of shuttles in racking systems), these stresses may change the resulting stress range or average,
affecting fatigue life of these components. FASTCOLD project purpose is to develop fatigue design rules
for cold formed steel members. Design rules already exist for hot-rolled steel details in EN1993-1-9 [2].
However, for cold formed steel sections, they are missing on a European level (EN1993-1-9: Design of
steel structures - Part 1-9: Fatigue does not present fatigue design rules or classification of cold-formed
thin-walled details) [2]. Due to the lack of these fatigue design rules for cold rolled formed steel
members, this paper aims at analysing the stresses induced by roll forming and the influence of external
cyclic loads on fatigue life of these profiles.
A parametric study of a U-channel profile with nine simulations was conducted to determine and
analyse the influence of several parameters on the final shape of cold roll formed steel profiles, such as
the number of forming stations, the ratio radius/thickness, the distance between stations, the material
properties, the friction between the rolls and the strip and the number of elements used across the
thickness of the strip. More importantly, an evaluation of residual stresses distribution across the
thickness and along the surface of the strip width was performed. The development and design of the
simulation models (specification of machine parameters, rolls design, flower patter, mesh definition, etc.)
and the numerical simulation were performed using COPRA® FEA RF finite element software.
Furthermore, a roll forming numerical simulation was also performed for a Z-section profile, in order to
analyse the three-dimensional effects of this manufacturing process in this structure, as well as the
residual stresses generated. Afterwards, a local stress-based approach was used to estimate fatigue life of
these components when subjected to cyclic loading. The stress range calculated incorporated the stresses
after the roll forming process and the stresses induced by external cyclic loading. A similar fatigue
analyse was conducted for a Z-section (rail section) profile, used in racking systems. Finally, a
comparison of the maximum load that can be applied in both profiles in order to achieve a fatigue
endurance limit (according to [2], the limit is established for 5 million cycles) was performed.
Numerical results of this study showed that residual stresses across the thickness of both profiles
displayed some differences in stress distribution from the theoretical solution of press-braked profiles [3],
due to the existence of three-dimensional effects that cannot be neglected (the bending occurs gradually,
which can lead to defects such as edge waviness, bow and twist, depending on the design of the process
and rolls). Fig. 1 revels the smaller differences between the theoretical solution and the through the
thickness residual stresses distribution of the Z-section profile.
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Fig. 1. Nonlinear through the thickness residual stress distribution in corner regions of thin sheets: (a) theoretical
solution [3]; (b) numerical results for the Z-section profile.

Regarding fatigue analysis of these components, bending regions represent the critical areas where
fatigue cracks tend to nucleate. For the U-channel profile, the inner bend surface presented a tensile state,
after the roll forming process. After the application of external cyclic loads, these tensile stresses
increased their magnitude, which represents a detrimental situation for fatigue life. Afterwards, stress
range in the critical node for the three loads used (2 kN, 4.5 kN and 9 kN) was determined. A stress
relaxation after the first cycle was observed, especially for higher loads. The second cycle showed no
variations of the maximum and minimum stresses, proving an elastic behaviour of the material. For this
reason, a stress-based approach was used to estimate fatigue life. For an external load of 9 kN, the
estimated number of cycles until failure was 540 (low cycle fatigue). Stress based approaches are not
suitable for low cycle fatigue, leading to the conclusion that an isotropic hardening rule might not be
adequate to simulate roll forming profiles subjected to cyclic loading, since the Bauschinger effect is not
reproduced. Instead, a kinematic hardening rule might be more suitable. A similar analysis was conducted
for the Z-section profile, where the cyclic load was applied in the top and bottom surfaces of the large
flange. The results for this last profile led to the same conclusions reached for U-channel profile. Finally,
concerning fatigue endurance limit of these profiles, results showed higher values for the U-channel
profile (3.5 kN) then for the Z-section profile (2.8 kN and 3.3 KN for the model where the load was
applied in the top and bottom surfaces of the flange, respectively). Higher values were expected for the Zsection profile, since this profile was designed to present higher stiffness, due to the presence of small
flanges in the both lateral ends of the structure. These results can be explain by the differences in the
meshes used for both simulation models or the differences in the process and roll design in the cold roll
forming process. Moreover, the load applied in the U-channel profile is located approximately in the
middle of the flange, while the load applied in the Z-section profile is located further away from the bend
region, leading to higher stresses and decreasing the maximum load that can be applied.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a study about the slip, static and fatigue behaviour of bolted joints, exploring the
use of thin plates, the effect of the preload levels, and the effect of different surface coatings of coldformed steel members used for rack structures in logistic warehouses. This study investigated two
structural steel grades, namely the S355MC without coating (usually called “black steel”), and the
S350GD provided with zinc coating. S350GD grade was also provided with paint cover made of a
HEMPEL HEMPADUR 15553 plus HEMPEL HEMPATEX 56360 applied over the primary zinc
coating. Slip tests were performed in accordance the EN 1090 [1] standard to evaluate the joint slip
factors for the three surface treatments and similar materials mentioned before. According to EN 1090
standard, M16 bolts were used, and the applied clamping torque was the correspondent to 70% of the
ultimate stress. LVDTs were applied to measure the relative displacement and detect the sliding forces.
Table 1 shows the slip factors obtained for the surface finishes tested.
Table 1. Slip factors obtained from the slip tests according to EN 1090 [1].
Slip factors

Uncoated, “black steel”

Zinc coated

Zinc coated + painted

0.28

0.31

0.14

Besides the slip tests, the static monotonic tests were also investigated for surface finishes mentioned
before. Monotonic static tests were performed in two geometries with 1+1 and 4+4 bolts, with 2 and 3
mm thick plates, and two bolt preload levels. The clamping torques applied on M16 bolts were 25%×70%
and 70% of the ultimate strength of the bolts. Numerical simulations were created using ANSYS finite
element software. From numerical models and besides the load-displacement curves, the failure modes
and their respective equivalent plastic strain were simulated as illustrated in Fig. 1. Fig. 2 shows the
behaviour curves of bolted joints. From this comparison, there was a maximum difference of 11% in
ultimate loads.
Lastly, preliminary fatigue tests were performed with snug tight and preloaded M16 bolts.
Posteriorly, M12 bolts were tested and analysed statistically in accordance the ASTM standard [2]. Fig. 3
presents the average S-N curve and their respective confidence intervals based in two and three standard
deviations. Fig. 3 shows that there is a great difference between the provided curve by EN 1993-1-3
Eurocode 3 [3] and the average S-N curve obtained by experimental data and also shows that the increase
preload is beneficial for fatigue life. Actual S-N curves in EC3, for non-preloaded bolted joints, is not
safe for the tested bolted joints.
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Fig. 1. Experimentall vs numerical (equivalent plaastic strain field
ds in ultimate load)
l
failure m
modes: left, 1+1 bolted
joint; rright, 4+4 bolteed joint. Steel grrades: A-S355M
MC, B-S350GD
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ABSTRACT
This study is in the framework of product development of very high strength and good ductility CrMn-Mo-N steels using ribbons in spring form. The nominal chemical composition of the nitrogencontaining austenitic steel is given in Table 1. Nitrogen and manganese are nickel substituting elements.
This austenitic steel with 0.46 %wt. of nickel and over 0.4 %wt. of nitrogen is defined as a nickel-free
high-nitrogen steel [1,2,3].
Table 1. Nominal composition of the alloy

Weight
%

Cr
16.49

Mn

Mo

Si

N

Ni

C

V

P

12.50

3.25

0.84

0.82

0.46

0.07

0.03

0.017

Nb

S

0.011 0.007

Al
0.001

The as-received material is a ribbon of a 0.12mm thickness with a large true deformation rate
calculated at 248%, corresponding to the adding of a 226% multi-pass cold-drawing rational strain and a
42% cold-rolling rational strain, according respectively to Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Φ is the diameter of a wire
and e the thickness of the ribbon.
εrational (cold-drawing) = 2ln(Φ2/Φ1)

(1)

εrational (cold-rolling) = 2ln(e/Φ)

(2)

In order to optimize the mechanical resistance of the raw material, thermal treatments were
proceeded on the ribbon. For this study, the temperature range of 425°C to 500°C under air was explored
during 10min short-times. The increase of Re and Rm parameters is well observed on the tensile
performances (Fig. 1a) of the material (Zwick testing machine). The fracture facies of the raw material
shows a ductile behaviour (Fig. 1b1) with cupules occurring at small oxides inclusions [4], while the
thermal treated specimens let show a brittle behaviour that raise with increasing temperature (Fig.1b2,
1b3).
raw material

TTh 425°C - 10min

TTh 475 °C -10min

TTh475°C - 10min

TTh500°C -10min

3000

2500

Stress (MPa)

2000

1500

1000

500

b1) raw material

0

a)

0

0,5

1

1,5

2

2,5

3

b2) TTh 450°C – 10 min

b3) TTh 475°C – 10 min

3,5

Strain (%)

Fig. 1. a) Tensile performances of the ribbon and b) example of fracture facies, for the raw material and with 10 min
short-time thermal treatments (Zeiss).
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Fatigue tests, using an automated servo-hydraulic MTS testing machine equipped with a 0.25kN
force transducer, were conducted at room temperature and under a bending mode that is more suitable to
the behaviour of springs. Fatigue tests were only undertaken at 3% strain amplitude according to Eq. (3).
ε= 6 e u /L2

(3)

Taking into account the L distant between the supports, a pre-compressive displacement u of 1 mm was
applied as to simulate the in situ pre-stress supported by the spring. Using a sinusoidal profile (Fig. 1a) at
a frequency of 5Hz, mechanical strain cycles were then purchased onto the specimen by an additional
compressive displacement of 1mm such as to obtain the required 3% strain amplitude.
The fatigue limit was set at 3000 cycles. Fatigue life results show clearly a thermal dependence (Fig. 1a)
of the material. The fatigue performance of the raw material reaches and exceeds the 3000 cycles while
the short-time thermal treatment specimens failed before. However, the best results were obtained by the
10min - 425°C specimen that failed reproducibly around 2000 cycles. Fatigue lines were observed on the
tensile surface of the broken specimen and the break in thickness seems to be relatively brittle. Moreover,
the 10 min - 450°C, 475°C and 500°C treated specimens were respectively characterized by very
scattered lower lifetime results.

raw material

TTh 425°C -10min

TTh 450°C -10min

TTh 475°C -10min
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3
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1

1 cycle of displacement

ε

=

6

e u
L 2

0,5

a)

1

10

100

Number of cycles to rupture

1000

10000

b)

Fig. 2. a) Fatigue performances of the ribbon for the raw material and with 10 min short-time thermal treatments and
b), the 10min-425°C specimen failure (Zeiss)

In conclusion, a weakness dependence of the Cr-Mn-Mo-N steel to the short-time low-temperature
heat treatments was observed in fatigue. This result could probably be explained by the interaction of the
structural hardening mechanisms involved during the heating, the working hardening during fatigue and
the inclusions distribution on the part of the sample submitted to the maximum stress. This part is the
subject of work in progress.
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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to describe the designing of the powered bogie frame of a tramway with respect to
the structure’s strength. At the ŠKODA TRANSPORTATION company, great emphasis is placed on the
design process, as well as on testing and test runs [1, 2]. At the development stage, the R&D Department
at ŠKODA TRANSPORTATION works together with external specialist facilities, such as the RTI –
Regional Technological Institute, a research centre affiliated with the Faculty of Mechanical Engineering
of the University of West Bohemia. The outcome of this cooperation was the design of a modern tramway
bogie. The bogie frame consists of castings and weldments, as shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Tramway bogie frame and identification of its materials.

At the design stage, FE calculations of the bogie frame are performed. They involve load magnitudes,
which are typically based on requirements set out in standards, such as [3]. Fatigue strength of a welded
frame under dynamic load is limited primarily by the weld joints. This is the reason why their analysis
receives major attention. To demonstrate fatigue strength, the endurance limit approach and/or the
cumulative damage approach can be used. In the design process, endurance limit is demonstrated by
means of nominal stress analysis. Guidelines for such evaluation can be found, for instance, in [4, 5]. A
schematic representation of the evaluation procedure is shown in Fig. 2. The entire procedure is examined
and documented in detail in the full paper. Once the frame has been designed and manufactured, it is
fatigue-tested. This test is outside the scope of this paper but descriptions of bogie frame testing can be
found in [6]. Prototypes of new tramways undergo static and on-track strength demonstration tests. Using
these tests, stresses in critical locations of the frame are identified under real-world operating conditions
and the lifetime of the frame is assessed. In this design step, fatigue strength is demonstrated using the
endurance limit approach and/or the cumulative damage approach. At research center RTI, fatigue life is
determined from measured data with the aid of the nCode GlyphWorks software. The software offers
target life calculations by which under-designed and over-designed locations of the structure can be
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ABSTRACT
This study aimed to analyse the fatigue life of the posterior lumbar spine fusion structure, finite
element analysis was used to investigate the fatigue behaviour of the lumbar spine stabilization system.
This system is already being used in orthopaedic surgery. We study the fatigue, deformation and safety
factors. It was observed that the simulation results are in good agreement with experimental cases. To
obtain a more realistic simulation, boundary conditions were applied according to standards specified in
the ASTM Standard F1717-04. Two three-dimensional Models of the stabilization structure with two bars
and four bars were built by the commercial 3D software, Solid Works 2013, and imported into ANSYS
software for static analysis. The maximum and minimum stresses of risk nodes under different loads and
moments were obtained. The fatigue life was then calculated using the relevant mathematical formula of
S-N curve and Goodman curve. It was found that the stress in the middle of the crossbeam between the
two bars is larger than the surroundings and is liable to suffer from fatigue. Three different types of
materials were selected during analysis. Two materials where Ti-6Al-4V and 316L. Minimum fatigue
cycles, critical fatigue areas, stresses and safety factor values have been identified. The results obtained
from the finite element analysis showed that this system were safe enough in terms of fatigue life. As a
result of fatigue analysis, and found to be successful. The current study has also demonstrated that
analysing spinal implants with the finite element method (FEM) can be applied with confidence to
support standard fatigue testing and used as an alternative. Further studies can expand the simulations to
clinical relevance due to complex physical relevance.
Four different loading methods were applied for calculation after grid generation: pair of
compressive loads, a pair of tensile loads, a pair of bending moments and a single lateral load were added
to UHMWPE holding blocks respectively. Some results of the calculated stress clouds compression and
tensile loading types, safety factor, biaxial indication, life, damage. We showed that higher stress is
distributed in the connection area of the beam and bar when the structure is loaded with compressive
force, tensile force and lateral force. When the structure is loaded with bending moment, higher stress
locates in the area of the middle of the beam.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of materials used in analysis.
Material
Ti-6Al-4V [11]
Stainless Steel
(316L) [10,11]

Elastic Modulus
(GPa)

Poisson’s
Ratio

Yield Strength (MPa)

Ultimate Strength
(MPa)

113.8

0.33

880

950

195.0

0.30

170

480
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Fig. 1. S-N curves useed for 316L (lefft) and Ti6Al4V
V (right).

Fig. 2. Stress field for laterall load of 100N.
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ABSTRACT
Improving materials fatigue strength is an engineering challenge in both strength of materials and
material science. Its importance grows as pressure on improving efficiency and decreasing costs is getting
higher. In this paper, authors present an influence of composite coating on AISI 304 sheets fatigue
behaviour. Surface strengthening is an efficient method of improving fatigue crack growth resistance of
the material and was investigated in papers [1, 2]. Improving fatigue resistance of the material is an issue
of multidisciplinary importance as it can be applied in both civil and mechanical engineering to both
newly designed and already existing structures [1, 3]. In this paper, have been proposed and investigated
various coatings based on EP, PUA and composites of EP and PUA matrix. Types of coatings are
presented in the Table 1.
Additionally to the fatigue resistance there were investigated the average thickness of the coating and
its’ pull-off strength. Obtained results were compared and related to the fatigue resistance of the samples.
Proposed coatings are alternative to widely investigated CFRP patches.
Table 1. Types of coating

Coating

EP

EP + PUA

EP + glass fabric

EP + glass fabric + PUA

EP + hemp fibre

EP + hemp fibre + PUA
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ABSTRACT
Regardless of the structure resistance to static loads, marine structures such as jacket-type offshore
platforms are subjected to cyclic environmental loads that, even though inferior to the static tensile stress,
result in fatigue cumulative damage by shortening the service life of the platform.
Environmental loads have demonstrated to be of significant importance towards fatigue damage
accumulation for offshore platforms. Among which, wave loads have shown to be the most conditioning
ones, especially when the majority of the structure is submerged such as in the present case.
In order to carry out the wave loads acting on the structure, a scan in terms of wave measurements (in
the form of wave data scatter diagram) must be made according to the platform geographical location.
This procedure must respect the interval imposed by the Norsok standard [1] expressed by Eq. (1) that
relates wave length, λ and wave height Hs to the wave period, resulting in the simplified wave
measurements in Table 1.
15Hs < λ < 25Hs

(1)

During service life, offshore structures are subjected to a significant number of loads, some of which
are of non-linear nature [2], with this in mind an overview into several wave theories both linear and nonlinear is proposed. As it is well-known, environmental loads depend on wave characteristics and may fall
into different ranges of applicability, as displayed in Fig. 1.
In accordance with the wave measurement presented in Table 1, Stokes 2nd order wave theory would
be sufficient, however Stokes 5th order is used in parallel with Airy’s wave theory for both finite and
infinite water depth providing a more complete and accurate overview of wave particle kinematics.
Morison load formula applied to fixed structures was estimated according to the DNV-GL
recommended practice [4]. These loads can be obtained for each water depth level as a function of time
and geometric characteristics (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. Wave theories range of applicability [3].
Table 1. Wave measurements for a generic direction of wave loading.

Wave number

Wave height, Hs [m]

Wave period [s]

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
3
4.5
5.5
6.5
7.5
9
14

3.58
6.2
7.6
8.4
9.13
9.81
10.74
13.4

Fig. 2. Load values for each water depth according to Stokes 5th order wave theory.
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ABSTRACT
Recently, new lattice and hybrid lattice-tubular supporting structures are introduced in order to
increase the wind turbine power capacity by increasing the tower height[1]. The wind turbine tower is
subjected to highly dynamic loading and therefore prone to fatigue damage. One of the promising
concepts is the hybrid lattice-tubular supporting structure for the wind turbine height between 120 m to
220 m. hybrid supporting structure consists of lattice structure, tubular tower and a transition piece which
is employed as connection between the lattice and the tubular tower[2]. The transition piece is one crucial
part to be designed for the whole lifetime of the wind turbine operation. The transition piece must transfer
all the loads from the upper tubular tower to the lattice structure and consequently the ground. Moreover,
it should withstand all ultimate limit state loading and the fatigue loads. Past researches have been
conducted on onshore and offshore wind turbine transition piece to design and investigate the fatigue
behavior[3]–[6]. The fatigue behavior of a wind turbine structure can take advantage of the probabilistic
methods for fatigue analysis, which can treat the uncertainties is more rigorous way and provide more
comprehensive results. In this research, two welded and bolted modular transition pieces are introduced.
The fatigue life time of welded solution with normal and high strength steel grades are investigated using
Brown-Miller method. Then, the high strength steel solution with welded and bolted connection are
compared. The results show, the normal grade solution is preferable in the welded solutions. However,
the bolted solution can be considered for a transition piece fabricated with high strength steel. The fatigue
life time for both welded and bolted transition pieces are listed in Table 1 and Table 2. For the case study
using S355 fatigue results of the transition piece reveals that if the wind is equal to 12m/s constantly over
the service life it can sustain up to 60 years while transition piece using S690 steel can sustain up to 15
years. Moreover, the most loaded element, where a potential crack initiation may happen is shown in Fig.
1 for both welded case studies. The service time of the bolted transition piece using S690 is a bit less than
the welded transition piece using S355 as the maximum stress is higher in the model. Moreover, it shows
an improvement in fatigue behaviour of the design using the high strength steel material by changing the
design mind set from the welded to the bolted connection. Fig.1-c shows the detail view of the stress
distribution and the damage in the bolted connection.
In conclusion, design of transition piece concept was proposed with the application of multiaxial
fatigue situation. The high strength steel concept with welding connection led to smaller dimensions;
however, an increase of the thickness is required to have the standard 25 years’ life time. Moreover, the
outcome of the investigation shows that switching from the welding connection to bolted connections
leads to better fatigue behaver of the high strength steel material.
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Table 1.
1 The life time results for the welded
w
transitio
on piece.

Worst LifeL
in Years
Largest (+ or -) SMAX
X
Larggest Damage

T correction
Normal Strrain with SWT
Transitionn Piece using S3
355
Transsition Piece usinng S690
60.45
15
737.408MPaa
4007.591 MPa
11.887E-6
3.541E-5

Table 2.
2 The life timee results for the bolted transitio
on piece.
Normal Strrain with SWT
T correction
Transition Piece using
g S690
50.02
Worst Life- in Yeaars
475.1 MPa
Largeest (+ or -) SMA
AX
2.62E-6
La
argest Damagee

(b)

(a)

(c)

Fig. 1. (a) weld
ded S355, (b) w
welded S690, (c)) bolted S690 trransition piecess.
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ABSTRACT
Usually, the analysis of structures under wind loading is performed using an equivalent static analysis,
where the influence of floating response is taken into account by the gust factor. This methodology can be
used in case of rigid structures for not presenting a considerable dynamic response [1]. More flexible
structures, in particular those lightly damped, may show an important resonant response and their
dynamic properties must be considered in the analysis [2]. For the analysis of fatigue life is necessary to
know the history of the load as well as the total response of the structure to these loads. The aim of this
paper is to present fatigue life evaluation through dynamic analysis of concrete chimney under wind
loading considering the geometric nonlinearity, the vibration caused by the kinetic energy of wind gusts
and the aerodynamic damping due to the relative movement between this structure and the wind. The
formulation proposed is applied on real structure (180-meter-high concrete chimney).
A numerical procedure in ANSYS [3] was developed for dynamic analysis with variable wind forces
in time and space. Superimposed on the structural damping, aerodynamic damping was considered
directly in determining the dynamic wind pressures, through the use of relative velocities between the
structure and the wind, according to Eq. 1.
𝑞

1
= 𝜌 𝑉
2

𝑉 = (𝑉(𝑡) − 𝑉 )

(1)
(2)

is wind dynamic pressure; ρ is air density; 𝑉 is relative speed between wind and
Where 𝑞
structure, in the node considered; 𝑉(𝑡) is wind speed; 𝑉 is structure speed, in wind direction, in the
considered node.
Wind velocity can be expressed as a time function composed of a mean and a floating component. In
the proposed procedure, the mean plot is obtained from the ABNT NBR 6123: 1988 [4] and the floating
plot is determined by statistical parameters such as: probability distribution, power spectrum and cross
correlation functions.
Fig. 1 shows the temporal evolution of the displacements, velocities and accelerations of the top node
of the chimney, and the support reactions of the base node of the 180 meter-high structure with a wind
velocity equal to 32m/s. Table 1 shows the maximum values for each temporal evolution.
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Fig. 1. Temporal evolution of displacement, velocity, acceleration (a) and support reaction (b).
Table 1. Maximum values of displacement, velocity, acceleration, support reaction and bending moment.

Variable
Displacement[m]

Max. Value
2.29

Velocity [m/s]

0.42

Acceleration [m/s2]

0.17

Horizontal Reaction Fx [kN]

347.52
57850.58

Bending Moment Mz [kN.m]

From the time history of the efforts in the structure base, obtained through the dynamic analysis, it
was possible verify the fatigue of the reinforcement according to ABNT NBR 6118:2014 [5]. It should be
noted that in some cases of high stiffness structures such concrete chimneys with large diameters, the
reinforcement design is determine by serviceability limit state (fatigue).
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ABSTRACT
The effect of mean stress plays an important role in fatigue life prediction, its influence significantly
changes the fatigue behaviour of high cycle, directly decreasing the value of the fatigue limit with the
increase of the mean tension. This can be explained by the observation that the positive mean tension
increases the opening of the crack and accelerates the accumulation of fatigue damages. Formulating the
effects of mean stresses over the useful life of the material is important so that designers can dimension
components and structures that meet performance and safety criteria at the end of their useful life. The
construction of the Haigh diagram allows to understand the effect of the increase mean tension in the
gradual reduction of the amplitude of maximum axial tension that the material can support without
failures. There are many empirical formulations in the literature that use both physical and mathematical
precepts. However, there is no precise unified method that is able to represent in a general empirical way,
the effect of the mean stress on the high cycle fatigue of the predominantly loaded in the traction region,
in metals. The purpose of this work is to develop a methodology to formulate and validate the
construction of the Haigh diagram, based on artificial neural networks. Able to generalize an estimate of
the safe region of high cycle operation as a function of the mean stress and the maximum stress amplitude
in the region of predominance of traction loading, with only two S-N curves. The methodology is based
on a quantitative analysis of experimental fatigue data of P355NL1 steel, which are used in pressure
vessel designs. The data of fatigue tests provided are for the fatigue ratio R = {-1, -0.5, 0}. A multilayer
perceptron network has been trained with backpropagation algorithm, its architecture consists of two
input neurons (𝜎 , 𝑁) and one output neuron (𝜎 ). Has been used a single hidden layer with 2 to 30
neurons, all with sigmoid activation function and a linear function in the output neuron. The results show
that the training of the network with only two curves S-N, R=-0.5 and R=0, managed to obtain good
approximations of the high cycle experimental data. Thus, it is concluded that this formulation of the
Haigh diagram using artificial neural networks can aid the engineering design in the design of the fatigue
resistance limit and provide the safe operating region visualization with only two S-N curves.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the results of the fatigue crack propagation obtained for AISI 304 steel (0.04%C,
1.1%Mn, 0.41%Si, 0.0437%P, 0.0044%S, 18.16%Cr, 8%Ni, 0.0335%Mo, 0.1%V, 0.32%Cu) for
specimen presented in Fig. 1. Additionally, the FCGR test was performed for structural low carbon mild
steel (from existing long term operated structural members) using CT specimens (performed in
accordance with ASTM E647 [1]). All experiments were performed using constant amplitude load
procedure (R=0.1). For both type of steels, the kinetic fatigue fracture diagrams were constructed.

Fig. 1. Shape and dimensions of specimen used in experiment.

During typical fatigue crack growth rate test, the magnetic signals were registered in order to estimate
the changes in magnetic response during fatigue crack growth process. The main idea of measurement
system consist in use of magnetostrictive composite layer in order to identify changes of magnetic field
around this layer during the experiment. Additionally a 3D magnetic field probe was applied (consisted of
3 Hall's sensors), which was placed next to the sample during the experiment and allowed to received
information about changes in magnetic field around the crack. It is believed that this method might be a
base for a new approach to the evaluation of the fatigue crack growth rate.
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calculation.

ABSTRACT
Composite material “Engineered Stone” is an interesting alternative for classical stone materials in
kitchen sink industry. However, based on the literature data, there is a lack of the basic fracture properties
of this material under complex load state. In presented paper, the SCB (Semi Circular Bend) specimens
were extracted from new series of kitchen sinks in order to estimate fracture properties under mixed mode
loading conditions. From microscopic point of view, investigated composite material is based on crushed
natural stones, quartz in polyester resin matrix.
In order to investigate mechanical properties and fracture tests several experiments were performed
in order to better understanding the typical fracture behaviour of components made from “Engineered
Stone”. Typical mechanical damage of kitchen sink is presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Typical damaged kitchen sink; origin of crack is indicated by arrow with marked sections for microscopic analysis.

For fracture test the SCB specimens were involved (Fig. 2a) with different notch inclination angle
(Fig. 2b). The main dimensions of SCB specimen were following: R=37.5 mm, thickness t=12.5 mm,
s/R=0.8, a/R=0.45. Fracture toughness of the material was estimated for pure mode I (SENB specimen)
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and m
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Fig. 2. Mixed mode lo
oad test: a) SCB
B specimen; b) general view on
n the tested speecimens.
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presentedd by Kuruppu
u et al.
The sstress intensityy factors weree calculated uusing general solutions of SIFs
[1]:

𝐾
𝐾

𝑌
𝑌

√

√

(1)
(2)

Where: P – appliedd force, a – crrack length, R – specimen radius, B – sp
pecimen thickkness. YI, YII – nonmerically (FEM
M, Abaqus) for
f applied sppan/radius raate and
dimennsional functiion were deteermined num
normaalized crack leength a/R=0.4
45. The obtainned results are presented in Fig.
F 3.

Fig. 3. Geom
metric factor YI, YII as a functio
on of crack incllination angle.
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ABS
STRACT
T
T
This study aim
ms to determine the modee I Stress Inttensity Factor, KI, for a stteel alloy speecimen
extraccted from a prressure vessel,, so-called P3555NL. The geeometric and mechanical
m
prroperties are derived
d
from Compact Tennsion, CT, speecimens availaable in the rellevant literatu
ure. The theore
retical value of
o KI is
evaluaated through the formulatio
on reported inn ASTM E 64
47-15 for the geometric pro
roperties used in the
previoous study. Numerically,
N
to solve the CT specimen
n problem, a Finite Elem
ment code sofftware,
ABAQ
QUS© is useed. Therefore,, obtained num
umerical results are then co
ompared to thhe theoreticall ones,
leadinng to assess thhe numerical analyses’
a
perfformance. In this study, disttinct crack lenngths are conssidered
as; a = {8, 9, …, 20
2 mm}. Thiss study needs experimentall campaigns in order to obbtain the mech
hanical
propeerties of the materials an
nd extensive numerical studies, calib
brated and ccompared with the
experimental/refereence values. Hence,
H
a pre-ccracked CT sp
pecimen made of a mild stteel from a prressure
vessell P355NL1 was
w used in this study. F
Fig. 1 presen
nts the CT sp
pecimen withh the recomm
mended
dimennsions and inn Fig. 2, the load
l
applicatiion scheme iss demonstrateed. It was con
onsidered that ∆𝑃 =
mensions of the
𝑃
𝑃
= 163
34.1 𝑁 and 𝑅 = 𝑃 ⁄𝑃
= 0. Table 1 reports the geometric dim
t CT
specim
men considereed in this study. The ∆K vvalues were computed
c
rely
ying on the fo
foregoing theo
oretical
equatiion and also they
t
have beeen obtained bby the FEM formulation
fo
an
nalysed in AB
BAQUS© as can be
seen oon Table 3. Moreover, Fig.
F 3 demonsstrates the vo
on Mises stress and the veertical displaccement
variattion on the fraactured CT speecimen if a = 14 mm.
1.25W
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W

0.325W

B
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an
a

Fig.. 1. Recommennded dimensionss for CT specim
mens
accordiing to the test sttandard.

Fig
g. 2. Schematicc view of the fattigue test condiition.

T
This work adddresses the callculation of thhe mode I stress intensity factor,
f
K, throough the theo
oretical
expression proposeed by ASTM E 647, and bby numerical approaches using the Finitte Element Methods
M
M). For the prooposed CT speecimen, severaal crack length
hs were simullated The FEM
M model was solved
(FEM
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using the standard FEM based code software ABAQUS© allowing to directly obtain K, assuming the
strain energy release rate criterion in the presence of integral contours. Comparing the calculated
theoretical value based on ASTM E647 standard with numerical results, a good agreement between the
values was reached. Overall, the numerical methods are a reliable and robust source of results, leading to
accurate predictions of the behaviour of materials/components/structures, which with adequate calibration
can lead to the reduction of experimental tests, which have very high associated costs.
Table 1. Mechanical properties of the steel.
𝐸(𝑀𝑃𝑎)
205200

Material
P355NL

𝑣
0.275

𝑓 (𝑀𝑃𝑎)
418.06

𝑓 (𝑀𝑃𝑎)
568.11

Table 2. CT specimen; K obtained for each method and the respective error.
a (mm)
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20

von Mises stress

ΔKASTM
(MPa.m0.5)
255.429
274.430
294.117
314.473
335.699
358.031
381.746
407.176
434.711
464.820
498.069
535.141
576.873

ΔKFEM
(MPa.m0.5)
241.456
289.687
305.519
322.558
340.256
359.996
379.195
402.532
426.434
470.597
502.037
539.793
584.069

von Mises stress at the crack tip

Error
(%)
5.470
5.560
3.877
2.571
1.357
0.549
0.668
1.140
1.904
1.243
0.797
0.869
1.247

vertical displacement, 𝑈

Fig. 3. CT specimen with a crack of 𝑎 = 14 𝑚𝑚, FEM ABAQUS.
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ABSTRACT
The study of fatigue crack growth has been commonly done by means of bi-dimensional models and
assuming a homogeneous behaviour through the thickness. According to the specimen thickness, a state
of plane stress or plane strain is presumed. However, recently, it has been shown that thickness effects
influence considerably the crack tip behaviour. Tri-dimensional studies present a higher computational
cost but the current computational capabilities have triggered their use. These works have revealed a
series of effects along the thickness with a strong influence on the crack front growth: plastic zone size,
crack closure or stress intensity factor distribution [1-6].
One of the experimental evidences that can be explained as a direct consequence of these effects is
the curvature of the crack. It is observed that when the crack advance, the crack front changes adopting a
curved shape, growing faster at the interior than at the exterior. Two mechanisms can explain this effect:
the first one is related to the crack closure effect near the surface, it would imply a smaller effective ΔK
close to the surface, and therefore a slower crack growth rate. The second one, related to the plastic zone
size decrement observed in a small region close to the surface, is due to ΔK being smaller near the surface
than in the interior. Both mechanisms are difficult to evaluate separately. A series of works were devoted
to study these effects.
A research line has been focused in the analysis of the stress intensity factor distribution along the
thickness [4-6]. These works evaluate the finite element model (FEM) of an Al 2024-T35 compact
tension specimen with no plastic wake effect introduced, according to the methodology developed by the
authors. The three-dimensional behaviour in the vicinity of the crack front is simulated through numerical
analysis with ANSYS code and J-integral method is used to determinate the curves of K evolution along
the thickness. The main finding of these studies is that the distribution of K is not homogeneous; it
presents a variable profile through the thickness. The overall values for the whole model accurately agree
with the nominal K applied.
The K profiles along the thickness are characterized by a series of parameters that allow us to analyse
the distribution of K in terms of the expected Knom against variations of geometrical (thickness) and
external (applied load) factors. We can observe three different zones limited by two characteristic points,
one which separates the results according to whether they are higher or lower than Knom (denoted Do) or
the point (called Da) corresponding to a distributed load state similar to the middle plane of the specimen.
Results for different thicknesses (b = 3-9 mm) and loads applied (Knom = 9-30 MPa·m1/2) were studied.
For all these cases the abrupt drop in the results was maintained in an area close to the outside of the
specimen.
One of the most relevant finding was the identification of a point at a certain distance of the external
surface where the value obtained of K was constant regardless the load applied. This point was called
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pivot node and presents advantages for the correlation of numerical and experimental studies. The
significance of this finding is that the SIF remains independent of the load range. This suggests the
hypothesis that differences found on K at the interior or the exterior of this pivot node would lead to
differences on crack growth rates that will shape the curvature of the crack, however the overall crack
growth rate would be dominated by the Knom defined at this point.
Another important issue was that when evaluating the influence of the thickness, the position of the
pivot node is related with the absolute distance to the surface instead to an equivalent dimensionless
distance for each thickness. The position of the pivot node was in the range 0.36-41 mm from the surface,
for all the thicknesses and load levels studied.
As the dependence of the binomial maximum load - thickness disappears in this narrow region of the
thickness; this becomes an ideal zone to correlate results (experimental or numerical). It was observed
that these results agreed with previous experimental results where numerical crack closure prediction was
validated with experimental crack growth data [1].
Crack opening and closure values, obtained for 3D finite element model with constant amplitude
load, were evaluated along the thickness and used to evaluate their correlation with different experimental
crack growth data with different R. The correlation coefficients were used to identify the position of the
thickness for maximum correlation. When the results were plotted in terms of the absolute distance to the
exterior, it was found that the maximum values were present in the same area, ranging from 0.2 to 0.4,
coincident with the region of the specimen correspondent to the pivot node.
The present paper looks into the relation between fatigue crack closure estimation and the
significance of the pivot node concept. The previous correlation was made in terms of a constant Knom. In
the present work, K values necessaries to obtain ΔKeff are updated according to the SIF distribution along
the thickness obtained with the fracture simulations (without plastic wake). Correlations confirm the
previous conclusion regarding the significance of the pivot node position.
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ABS
STRACT
T
Inn this study, thhe simultaneo
ous applicationn of sacrificiaal piles and cab
ble was experrimentally exaamined
as a ppier scour couuntermeasure. The experim
ments were co
onducted for single
s
pier and
nd group of tw
wo and
three piers under clear water conditions. S
Simultaneous use of sacriificial piles aand cable has high
efficieency in reduccing the scour depth at singgle pier and group
g
of two piers.
p
Around6
d60% of scourr depth
was reeduced at singgle pier and in
n group of twoo piers it was observed to be
b 46% and 122% at front an
nd rear
piers, respectively. In group of three
t
piers, thhe sacrificial piles
p
with trian
ngular configuuration were able
a to
decreaase the scour depth consideerably with a vvalue of 69% reduction at first pier. How
wever, the cab
ble has
a neggative effect on
o reduction of scour deppth at group of three pierrs. This reseaarch highligh
hts that
combiination of cabble and sacrifficial piles is a suitable meethod to decreease the local scour at sing
gle and
groupp of two piers while sacrificial piles can bbe highly recommended for group of threee piers.

Figg. 1. Simultaneo
ous use of sacriificial piles and cable: a) aide view;
v
b) plan viiew.
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ABS
STRACT
T
T
The peridynam
mic is similarr to formulateed non-territo
orial theory by
b Konin. Deespite of conttinuum
mechaanics, the peeridynamic th
heory is reforrmulation of motion equaations based on integratio
on and
defereential integratiion equations in solid mechhanics. This feeature providees the direct ussage of peridy
ynamic
equatiions for modeelling discontin
nuities, crackss and develop
pment of damaage in differennt points of maaterial.
In facct, the damagge is part off peridynamicc rules and fundamental
fu
model.
m
Peridyynamic theory
y with
continnues concept is
i developed in
i finite distannce. This theo
ory is presenteed according tto internal forrces of
materrials that mateerial points app
ply force eachh other directlly from finite distance, whiile the classic theory
of sollid mechanicss is based on continuous
c
diistribution of mass for a material. Althouugh some adv
vanced
conceepts in fracturre mechanics have been ddeveloped in classical conttinuum mechhanics during recent
decaddes, the predicction of crack initiation andd its growth in
n materials is still a major cchallenge. Thee main
difficuulty is because of the matheematical form
mulation, which assumes thaat a body remaains continuou
us as it
deform
ms. In fact, thhe classical th
heory is formuulated using spatial
s
partial differential eequations, and
d these
spatiaal derivatives are undefined
d at discontinuuities. To oveercome this prroblem, peridyynamic theory
y (PD)
could be used to improve the analysis of ccracked structtures. Basicallly, the peridy
dynamic theorry is a
reform
mulation of thhe equation off motion in sollid mechanicss that is better suited for moodelling bodiees with
disconntinuities, succh as cracks. The theory uses spatial integral equaations that caan be applied
d to a
disconntinuity. The present
p
study uses this appproach to study
y the effects of
o different loaads in a brittle plate
with 4 notches, screews and rivetss with central notch through
h LAMMPS software.
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Fig. 1. Effectts of different lo
oads in a brittlee plate with 4 no
otches, screws and
a rivets with central notch.
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ABSTRACT
This study aims to evaluate the structural response of metallic and ceramic dental restorations. In the
last few years several biomaterials were developed to increase the structural resistance and durability of
dental restorations. In order to gauge the structural response of some of those materials, approximated
geometric models were constructed and analysed using advanced discretization techniques, such as the
Finite Element Method (FEM) and Radial Point Interpolation Meshless methods (RPIMs). For many
years, FEM was the chosen numerical method for structural analysis, however the use of complex
geometries or the generation of highly distorted elements causes low quality shape functions, which
affects directly the performance of the FEM. Therefore, in order to suppress this need, in last twenty years
the scientific community has witness the birth and development of several meshless methods, which are
numerical methods more flexible and equally accurate. Two meshless methods are used in this project:
the Radial Point Interpolation Method (RPIM) and the Natural Neighbour RPIM (NNRPIM). Although
being a recent numerical method, the NNRPIM has already been extended to many engineering fields.
The model of the maxillary bone and existent teeth were obtained from available anonymised
computational axial tomography images (CAT scan) and the restored tooth (and all the supporting
structures) were built in a CAD software. In the end, the relevant variable fields
(displacement/stress/strain fields) were obtained with the three numerical techniques and comparisons are
made.
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ABSTRACT
Metal additive manufacturing (AM) is a process where 3D parts are progressively created by adding
thin layers of materials guided by a digital model. It became a popular method to produce complex
structural shapes that would be difficult or impossible to fabricate through conventional processes. Metal
AM has a great potential in optimizing topologically structural components that represent several
economic advantages for industries such as aeronautical. Laser Powder Bed Fusion is an AM process that
uses laser(s) as heat source. Currently, it is possible to build components faster by using multi lasers in
LPBF machines. This allows higher production rates of components. For the production of large
components, lasers work simultaneously through different scan fields on parts being processed. Postmachinability has been a need of the additively produced parts since the surface roughness, dimensional
and geometric tolerances of as fabricated parts are insufficient for a large number of applications.
This work consisted on an experimental study aiming to determine defects relation with a defined set
of LPBF processing parameters, on 316L stainless steel. More specifically, this study evaluated the
influence of those processing parameters (Table 1) on tensile properties, dimensional accuracy,
machinability and microstructure. Three cylindrical samples were produced for each set of parameters
and then subjected to a stress relief heat treatment. Dimensional distortions/deviations of samples were
measured, through 3D scanning, before and after heat treatment and compared to original STL file.
Samples were then submitted to machining tests to determine differences between AM samples and
conventionally produced samples. The metallic powder served as feedstock was also analysed. Tensile
specimens were created and tested to evaluate mechanical properties dependence on processing
parameters. Surface roughness was investigated on the as-fabricated condition and after machining.
Metallographic samples were also produced to evaluate porosity levels and to understand solidification
features. Fracture of tensile specimens was investigated in order to determine possible causes. Some
samples were CT scanned for porosity measurements comparison.
Table 1. Different processes parameters of which effect was investigated on samples (2 x 2 x 2 x 3 repetitions).

Scan Strategy
Stripes
Chess

Hatch Spacing
80 μm
100 μm

Scan Fields
1
2
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Itt was observved that samp
ples with highh values of hatch spacing
g had higherr porosity. Saamples
fabriccated with twoo scan fields had
h more poroosity concentraated near the interface.
i
Tennsile specimen
ns with
higherr porosity levvels showed frragile rupture with low valu
ues of elongattion. No signiificant changees were
seen iin the ultimate strength vallues accordingg to porosity content, but elongation
e
waas strongly afffected.
Somee sets of sam
mples have beeen found to meet minim
mum tensile properties
p
speecified in maaterials
standaards (ASTM A276) regard
dless the reduuced porosity values. Tensile curves andd properties for
f the
speciffied sets of sam
mples are shown in Fig.1 annd Table 2.
Tab
ble 2. Results of tensile tests foor sets of samplles.
Samp
ples

Yield Strength

Tensille Strength

Elongation %

[M
MPa]
495.3

[M
MPa]
6654.2

37.7
3

460.0

6609.7

17.3

AM high--porosity

432.1

5534.6

8.2

Conven
ntional

34
43.3

5595.3

66.5
6

310
3

620

30

AM low--porosity
AM meediumporo
osity

ASTM A276*

*propertiess tabled for cold-finished 316L

Fig. 1. Tensilee curves of indiv
vidual samples..

T
To evaluate maachinability properties
p
of ddifferent LPBF
F samples, dry
y external cyliindrical turnin
ng was
perforrmed with fixxed cutting parrameters for aall tensile speccimens (cuttin
ng speed = 30 m/min, depthh of cut
= 0.5 mm and feed = 0.1 mm/rot,, rotation speeed = 900 rpm). Load spectra
a were measur
ured on tool. Results
R
showeed that samplles with higher content off porosity hav
ve a more scaattered load sspectrum due to the
unloading of the toool when passsing through a void and to
t the instant impact of sttarting to cut again,
contraary to what happens
h
to co
onventional m
material which
h is less scattered. Averagee cutting forcces are
presennted in Fig.2 and
a representaative load specctra are shown
n in Fig.3.

F
Fig. 2. Mean cuutting forces refferred to set of ssamples.

Fig. 3. Repreesentative cuttin
ing loads spectrra.

M
Metallographicc samples werre prepared too analyse the microstructure
m
e of the depossited 316L maaterial.
It waas observed through
t
electrrochemically etching the overlap of solidified mellt-pools. Meltt-pools
bounddaries of a low
w porosity sam
mple are clearrly identifiablle in Fig.4. Th
he distances bbetween conseecutive
melt-ppools were consistent
c
witth pre-definedd process parrameters. Fraacture surfacees of sampless were
investtigated to undderstand ruptu
ure cause. Figg.5 shows SEM image of ductile
d
rupturre of a low po
orosity
samplle.
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Fig. 4. Microstructure of 316L LPBF sample.

Fig. 5. Ductile fracture of low porosity content.
l

In short, LPBF samples with high values of porosity have an accentuated decrease on elongation
properties. Porosity seems to have a minor effect on strength of 316L deposited material. Machining
spectrums present more scatter on cutting forces measurements on AM samples when compared to
conventional material. Microstructures of 316 L deposited material revealed some inter-layer porosity and
it was seen consistency with the trajectory parameters. It was also concluded that brittle rupture is
associated with higher levels or porosity on samples. Samples with higher values of hatch spacing
presented higher content of porosity and two scan fields samples presented defects on fields transition
zone and on nearby regions. Scan strategy showed a less substantial effect on porosity.
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